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FOREWORD
The helicopter industry is a highly competitive field of endeavor which by
its very nature requires both practical and theoretical engineering of the
highest calber. Research and advance design progre are such that the
existing models are obsolete s soon as, and often before, they can become
operational. Further time las often are introduced by production schedules,
modification requirements, and retrofit actions. Flight testing s an intepal
part of conceiving, designing, and producing a useful flight vehicle. This
production cycle with its preat cost and effort obviously places a great
demand on the resources of any particular company. Performance, safety,
cost, time, and expediency are some of the many factors which influence
any aircraft development.
The flight test efftrt often is considered by many to be the demonstration
of the aircraft and not a great deal of anything else. This view is far from the
truth. Test results should be incorporated throughout the development
cycle, and failure to accomplish this may compromise or jeopardize the end
product. Pilot considerations should be included in the initial design phases
to insure man/machine compatibility. Pilot effort and opinion during the
simulator tests provide the tint indication of conceptual feasibility and any
significant problems. Production and product improvement tests define
operating characteristics and allow for the development of improvements or
solutions to deficiencies as they are discovered.
As the state-of-theart advances, the aircraft become rore complex with
accompanying difficulties in the development cycle. Also, the customer
organizations become larger, more efficient, demand more reliability and
accuracy, and in general, refine their cm-bility in all areas. The manufacturers and Government in turn are forced to provide more comprehensive and
accurate information about the product, thus requiring an ever increasing
flight test effort. This handbook discusses flight testing as it relates to
helicopter performance determinations.
This handbook was written by Kenneth R. Ferrell, Chief Advanced
Methodology and Analysis Office, US Army Aviation Test Activity.

•I

xi
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PREFACE
The reci of engineering flight test as it exists today developed primarily
out oi- the necessity for defining the performance, stability, and control of
military and commercial aircraft, The requirement for accurate, repeatable
data is of particular importance for these applications since many people may
be affected by failure to accomplish a given flight plan.
Practical operations make it obvious that theoretical data do not provide
sufficient accuracy for predicting actual operating characteristics. Also as the
aircraft become more complex, the number of undefined parameters
becomes larger and the necessary information becomes increasingly difficult
to obtain through the usual wind tunnel and model testing. Flight testing
thus was from inception, and is today, a significant and essential part of any
development and production effort,
Flight testing may be classified into various categories such as research,
development, production, functional system, and handbook testing. Each of
these types of testing has their unique objectives, techniques, and worths,
Research and experimental testing is being accomplished by both military,
educational, and commercial organizations. This testing usuilly is conducted on test beds, modified versions of current aircraft, and ort unique
experimental vehicles. Research testing has objectives concerned with
advancement of the overall state-of-the art and in obtaining information
relative to specific areas. Developmental testing is generally considered to be
defining and improving an established concept or aircraft. Production testing
is devoted primarily to evaluating the production aircraft to insure that
production tolerances and changes have not introduced variations that will
violate delivery standards. The majority of this development and production
testing is accomplished duing the early stages of the production cycle.
Product improvement testing normally continues as long as the akcraft Is in
production.
Improvements, modifications, and new equipment are evaluated as
required by the customer or by the manufacturer when considered advisable.
Functional and handbook testing is of primary concern to the using
organizations. For the military, this testing consists of operational and
suitability evaluations relative to mission accomplishment and logistic
requirements. The testing includes different environmental conditions and is
conducted at various locations whic.h provide the necesay variables. Some
of these teats are conducted with operational units under actual operating

conW
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Handbook testing is defined as that testing necessary to produce the
pilot's handbook of operating instructions. Two sections of the handbook
are of primary concern. One Is definition of the flight characteristics with
particular emphasis on precautionary items and emergency procedures.
Another is the performance section that provides data for the entire
operational envelope of the aircraft. Because of the critical nature and great
importance of the handbook data, emphasis is placed on accuracy and
completeness. A part of the tests is to determine the capability of the
aircraft as well as to establish the performance penalties for improper
operating procedures and flight techniques. Atmospheric conditions and the
configurations available are also factors that are considered.
Many enter the helicopter field of endeavor with the conception that little
or no difference exists between helicopter and fixed wing flight test.
Needless to say, the fallacy of this assumption is soon discovered. True, the
overall objectives are the same and the general approach is similar, but there
the paths diverge. The intimate details concerning nearly every facet are
greatly different, and it is necessary to become accustomed to these
differences. The vibration characteristics, low speed, and autorotation flight
regimes are especially disconcerting to ,mne familiar with high speed
fixed-wing aircraft.
This writing is an attempt to provide some basic testing considerations
that perhaps can be used to consolidate, stimulate, and further the
profession. No attempt has been made to present theory beyond that
required to accomplish the particular test being discussed, This theoretical
information can be found In many references and it is not necessary that it
be repeated here. This is, rather than theory, some considerations relative to
practical helicopter flight testing.
The Engineering Design Handbooks fall into two basic categories, those
approved for release and sale, and those classified for security reasons. The
Army Materiel Command policy Is to release these Engineering Desip
Handbooks to other DOD activities and their contractors and other
Government agencies in accordance with current Army Regulation 70.31,
dated 9 September 1966. It will be noted that the majority of these
Handbooks can be obtained from the National Technical Infoimation
Services (NTIS), Procedu,"es for acquiring these Handbooks follow:
a. Activities within AMC, DOD agencies, and Government agencies other
than DOD having need for the Handbooks should direct their request on an
of(Icll form to.
Commander
Letterkenny Army Depot
ATTN: AMXLE-ATD
Cimbersburg, PA 17201

XV
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b. Contractors and universities must forward their requests to:
National Technical Information Serrvice
Department of Commerce
Springfield, VA 22151
(Requests for classifed documents must be sent, with appropriate "Need
to Know" Justifcation, to Letterkenny Army Depot.)
Comments and suggestions on this Handbook are welcome and should be
addressed to:
Commander
US Army Materiel Command
ATMN: AMCRD-TV
Alexandria, VA 22333
DA Forms 2028 (Recommended Changes to Publications), which an
available through normal publications supply channels, may be used for
comments/suggestions.

xva
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
a

A

speedof soun; kt ft/sec
=mabi

rotor area, ft2

=acceleration,

A=

g's

engine inlet area, ft2

AA

change in acceleration, g's

b

number of blades, dimensionless

BVP

C

=ble'ed

valve position, %from f1,ll open

equivalent blade chord (on thrust basis), ft

CL

9.

por coefficient, dimensionless

CT

thrust coefficient, dimensionless
C~s

CG

aim thrust coefficient, dimensionless
*helicopter

AC,
A~
D

center of gravity

differential power coefficient, power coefficient
correction; dimxensionless
* differential thrust coefficient, thrust coefficient
correction-, dimonsionless
*distance

traveled, ft
A

*acceleration distance, ft
D
D ~
DMW

around distance, ft
horlontal projection of D 5LOM ,ft
distaxtc along runway to takeoff, ft

R

*enduran~e, hr

EG*

= ehaust i temperature,C

ESG W

a engin start gross weight, lb

xvii
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd)
F

= force, lb

Fz

= engine thrust, lb

FI

=gear load at touchdown, lb

FC

= fuel counter reading, counts (ct)

4FC

= fuel counter difference, ct

FM

= figure of merit, dimensionless

FS

= fuel specific weight, lb/gal

FSW

= engine fuel specific weight, lbigal

FU

= fuel used; counts, Ib, gal

= acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec 2
GW

= gross weight, lb

AGW

= Voss weight deviation, lb

H

*

height above ground, ft

IlP

*

ideal horsepower, HP

* density altitude, ft
HG

ear
u height above around, ft

H
AH

" pessure altitude, ft
height difference, correction, error; ft

AU/,

- altimeter Insttument difference, correction,

entor; ft

altimeter position erro Correction, ft
IGE

ainpitotd effect

I V

a intlet gide vane position.% from full open

Stolo

xviii

pmum distotrtionsdlmnsionlc

-
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LIST OF SYIh'BOLS (Cont'd.)
p

power coefficient constant, slug/ft3 -HP

Kc

K CT

=

thrust coefficient con.,;ant, lb/slug-ft 3
fuel counter to fuel, olume ratio, counts/gallon

KF

(ct/gal)
KFC

LI

=

fuel counter constant, gallons/count (#AJ/ct)

KR

gear ratio, dimensionless

K1

altimeter temperature correction factor,
dimensionless

Kp

power correction factor, dimensionless

KT.M

torquemeter conversion factor, ln.'lk4sl

K.

temperature recovery factor, dimensionless

LW

gross weight correction factor. dimensionless

KTAS

*knots

true airspeed

static pressure distortion, dimensionless

L

LT

- left

N

n Mach number, dimensionless

avaningblod
Mah nmber dief~nle
MS

advancing bladetti Mach number, dimensionless

77
N

a revolutions, rp

ND

*

nwe down

*noseup

A\NU

Ne

engine sped, rpm
tutor speed, rpm or rp

IV

N1,

power turbin speed, rp

NAMPP

*nautical

JANT

*

air miles per pound of fuel (spetific
angp). akin rnIl~b

nautical armiles traveied, a aii
xU.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)
change in rotor speed, rpm

N

OGE

=out-of-pround

P

=power, HP
=pressure;

P,

effect

psi, in. H2 0, in. Hg

exhaust gas static pressure, psi

PRe

=engine (turbine) pressure ratio, dimensionless

pressure difference, correction, error; psi,
in.H1 0, in. H&indicated torque (see Eqs. 14-6
and 14-8), psi

AP

=

Q

*

R

*range, nmi

*

actual torque, lb-in.

*rotor radius, ft
Ri'

right

RIC

*tapelne

rate of climb. ft/min

average rate of climb from 14, to H..,. ft/min

(RIQ)6u

of climb corroction, ft/inm

&AI/C)

*rate

RID

*touchdown

S

*

rate of dueat, ft/mmn

ground distance traveled after contact, ft

SNiP

*power required, HP

t

intime, elapsed timei at;
*time change, required, diffetential ~ac

T

a temperature, 4C

a toWo thrust, Ib
TMA

XX

wtrue airipeed. kt
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Cont'd.)

Tc

TIC

=

restrainina thrust, lb

=time

to climb, min4

TRe

engine (turbine) temperature ratio, dimensionless

T1W

takeoff thrust to weight ratio, dimensionless

A~T

=temperature

difference, correction, error; 0

restraining thrust uorrection, lb
airspeed, wind velocity; kt

V
Vnp

=advancing blade tip speed; kt, ft/sec
airspeed deviation, loss, correction; kt

A~V

air flow, lb/sec
W

ideal mass flow, lb/sec
*weight of ballast, lb

W,*

fuel flow; lb/hz, lb/sec

WINSIA

weight of load cells and cable, lb

WFAW~

NOue available, lbI
incremental fuel, lb
course speed lenth, horizontal distance~ ft

X*

Uangto of attack, dell3
*azimuth, de$ from north
"~eof
7
6
at

ldsdp, dca

Upht pathmnaje
*ambient

air pressure raio, dimenioulm

stick Position. in.
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-average stick position, in.
throttle position, %from full open
=chanse in stick position, in.
total pressure recovery factor, dimensionless
#
*,

*

runway gradient. theodolite ane, pitch attitude; deg

=air temperature ratio, dimensionless
0a

*

maximum retreating blade angle, dog

*

*

blade collective pitch, deg

0=

change in pitch nle, des
-pitch rate, dog/sec

V

-

pitch acceleration, de, sec'

=advance ratio, dlmenslonlea_

jL

- mass fnow, lula/mc

p

air density, lug/fts
*

Srtoll

*

*

~air densty ratio, dimensions

attitude, des

*tolirate. deae
tarll acceteation, doO'
a. azinuth

*~

for maximum

angle, yaw aitiede; deg

*yaw rate, degac
a yaw acceleration, dqjec

5

rotor 01110Vlolty rai~ob
SJNCRIPTS

aili;

.

*

a

*

~~Abnt, fmn areamo latera
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LIST OF SYMBOLS (Contd.)
airflow ratio

AR
A VG

=avenage

boom

4:,B

BR

=best

range

counts, collective

C

C

=corrected

CAL

=calibrated

ongi, longitudinal

f

fuel

F

uflare

'K)FC

*fuel

counter

(gaR

ground rol

OR*

horizonta

H

-hovet,

11W

-head wind component

15

*antestage bleed

1C

*instrment

IND

correcton

inwue

MAX

*tnaimum

rtow sPee
*

)

oer muw

a

~poetloak4
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LIST OF SYMBO0LS (Cant'd.)
r

pedal

R

resultant, rotational, rotor

REP

leferred

REQ

urequired

RW

-runway
a

S

static droop, static, stick

-

-standar,

standard system, standard day

system corredon

Sc
SCRED

Uscheduled

aslee

A

*test, test day, test system
T

*

*tat Cll

TL

takeoff, tower

rV
TR

k

trues traient droop, total, turbine

*

ta" rotor
ilzpwe

V

*Veg'tlcl

VOL

*VOltIUM

IV
WC.

*wuw %wnVeqa, hover, we44t

h'S

uwind themr

x

-

wind component

hodzsont Compomet
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z
0

-

normal component

-initia
-itarentry

2

-find stop
5SOft obftad*

so

xxv/xxvi

f4
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CHAPTER 1
PLANNING
1-1 GENERAL

K'

The same basic technical approach that is
applied to testing should be applied to the
planning, management, and organizational
phases of the program. All aspects should be
considered with emphasis being placed on
management principles that will be compatible with the technical requirements. The
most effective planning can accomplished
only when both the technical and support
groups are knowledgeable and sympathetic
with the peculiar requirements of the other.
1-2 PRELIMINARY PLANNING
The preliminary planning is the first action
that should be taken by a test agency on a
subject program and should begin as soon as
the program is known to exist. In the event of
a cancellation at the last moment, this early
planning effort may be lost; however, in view
of the potential gains, the risk should be
taken. A thorough effort at the onset should
result in logical, timely program progress and
should minimize the risk of lost productivity
caused by unpreparedness at a later date. The
preliminary planning includes an evaluation of
the total scope of the program; a definition of
the objectives, authorities, and responsibilities; an assessment of the time and resources
necessary to accomplish the tests; a schedule
establishment and milestone defintion; establishment of a suitable work flow channel; and
establishing the appropriate follow-up action.
The request or direction to accomplish a
test program should include the objectives in
sufficient detail to allow a test plan to be
prepared. The objectives should be studied
carefully in light of the existing test capabilities and then a determination made as how
best to achieve the desired results. The objectives should be clear and concise. Any iterr
that is not so stated is open to misinterpretao

tion and should be clarified immediately. In a
similar manner the authorities and responsibilities of the program should be as equally
clear as the objectives. Most organizations are
adequately governed in these areas; however,
when the organization is not adequate or
when unusual circumstances arise, a clarificadon should be made immediately.
Upon receipt of the test objectives and
authority, every possible effort should be
made to obtain all information concerning the
test vehicle. The most important information
is
that relative to its physical nature and
operating characteristics. These will greatly
influence all aspects of the testing to be done.
The riost fertile area from which to obtain
information is usually the technical library.
Most libraries have the capability to do
research and provide references on any desired subject. The subjects given the library to
research should include the name or designa"ton of the test vehicle and appropriate words
to describe unusual aerodynamic, propulsive,
or operating characteristics. In all cases, it is
advisable tc consult with the aircraft manufacturer. By necessity the manufacturer must
have extensive knowledge concerning all general aspects of the test item and may be the
only source of information concerning its
unique characteristics. This is invariably the
situation for the newer VTOL and advanced
helicopter designs.
An important portion of the preliminary
planning is the establishment of a schedute
and the fixing of milestone events. Some
events to be considered as milestones are test
plan publication, instrumentation specification, arrival of the test vehicle, first flight,
program phase completion, completion of the
total flight program, completion of data
-reduction, completion of report writing, and
report publication. When the calendar dates
cannot be established, the schedule should be
1-1
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arranged in terms of time from arrival of the
test item. Ths will provide a general schedule
and allow continuation of the planning effort.
The program logically should be separated

written prior to the scheduled submission
date. When this is possible, it will provide
more opportunity for correction, revision,
and improvement. It is also desirable that the

into various phases within the whole. The
nature of these phases will depend upon the

plan be written by the party responsible for
the execution of the tcps, When this is

individual program, the schedule, and the test

accomplished, there will be a minimum of

objectives. Most performance programs can be
divided into phases similar to the subjects
discussed in Chapters 4 through 14. Other tests

communication and interpretation problems
at a later date. It is also possible to make the
plan more general in nature, thus providing

such as environmental, reliability, and maintainability will be susceptible to a similar type
of definition. These phases in turn can be
separated into subdivisions. It may be advisable
to define
phases
according
configuration
(cleanthe and
dirty),
gross to
weight
(light and heavy), atmospheric conditions
(high and heavy), tmperic cotions

more flexibility.
The test plan is the proposed plan of action
and as such should contain information pertinent to the test objectives, schedule, locations,
and necessary
resources. The exact
linad
eesryeoue.Teeat
-sequence of the tests is not a requirement;
however, a general indication of the proce-

cold), and performance regimes (high and low
speed). In other cases it may be judicious to
separate the leve,
phasesdser,
by ortroics
test
area such
as sea
muntins
Reardess
level, desert, mountains, or tropics. Regardless
of the phase plising
definition
methodin
used,
accomwil adthi gratl
orgnizng,
plishing this will aid greatly in organizing,
implementing, and reporting on the program
from inception to conclusion. One note of
caution here is to be sure that the definition
procedure is logical and that it is not so
detailed as to become meaningless.

understand more clearly the intent of the test

(high and low altitude), temperature (hot and

The next item to be established is the
personnel and resources required to accomplish the test effort. Defining the personnel
may include creating an organizational chart
and assigning responsibilities. The complexity
of this effort will depend upon the magnitude
and scope of the program. Arrangements
should be made to insure that support will be
available at the proper time and manner.pln
person responsible for the preliminary plantain that the initial action is accomplished in a
timely and proper manner.
1-3 TEST PLANS

1~w

The test plan may be tten as soon as the
preliminary planning as been adequately
accomplished and sufficient information is
available concerning the program and test
vehicle. In some cases the test plan may be
1-2

j

I

dure to be used will enable the reader to

pln.en
the plan
written in a possibl
general rather
than should
a detailed
format. In the case of unusual tests it may be
n
t provide detailed information in
necessary
to
order to allow a clear understanding of the
work to be accomplished. Good writing practice is required, however, it must be remembered that the most important aspect is to
disseminate information and to establish clearly in the reader's mind how the testing is to
be accomplished and how this will achieve the
test objectives. A clear understanding of the
overall program must be transmitted as well as
the necessary details.
The scope and nature of the program are
the primary factors that influence the test
plan. An outline should be prepared first to
in
e heunece
repare ing
considered. From this general outline, it is
possible then to proceed with confidence to a
more detailed outline where the specific
tests
are
noted.
With
this
in
han,
the
next
step
to develop the first draft of the detailed testis
plan. Each test must be clearly stated relative
to method, objective, and anticipated results.
A minimum of detail should be presented in
each of these categories. When a large amount
of detail is unavoidable, references should be
given or an appendix should be added. A good
technique is to use general statements and
refer to other reports for details.
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An important part of most test plans is the

estimates are the ones most often in error.

detailed schedule. Some milestones have been
established during the preliminary planning
phase. These must be modified to reflect all
changes and include the most current information. The instrumentation phase must be
coordinated to prevent any slippage caused by
workload, schedule, or logistics. The allocated
time for the instrumentation installation
should be verified to insure completeness and
adequacy. Any aircraft maintenance work
prior to flight also should be included and
coordinated with the appropriate groups. The
flight portion of the program should be
established. Each test can be examined to
determine the flight time required. The total
productive time then will be the total of all
the individual tests specified. Some factor
may be aprlied +o determine the number of
flights required to produce the required productive total time. This factor primarily will
be a function of the type of aircraft and the

The estimates are determined by consideration of the personnel available and the anticipated workload. The engineering effort required per flight varies greatly with aircraft
and the type of data being obtained. A most
pessimistic estimate is advisable. There are
many items that dictate this, however, in the
main they characteristically come from these
sources. The necessary personnel and facilities
planned and scheduled invariably do not
materialize. Test progress usually uncovers
areas that require additional efforts both in
testing and data reduction, and analysis. It is
surprising the amount of time these items can
add to this portion of the program. Although
the report writing effort is usually concurrent
with the data reduction effort, for schcduling
purposes they should be separated. Here,
again, it usually takes longer to write the
report than one would suppose. Some of the
delaying obstacles encountered are interrup-

testing being done. The average time per flight
,-

tions, concurrent efforts on other programs,

will be the most important single considerati n. The next item to determine is the
number of flights per day that can be expected. This, again, is dependent upon the aircraft
and the type of tests. All these factors then
are summed to give an estimate of the

lack of clerical and editing support, and lack
of author inspiration. The latter item is
occasionally the most Important consideration. It is also the most difficult to account
for, and is invariably the least understood by
all, including the author. Increased magnitude

flight portion of the program. The wise

referencing, comparisons with other results,

scheduler now will rely on knowledge and
experience to include a margin for some of
the inevitable delays that will be encountered
during various phases of the program. To
estimate best the advisable margin, a review of
similar programs will provide a rule of thumb
for the percentage of flights aborted, weather
considerations, Instrumentation requirements,
and nonavailability of the test aircraft. Allowance also should be made for any necessary
travel to additional test sites, "down time"

and requirements for detailed discussion of
the data, An accelerated program or a high
productivity test will reduce the amount of
time available for writing the report. A highly
complex test vehicle or test procedure will
require more technical research and original
work. All these factors are difficult to plan

tion changes. and any Instrumentation recalibrations. All ,upport poups should be

to coordination. A reliable estimate of the
publication time usually can be obtained from

consulted to isure that no omissions exist
hi the contingency c-asideratlons.

the graphic arts group. It total of all these
items then will yield an estinate of the total
program time.

calendar time required to accomplish the

for scheduled uIrcraft maintenance, conflgura-

of the program introduces extensive cross

and schedule, though they should be considered. The coordination cycle for the report
must be analyzed carefully to deternine the
number of personnel and offices involved, and

what has been the past performance relative

Arothr significant ltvm Is the time requirod f)r the data reduction effort, data

The publication of the test plan changes

analysis. and report wtiting efforts. These

the program from an abstract Idea into a
1-3
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.
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reality. The project engineering office now
can assign personnel to the project for preliminary calculations, construction of data reduction forms, and preparation for the anticipated workload. Maintenance and flight personnel are able to enroll in the necessary training
schools, and the appropriate logistic actions
can be taken. From the specified tests, it is
now possible to determine the instrumentation requirements and prepare the
instrumentation specification. Each group can
establish cost estimates and start providing
equipment and personnel.
14

FLIGHT CARDS

The flight cards should be prepared as soon
as the test plath is written. This procedure will
prevent the occurrence of a high workload at
an inopportune time during the program.
They also will provide detailed information
on how each test is to be performed and will
allow time for improvements or corrections to
be made at the earliest date. It must be
remembered that making the cards in advance
probably will result in certain changes in light
of unexpected test results and additional
requirements based on further knowledge. In
any event, it Is easier to modify an existing
card than to originate one, and there will be a
net reduction In the total effort.
Flight cards are necessary for the pilot and
flight test engineer to conduct each test
effectively. The card must contain the necessay Information relative to the pilot effort as
well as the data to be recorded. It Is desirable
to have the pilo concentrate on the operation
of the aircraft with a minimum of other
duties. To accomplish this, most effectively
an observer should be uscd to record all
necessary data, calculate changes in the test
conditions, and to plot the data as they are
obtained during the flight. When specifying
conditions for the pilot, the Instrument error
should be accounted for to reduce the pilot
effort and to Insare the proper flight condlIn cases where the pilot is required to fly
solo, he shouI b briefed thoroughly on the
1-4

data requirements and any deviations that are
anticipated. This briefing also enables the
pilot more accurately to plan the flight so
that the maximum productivity may be realized. Radio contact should be maintained at
all times, and ground personnel should record
the data transmitted by the pilot. The pilot
also may have questions that can be answered
by the ground personnel. This aspect is
doubly important when conditions are such
that the primary test mission cannot be
accomplished and it is necessary to adopt an
alternate test. The pilot may not have sufficient intimate knowledge of the data requirements to .plan and execute adequately an
alternate mission without ground support.
The ground personnel should be prepared at
all times for this situation. Also, additional
tests should be planned prior to flight in the
event the test progress is more rapid than
expected. Giving the pilot more than he can
accomplish is the general practice to insure
that no portion of the flight time is wasted.
However, this practice may be detrimental In
that the pilot will try to accomplish the entire
card regardless of the magnitude and in his
haste may obtain questionable data. Perhaps a
better technique is to give the pilot a realistic
card and keep the other tests in reserve until
they are required., This somewhat more of a
workload on the ground personnel but may
increase the flight productivity.
Detailed flight cards for each type of test
are discussed In the appropriate chapters.

14 DATA REDUCTION FORMS
The test plan and the flight cards specify
what data will be obtained and how the tests
will be conducted. The instrumentation speofication will determine the form of the data
when the data are available for reduction,
With this Information at hand. It is now
possible to establish the data reduction meth.
ods and procedures. Accomplishing this task
at this time will alleviate the backlog of data
that normally occurs when the flying starts
and the reduction procedure isnot at flall
capabilitv.

x
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The data may be either automatic or
manually processed. In either case the initial
procedure is the same. The test to be conducted should first be placed in similar categories,
The test plan is normally in this format which
simplifies the task. Then for each category a
data reduction procedure should be established and a data flow chart constructed. This
will serve to clarify the process and to provide
the most effective means for accomplishing
the effort. Items to be included are data
handling, data reading, data processing, data
presentation, and data analysis. The data
handling term Is meant to cover the overall
processing, transportation, and the data management. The data reading Is intended to
encompass the processes of converting the
recorded data to usable engineering information. The most common forms of this are
reading of oscillograph traces, reading of
photo panel film, and obtaining a computer
print out. The data processing refers to the
calculations or corrections that must be applied to put the data in a form suitable for

presentation. is may involve either manual

or computer techniques. In either case, the
engineer must develop a detailed step by step
procedure in engineering terminology of all
the computations that are required. This form
serves two purposes. First, it provides the
information for the programmer to develop
into computer language, and, second, it providis a tool for checking the final computer
program. Failure to accomplish this program
checking can lead to disastrous results, since
the conversion is not always accomplished
literally. The data presentation required is
determined by the test objectives and the
anticipated test results. The data may be in
either tabulated or plot form. In either case,
the format can be established and this will
save a great deal of hurried effort later in the
program. Generally, a review of contemporary
reports will provide a guide as to the appropriate plots necessary to present the data.
Detailed data reduction forms and graphicel presentations of the data are presented in

the chapters that follow.
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CHAPTER 2
INSTRUMENTATION
2-1 GENERAL

)

,

Instrumentation as discussed here will pertain to that required for performance, stability, and control testing. However, a similar
approach will provide adequate results for
other test programs such as structural, developmental, and research. Each test may have
particular requirements, however, the objectives are similar; i.e., to provide quantitative
data to aid In future design, to correct
existing deficiencies, or to increase the overall
knowledge of a specific area. The test data are
used primarily to provide information relative
to operating and performance characteristics
as well as to correct deficiencies that resulted
from insufficient or inadequate design criteria
and assumption. The Importance of the Instrumentation cannot be overemphasized,
since the entire effort will be for naught if the
data an not accurate, valid, ad complete.
2-2 PLANNING
The initial nstrumentation requirements
should have been considered In the prelminary planning phase. The detailed planning
should have been accomplished at the earliest
possible date to Insure an adequate and timely
propesion of the instrunentation effort. An
unforeseen delay may cost valuable flight and

calendar time. However. in sonie cases it may

rn

it44will

be more expedient to plan a progressive
installation based on the test requirements
and sequence. So long as adequate lead time
and planning *a provided for the instrumentation peminnel to build, Install, and
calibrate the additional equipment a mnimum or no delay will be Incurred by this
approach. An unscheduled instrumentation
effort Is to be guarded apinst since In most
instances an Installation and calibrtlon time
SS required and, unless properly planned for,
isU reUlt
emanylv dcas
tett

result in an excessive delay in the test

program. Generally speaking, even the most
elaborate and complete instrumentation armrngement will prove to be inadequate in
some area and revisions or additions may be
necessary. This primarily is caused by new
requirements as the test program progresses
and the data are analyzed. In view of this, the
necessity for careful analysis and planning of
the instrumentation requirements and installation is readily apparent.
2-3 REQUIREMENT GUIDELINES
The instrumentation requirements can be
determined from the test objectives and the
test plan. From these general requirements It
is necessary to prepare a detailed Instrumentation specification. This specification must
contain a complete listing of all equipment
required, work to be accomplished, time and
manpower available, as well as sequence and
general cost analysis. Sufficient detail must be
given so that equipment may be ordered,
wiring diagrams be prepared, and drawing be
made for fabricated parts and instrument
packages to be installed. The Instrument
specifications should be prepared by the
instrumentation engineers. The flight test
engineer should coordinate to insure adequate
coverage as well as compatibility with the
exltlng facilities and the general suitability of

the Installation. Also, it is necessary for the

flight test personnel to be intimately familiar
with the Instrumentation so that malfunctions during the testing may be detected
quickly and corrected.
Since the instrumnentatin,, facilities must
operate within the overall guidelines ostablishad by the flight test engineer, he should
specifically consider the following items.
I many cases, more tha oe method
1.cod
In
tes.t more limi 014111d.

of recording thedata may be used.

1
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2. In general, the most important parameters should be recorded by the most reliable
method with items of lesser importance
being recorded as appropriate,
3. For critical items it may be desirable to
have duplicate recording. This duplication
also may be useful In data reduction and
correlation procedures. This method will reduce the loss of data from individual instrumentation malfunctions ard the number of
repeat or abort flights,

must be used regardless of individual desires.
Tape and telemetry easily can record a large
number of variables. Oscillographs and photo
panels are limited individually In scope and
several may be required. For a small number
of variables it is possible for either the pilot or
an observer manually to record visual data.
This method is most effective for a performance test and, when possible, is preferred over
any other method. In many cases the manual
system is supported by an oscillograph or
photo panel whichis a highly desirable arrangement whenever feasible.

2.4 RECORDING OF DATA
The data should be recorded in a maner
that will allow the reduction to be accomplashed most easily. Many variables can be
recorded conveniently in only one maner
and there Is little choice. The degree of
accuracy which can be obtained will vary with
different recording methods and consideration should be given In this area. The most
satisfactory data recording method may be
determined by consideration of the following,
1. Number of parameters to be recorded
2. Type of data reduction to be employed
3. Time allowance for reduced data to be
presentud
V

4. Cost and time available for Instrument&lion installation
5. Reliability required
6. Type of data presentation to be made
7. Weigt and space available,
The number of parameters to be recorded
should determine immediately the requiro.
ment for automation. Whenever more tan
twenty parmeters are recorded, an automatic
system Is desirable. Some of the aatowatic
data recording systems to be cornidered are
magnetic tape, telemetry, photo panel, and
oscillographa. These systems are Invaluable fr
particular types of tr4s and In some case

2-2

For some types of tests, such as structural
demonstrations and critical stability and contkol test, it is necessary for real time during
the progress of the tests. The only method
that can accomplish this Is telemetry or visual
Indicators In the aircraft. Since stress and
dynamic stability data cannot be presented
easily with indicators, this leaves telemetry a;
the only realistic method. Most telemetry
layouts have the capability of visually portraying the data while simultaneo sly recording a permanent record. This permanent
recording device may be in the aircraft or
located in the ground station. All methods
other than telemetry require that the aircraft
return prior to accomplishing any data reducion effort. Photo panels and oscillographs
require a time interval for the records to be
developed and read prior to starting the data
reduction. 4and recoreed data are immediately available for procesing after the flight and
can be anjyzed between flights. This may be
an impcdant condder~tlon when consecutive
fllghts are dependent upon each other. Visual
hard recorded data we also very useful for
-t-flight plots which will insuv completeness
and that erratic points are repeated at the
appropriate time.
The type of data presentation to be made
will somewhat restrict some of the recording
methods, The recording systems all may have
a idmilar capability but the amount of data
Yeduction effort may vary greatly. When high
density time histories are desired, the photo
panel and hand recorded data are inadequate
and difficult to process. The values must bls

)
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plotted and then curves faired through the
points. Telemetry, magnetic tape, and oscillographs can produce this type of data directly.
The weight and space allowance is usually a
function of the aircraft dimension and performance. The number of parameters is the
single determining factor, and the instrumentation system must be arranged accordingly. The number of parameters per unit
weight or volume is greatest for the magnetic
tape system of which there &re many varations. For small, limited spp,4e vehicles, where
a lare number of variables are of such
interest, a magnetic tape system is invaluable,
When space or weiyht is not at a premium,
then it is desirable to use several oscillographs
or photo panels. The biggest problem with
this type of arrangement is the time to
correlate the data and accomplish the datK
reduction. The time correlation must be
accomplished very accurately or the data may
be invalid or unusable. To best achieve this,
each of the recording devices should be
identified or coded simultaneously in order to
fix the events in time and sequence.
245 COST CONSIDERATIONS
The funds available for the instrumentation
and the emphasls placed on the expenditures
may tffect greatly the final instrumentation
arrangement. Good instrumentation is seldom
inexpensive, however, quality should never be
sacrificed for quantity. It is far better to
obtain a small amount of accurate data than
to obtain a larle quantity of Inaccurate or
questionable data. In fact, inaccurate data
may be worse than no data at all. Inaccurate
data may danmge the reputation of the flight
test department and the organization as a
whole and, in some tae, result in crashed
aicraft and Ion of life. Ail, g t finanej
loana may result from erroneous data beins
Incorporated into future designs that may
tult in an undesirable or unusable product.
For the Government agency, there is a dual
,espondbility, an ascurate and fair evaluation

of the co

ntcts' ptoducts as wal a an

obligation to the country and the men who
may be using the vehicle for national defense..
In the event financial resources are not
available for an adequate instrumentation
installation, the appropriate group should be
notified immediately so that action may be
taken. All personnel concerned should be
aware of the situation so that, if necessary,
the program objectives can be altered or more
resources can be made available to accomplish
the existing objectives.
The most costly data system is a magnetic
tape recording system in the arcrift cornbined with telemetry of the data to a ground
station. Photo panels and osclllographs are
relatively inexpensive and, of course, visually
recording instrumentation is the least expensive of the systems previously discussed.
Unless cost Is of prime Importance, the choice
of data recording methods should be determined by accuracy requirements and overall
suitability. The time for the installation must
be scheduled commensurate with the type of
installation required. The more complex
systems generally require considerably more
time than the simpler systems.
The reliability aspect is associated most
closely with the anticipated productivity required. For aircraft with very limited time per
flight or flights per day, it is essential that no
data be lost. This also may be the case for
aircraft which me of a very complex or
expensive nature. Reliability is also very
important during high risk teats where it is
dangerous and perhaps Impoisible to repeat
the teat. Reliability of the various systems is a
highly controversial subject; however, the
oonsensus is that complexity contributes to
low rellibility. Flit test experience with the
various instrumentation arrangements bass
out this consansus.
24

SENSOR DEFINITION AND CALl.
BRATION

The most Important part of the Intnu.
mentation specification hs usuilly the one
moat uiq8ected by the plang and technical

poup

is th nor du lnlton the n
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and accuracy capability, and the calibration

procedure. Many times the instrumentation
groups encounter what to them are unrealistic
or impossible requirements. This can be
caused by very stringent test requirements or
simply from the requestor not being familiar
with the instrumentation capabilities. In some
cases the instrumentation personnel will assume the latter and freely substitute a lesser
capability. This, of course, should not be
done without first determining that this

change will be satisfactory. Conversely, the
requestor should never impose a requirement
without follow up action to be sure the
desired effort will be accomplished. The
proper sensor must be chosen in order for the
rest of the recording system to obtain the
necessary input data. The sensor also must be
compatible with the remainder of the system.
The calibration schedules must be specific

24

with respect to procedure, range, sensitivity,

and Increments. This Is necessary to insure
that the calibration is accurate and complete.
The validity and accuracy of the calibration
standards should be compatible with the
calibration requirements. Environmental and
operating conditions should be considered
during the calibration. When the laboratory
calibrations differ greatly from the test
conditions, significant variations may result.
The most potentially accurate system avail-

able will not yield correct data If the
calibration Is not accomplished properly. Too
often the lack of communication between the
flight test and instrumentation personnel
causes the calibration to be done in an
undesirable manner. The flight test engineer
should be thoroughly familiar with the
calibration procedure and the requirements,
and should participate in the calibration to
insure a satisfactory result.

/ ii'!/
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CHAPTER 3
GROUND EQUIPMENT
3-1 GENERAL
The helicopter is associated more closely
with ground operation than is the conventional fixed-wing aircraft. This includes scope
as well as percentage of time spent In this
environment. As a consequence, the number
of tests necessary in this area is greater, and it

Is more Important to define the aircraft

j
j

Any available communication and atnios-

condition relative to the ground and existing
ground envionment. This task is complicated
by the rotor influence on both th, atmosphere and ground conditions. These nfluences become greater during the more important inround effect operations.

pheric equipment should be utilized to the
maximum. When not available, arrangements
should be made to provide the necessary
items.

Some of the tests that ar conducted in
ground proximity are hover, takeoff, translalion, air taxi, powered landing, and autorotational landing. These tests are discussed in
detail in Chapters S through 14.

The vertical thrust stand is usually far more
complex than the horizontal thrust stand. The
geometry of the stand Is of vital importance.
The various forces and moments usually will
have to be resolved to obtain the necessary
data. The distances or moment arms for the
sensors are required to accomplish this. The
sensor positions and dimensions relative to
the aircraft also must be known in order to
correlate the thrust data with the aircraft free
flIght performance. A careful study should be
made of the inttrumetitation to insure that all
the parameteri are A.eafy defined and that
thee me no unknown force interactions.

32 HORIZONTAL THRUST STAND

F -./

range ahould be noted and incorporated into
the test procedures to prevent exceeding the
limits of the equipment. The aircraft mounting requirements should be noted, and any
special equipmen- should be constructed. The
installation should provide a blockhouse or
other suitab!e protection from blast and noise
for the recording equipment and personnel.

The horizontal thrust stand is necessary to
determine the static Installed longitudinal
thrust of the test aircraft. This device has
limited use for most helicopter tests. Most
modem thrust stands re equipped with self.
centering or null.beianclng devices so that the
load cells can be zeroed prior to beginning a
test. This zero should be checked to be sure
there is no excessive drift with either running
time or thmJst load. All tare values prior to
and after the test should be recorded. The
geometry of the stand tlotild be noted with
emphasis placed on the arwraftl/stand cortpatibility. This can be significant when testing
sarft with other than conventional propulslon sysWams, heat or hot gas impnement
befn the most frlouently encountered offenr. The Instumentation should be InVpected carefully. The calibration of the stad
should be current and Ifany doubt exists, the

calibratons shbuld be repeated. The recording

3-3 VERTICAL THRUST STAND

Norally, them Is a multitude of data
being recorded at each test point from the
environmontal stations, tht thrust stand, and
from the aircraft. The most difficult ttk is to
correlate accurately all the recordings. The
surest way to accomplish this Is to record the
me identification mark on all the records at
precisely the same time. Ths can be accom.
p1shed by manual martki on a digal over a
common communication network or by
havin the data systems mark automatic y at
the activation of a switch. The Ias'ter method
is preferble but when properly done, either

system should yield satisa

ry mult. le
3-1
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signal to record and identify data should
come from the aircraft rather than the ground
since that is where the specified test conditions are being controlled. Since most thrust
stands have height as well as attitude varlables, great care must be taken to establish
and record the precise stand configuration for
each test
The ground equipment on most vertical
thrust stands contains some provision for
measuring the external environment-the
most common measurements being pressure
and temperature. Velocity and direction of
airflow also may be included. There are many
different arrangements that may be utilized
and no attempt Is made here to discuss thom
all in detail. One tidng common to all thrust
stand tests is the communication problem.
Normally, the environment personnel are in
the open with no access to a radio. For their
data to be meaningful, they must be able to
operatcorrelate these data with the airrafm
ing conditions. One good way to accomplish
this correlation is through a ground intercommunicaton network. In fact, if the facilities
permit, elimination of all radio equipment
will simplify the entire operation. This Is
particularly true for aircraft that have poor
radio operation near the ground.

I

The preparation relative to safety, operation, instrumentation, calibration, and stand
suitability has been discussed previously for
the horizontal thrust stand. The mounting
problem is far more difficult In general, and in
particular when attitude changes Introduce
side forces on the gear or other restraining
pohns.
34 ATMOSPHERIC EOUIPMENT
For most ground tests It Is necessary to
define the conditlo of the external environment. During the thtat stand, hoveing,
takeoff, and landlng tests, the relative wind
velocity and direction ae required to comet
6se data for wind effeats on thrust, ditn,
and inpeed. For these conditions, the arcaft recorded atmospheric data are usually
uareWlbie becaue of coto downwah and

3-2

re-ingestion effects. The aircraft performance
is usually sensitive to very low wind conditions and an appropriate anemometer is necessary. The wind condition and direction relative to the aircraft also should be determined.
The best method is to mount the anemometer
ro that it will be possible to note direction
and velocity simultaneously. The wind vane
seeks the direction of the wind and insures
that the wind velocity is measured at the same
time in the same direction. The assembly
should be portable so that it can be positioned in the pmrper location at the test site.
There ae several commercial models available, however, a suitable instrument can be
constructed easily.
The ambient pressure and temperature also
should be recorded by a source Independent
of the aircraft. Most tests are conducted at an
aircraft installation, end the tower usually has
atmospheric ditta available. Tlds type of data
may be unsatisractory for several reasons. The
accuracy is normally less than that required
by test standards, and the recording location
is not in proper relation to the test site. A
better method is to procure an installation
that is portable and has the desired accuracy.
Commercial equipment is available, or a suitable installation can be constnuctc.l Both the
thermometer and the altlimett should be
sensitive calibrated test instruments. Caution
should be used so that the equipment Is
located in a mtanner that wi yield true
atmospheric data. Free air should be flowing
through the devices and care should be used
to prevent dirt exposure to the sun.
The previously discussed wind measuring
techniques record the conditions relatively
neat the surface and may not indicate any
shear effects with altitude. ThMs knowledge
usually is required during landing tests, An
indication of the wind characteritIa may be
obtained by observing the behavior of mendWng smoke. This method will not yield quarnti.
tative data and usually is not effectiv, in any
case for altitudes above SO ft. An elevated
anemometer device will provide the necessary
data, howevet, this type of device usually is
not available when operating at remote site.

)
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Another method for estimating the wind at

4

altitudes onsists of a neon filled balloon tiedto the ground. The deviation of the string
bfom the vertical is an Indication of the wind
velocity at the balloon elevation. By setting
the ballooin at the same height as the aircraft,
the wind at the test altitude can be evaluated.

W

d

35 THEODOLITES
During takeoff and landing tests, visual
theodolites should be used to determine both
horizontal distance and height above the
ground. These theodolites may be in both
vertical and horizontal forms, and can be
constructed easily from metal and Plexiglas.
Using the relationships of FIg. 3-1, one may
construct a theodolite for any desired height
or offset distance:
x =d

r7)

d

(A) Horizontal

(3-1)

(by similar triangles)

(B)

Vertical

Figure 3-1.

Theodolites

where
d = offset distance from the runway

3-6 CAMERAS

2 runway horizontal flight path

Variable speed cameras presently are used
to record visually presented data in the
cockpit and on the photo panel. The camera
speed is adjusted according to the density
desired. A desirable installation is one which
has more than one speed available to the
recording personnel in the cockpit. This will
allow selection of the speed most suitable for
the type of data being recorded. Film also can
be conserved when a high speed is not
required. This type of data recording system,
requiring a great deal of data reduction effort
to read each frame, is generally a poor
method of recording other than static conditions. Other uses of photographic recordings
are primarily to provide qualitative information with respect to tuft studies, flutter and
other component motions, ordnance and
debris patterns, and recording pilot visual
phenomena. These cameras are located on the
aircraft in an appropriate position or some-

h = height above the runway
x = distance from sight to the theodolite
scale
y = vertical length of scale
w

horizontal length of the scale

The scale may be constructed for any desired
distance, and employment of multiplication
factors can make it useful for more than one
offset distance. The accuracy of the instrument decreases as the offset distance becomes
greater. The theodolite should be aligned
accurately with the runway. The vertical
theodolite is of particular use during autorotation landing tests where height above the
ground must be known precisely in real time.

3-3
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times cairried in a chase aircraft. In some

instances, the film Isused to provide quantitative data by scaling the dimensions from the
picture. This is extremely difficult, since the

mounting must be precisely right to show the

true dimensions. When this is not done,
reducing the data may become a descriptive
geometry problem of some magnitude. Wthen
more than one camera is being used, the time
corrlaton
ecoms afacor.
frquetly
used technique to accomplish this is to have
an interrupter that will expose a frame at the
same time on each camera. Placing a clock in
the field of view of each camera is another
technique that sometimes isused.

I

Ground cameras are used ta record the
behavior while in ground effect or during
takeoff and landing tests. During hover, a
camera is a useful tool for establishing the
aircraft height above the ground. This can be
accomplished using a known dimension to
determine a scale for the photograph. This
dimension may be a part of the aircraft or
may have. boen added prior to the test. The
ieference dimension shotld appear Intrue size
in the photograph, This requires that the
photographer be in the proper position whon
the exposure Ismnade. The bost way to Instre
this is to dtesiate the spot over which thi)
aircraft isto hover, and then at some desirable
distance inscribe a circle. The photographer
then should be instructed to stay on the circle
anid at right angles to the reference mark or
his will Insure tfiat the ~re
is vieved in full dimensions and as that the
disance irpni the photographer to the oblect
is k A. Iw

Idimension.
j

I

During thi takeoff and landing tostt, a
special camera known a a Faimchild Flight
Analyzer Is used to record the aircraft modoan. This camneras theW capability of taking
a series of pkume while simultaneously
recording relative lapomed time. The meon
carefuilly islooated a known distmanc fromt the
runway and Isi n a level position. Included in
each series of pictures are two torgts that are
at a known distance ad geometric pattern.
Nonvatlyj they are parallel to the runway anid
00
ftnt
t i f he amea lcaIon. n
34

target usually is directly in front 'of the
camera and the other one is offset laterally
100 ft from the first. A typical installation is
shown in Fig. 3-2.
The flight path distance between the targt can be calculated by similar triangles as
previously discussed under visual theodolites.
The offset distance and target distances my
be changed as desired. Increasing the offet
c~~~ewl rvd
rae lgtpt
distanlce coverage but will reduce the size of
the aircraft image and a loss in readins
accuracy usually will result. The relative
distances between the different pieces of
equipment must be measured accurately and
recorded for each installation. A surveyor's
equipment should be used to assure that the
aiiples and lines arn coret. The timing device
in the camera Is a critical Item and should be
checked periodically with a stop watch. 11o
accuracy of the plates will be influenced by
the tracking precision which is a function of
the operator proficiency.
W. HOVERING EQUIPMENT
For obtaining hovering data, a free flight or
tethered technique my be used. Atmospheic'
measuring equipment at the ground station Ib
needod for both methods. For the free fgtt
technique, two conditions should be consider.
ed which require special equipment. The
In-roundi effect hoveting require some
means for stabilizing the helicopter and determining the height above the ground. Th.e
:qu4&ia inttost often used Isweighted cats
attaiched to, the helicopter. The cables are of
the proper longth to yield the dujied height
above the ground. F~or out-of~gound effect
hovering, a line is lowered from the hellcopter. This line should be approximately 200
ft long and mounted on a hand reed. A 10-4S
lb wtight is attached to provide stability od
tension. To Ns are attached at intervals to
Indicate airflow reltive to the line. The
equipment (or tethered ivefin consists of a
load cell, arresting cabes, and a position
sonsing device. The load cells commnonly in
use are hydraulic cr strain gage typos. A
suitable readout instrumnent isassumed to be a

<
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Fairchild Camera Layout

part of the load cell device. The most suitable
instrument consists of a direct readout in
pounds in addition to apermanent recording,
Direct readout of the data will allow a
preliminmy plot to be constructed during the
test and provide an evaluation of the results in
real time. The pilot will indicate questionable
points, and these will be reflected in the
recorded data. The permanent record will
provide data that will show the thrust varation with power for nonstabilized conditions.
This record also- will provide information
concerning the validity of the instantaneous
test data. These are values usually determined
by averaging or choosing a most representative value. This may be changed af' er reviewng the permanent data recordin, The data.
readout may be located in the aircraft or be a
part of the ground station. There are merits to
both methods and the most convenient
should be used. The load cell should be
attached to the ground tether point or to the
aircraft so that when a quick release is made
the load cell will not be dropped to the
ground and be damaged.
The arresting cables should be in sections
equivalent to the desired heights. This will

facilitate the installation and insure that the
data are obtained at the desired height. Care
must be used to measure the lengths of the
connecting clevises, the load cell, and the
aircraft hoist as well as the cables. In a similar
manner, the weight of each item must be
known. The cables must be of sufficient
strength to withstand the anticipated steadystate load in addltinn to some dynamic
loading. For convenience and ease of handling
the cable diameter should be no larger than
necessary. An integral part of the cable
system is a method for a quick release in the
event the pilot has difficulties and desies a
free flight condition. For aircraft equipped
with a cargo hook this requirement poses no
problem. In other aircraft a similar device
should be installed with the actuator switch
located in a premium cockpit position.
It is very difficult for the pilot to maintain
a vertical position over the tethering location
without guidance in some manner. This may
be accomplished by visual references to the
front and to the side of the aircraft or by
radio directions given to the pilot. Visual
references require the pilot continually to
observe out of the cockpit, and verbal direc3-5
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tlions may distract him somewhat. The best
way to accomplish this directing is to provide

a cockpit instrument that will inform the

pilot of his position relative to the tethering
point. An instrument to accomplish-this can
be devised by presenting the output from
accelerometems located on the load cell element. These accelerometers should be attached to the load cell in such a manner as to give
an indication of when the load cell is away
from the vertical either longitudinally or
laterally. The display need not include the
exact magnitude of the deviation since data
will be recorded only during a vertical condition. This arrm ement will allow the pilot to

focus his attention within the cockpit and still
not be distacted by excessive radio communi-

cation.
3-8 COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
During hovering, takeoff and landing, and
translational tests, It will be necessary to have
communications between the aircraft and the
ground stations. The magnitude of the communication requirement increases considerably wheni there are individual ground stations
or teams measuring height, thrust, atmospheric conditions, downwash factors, noise,
and temperature conditions.

3-6.
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CHAPTER 4
GROUND TESTS
4-1 GENERAL
The ground tests are the final aircraft
preparation that is necessary prior to conducting any flight tests. These tests should encompass the total aircraft and/or individual subsystems. The tests most commonly conducted
include weight and balance, fuel tank calibration, control rigging checks, and instrumentation system calibrations.
Since the performance will be influenced
by gross weight and CG location, the weight
and balance must be known precisely for any
test. The longitudinal CG is normally more
critical than the lateral or vertical CG loc4tion. The CG location for each test point is
obtained from the empty weight, the fuel
aboard at engine start, and the fuel used. The
aircraft control rigging must be known to
insure that control limitations will not restrict
inadvertently the performance in any way.
The Instrumentation system may introduce
significant changes that will not be included
in the individual instrument laboratory calibrations. The system calibrations usually accomplished are for the pressure, temperature,
and torque measuring systems.
Detailed instructions and proc(durs for
instrument calibrations should be obtained
from the appropriate literature or personnel.

neous or mission essential equipment, and
external stores. These items should be as
required in the model specification prior to
any weighing. The initial weighing should be
accomplished immediately after receipt of the
aircraft and prior to any instrument installation. The documentation must be complete
relative to the previously discussed items and
conditions. The actual weighing procedure
will vary with the aircraft and the weighing
facilities. The scale calibration should be
current and the scale should have the required
accuracy. After the instrumentation installation, the weight and balance should be repeated to determine the resultant changes.
The most common weighing method for
small aircraft Is by use of platform scales. For
larger aircraft, electronic load cells or fixed
floor scales are used. The scale chosen should
be compatible ,ith the gross weight of the
aircraft. This is particularly important for
small aircraft since most large scales are
Inaccurate and unreliable at the extreme of
their ranges. For example, a scale designed for
aircraft with weights to 500,00 lb should
not be expected to possess sufficient sonsitivity to weigh accurately an aircraft of 1000 lb.
The scale calibration data and design criteria
may not Indicate this, however, considerable
experience has demonstrated tht such is the
case.

The basic or empty weight is important
from a performance viewpoint and may have
contractual implications when it is a guaranteed value. This requirement cusn be determined from the model specification. A
thorough rese&rch effort must be made to
establish the exact , nflguration of the arcraft relative to tids guarantee. Some items to

When the aircraft is in the proper configuration, it is placed on the scales and leveled
in the specified intoner. Usually this is a level
attitude. When weighing out of doors there
should be no significant winds to impose side
loads or lift on the aircraft. A closed hangar
should be used when feasible. Rotor blade or
control surface position will not influence the
total weight but may change the center of
gravity data. Unless specified, these should be

be considewed are internal fuel and oil, trappod fuel and oil, internal equipment, miscea-

in a symmetrical position, The weighing
should be repeated a sufficient number of

4-2 WEIGHT AND BALANCE

,,

4-1
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times to rotate the load cells or scales to each
position. For fixed scales, three weighings will
suffice. All moment arms to the scales should

becomes a smaller percentage of the total
weight as the gross weight increases, and the
CG change with fuel quantity will be smaller.

be measured and recorded. Dimensions from
drawings, decals, or specifications should be
verified by actual measurement prior to being
used in any calculations. The tare values and
serial numbers of the load devices should be
recorded for each weighing. A sketrh of the
equipment arrangement and the aircraft positioning is also an advisable item. This will
assist later in the center of gravity calculation,

This test should be conducted at minimum
and maximum gross weights. The number of
fuel increments necessary at each conditon
will depend largely upon the shape and size of
the fuel tank. Generally, four values are
sufficient. For tests where the CG location
may be highly critical, it is prudent to
determine the CG with the actual test loading
rather than to rely on calculated values. This
may include conducting a weighing with the
flight personnel at their crew stations. The
longitudinal and lateral CG data are calculated
on the Weight and Balance Clearance Form
(DD Form 365F).

When a fuel tank calibration has been
conducted piz.viously, the aircraft may be
weighed with fuel aboard. A fuel specific
weight and fuel temperature reading is necessary to correct the data to an empty weight
condition. This weighing procedure should
not be used when the empty weight is a
guarantee value.
The weight Information is entered on the
Weight and Balance Clearance Form (DD
Form 365F).

The lateral CG location also can be determined from the totql weight and longitudinal
CG determination data. However, these data
do not provide information relative to the
vertical CG location. Vertical CG data are
obtained by tilting the aircraft laterally while
recording the angle of tilt 0 and the load
reactions Was shown in Fig. 4-1 (A).

4-3 CENTER OF GRAVITY DETERMINATION
The longitudinal center of gravity location
can be calculated from the weight determination data. When using these data, the internal
and external configuration should be chocked
to determine the exact location of any loose
or optional equipment. Rotor blade and
control surface positions may change significantly the CG location and should be placed
in a symmetrical position unless otherwise

specified in the weighing procedures. All
moment arms between the scale reaction
points should be accurately measured and
recorded. The moment arm of the fuel usually
will change with the fuel quantity and should
be determined from actual test we ngs
rather than from calculated values. M is.
accomplished by adding a known fuel Increment, determining the CG change, then calculating the fuel moment arm. A sufficient

X
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W
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o
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o
Y,,
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number of points should be obtained to

M Lot,, Tilt &0e

establish a curve showing the fuel moment
arm as a function of fuel quantity. The fuel

Figure 4..
VWtical Center of GriltyDetermination
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For the level condition as determined previously,
WIXI

=

W2 X2

(4-1)

and summing moments Y. zbout the centerline
yields
M=WI X cos 0 - WX3 - W2 X2 cos 0 = 0

(4-2)
=X3

Z = X3

0 K,
Zsin Z
Z !readings

(4-3)

where X3 represents the lateral movement of
the CG. The W2 value increases as the tilt
increases and at some angle becomes
eal
equal to Was illustrated in Fig. 4-1 (B).
When these tests are being conducted, the
tilt angle introduces a side load on the lower
']

be
exercised
to insure
the must
loads not
do not
exceed
the iimits,
Thethatgear
be
allowed to slde. Also, the aircraft should be
aloe

osie

lotearrf

hudb

restrained to prevent a tip over in the event
the critical angle is exceeded, The vertical CG
will change with internal loadings and with
fuel level. Wheu these variations ,nay be large,
it is desirabledetemin
tomagitue
conduct
th o
additional
theverica
testsCG
to
determine the magnitude of the vertical CG
movement.
44 FUEL TANK CALIBRATION
The standard fuel system normally indicates the fuel quantity aboard in pounds. This
may be of questionable accuracy depending
upon the particular system. There Is usually
no compensation for variation Inspevific fuel
weight, fuel temperature, or aircraft attitude.
The increments on the gage are designed for
normal flight operations and nay not be of
sufficlent resolution for flight test purposes.
The two most common test methods uised
for deternining the fual aboard are calibrated
dipsticks and sight gages, These provide inforamation as to the fuel quantity prior to engine
start from which I.subtracted the fuel used at

any given test condition to yield fuel aboard
at that time. The dipstick is shaped to fit into
the tank and is inscribed with appropriate fuel
quantity marks. This stick is usually a metal

rod of suitable size and strength. Unusual
fillers and tank shapes render this method
awkward. In addition, it is also difficult to
add a specific quantity of fuel when the stick
must be removed periodically to check the
level during the adding of fuel. A fixture
should be mounted to the aircraft so as to
guide the dipstick to the same position each

time a reading is taken. Consistent. accurate
will be obtained only when the

dipstick is in the same position for which the
calibration was taken, Visual sight gages are
designed to show the actual level of the fuel
in the tank. The tank is tapped at the sump or
fuel drain with a clear flexible tubing. This
tubing then is fastened to a rigid support that

is equipped with suitable quantity indicators

to encompass the vertical range of fuel levels.
This support then is attached to the aircraft.

The visual indicator is much easier to use, is

more accurate, and should be given preference

over a dipstick when possible.

The calibration is accomiplished by incrementally adding known quantitie of fuel and
recording the indicated values on the sight
gage or dipstick. Tito standard aircraft fuel

system should be calibrated as the tost system
is calibrated. The magnitude of the fuel
increments will be determined by the size and
shape of the fuel tank. Most calibrations will
be nonlinear at the capacity extremes where
sump and filler Irregularities may be encountered. in these areas increments as small tis
one
gallon may be necessary. When the calibration
data indicate th. fuel added is linear with the
fuel Indicated, the icrements should be
itcreased to 5-or !0-gallon quantities. The
fuel added should be taken from calibrated
containers or f'.om a calibrated flow device.
After the fuel Increment has been added, the
indicated reading should not be taken until
the level has had sufficient tome to reach a
-Aable condition. The timn required for this to
occur will vary with the .mnk complexity and
shape, Particular care should be used when
multiple or series tanks are big calibrated.
4-3
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During the flight program, the aircraft
attitude on the ground will not be the same
for all preflights. Thus, to determine an
accurate fuel level, the aircraft must be
leveled to the fuel tank calibration conditions
prior to taking a sight gage reading. This Is
tedious and time consuming since the aircraft
must be jacked and a plumb bob installed to
indicate the position. This procedure can be
eliminated by calibrating the fuel tank as a
function of pitch attitude. The aircraft is
fueled to approximately one-fourth full in a
level attitude, and the fuel indication is
recorded. The aircraft then is pitched down
incrementally and for each increment the
pitch angle and fuel indication are recorded.
The procedure then is repeated for nose-up
conditions. For nonsymmetrical tanks the
variation will not be the mme for all fuel
levels, and a calibration should be conducted
for a three-fourths full tank condition. With
these data a plot is constructed as illustrated
in Fig. 4-2.

must be leak checked throughout. The systems should be tested by applying a known
dynamic pressure and then observing the
indicated reading. The indication should not
change with time when the pressure is applied. The difference between the indicated
and true values is the system error. The
pressure systems also should be tested for lag.
This lag results from pressure drops in the
tubing from friction, orifices, and restrictions
as well as the inertia of the air and the time
required for the pressure change to travel the
length of the tube.
The lag of the system can be determined by
applying a pressure, releasing the pressure,
and then measuring the time required to
return to a predetermined percentage of the
initial value. The airspeed systems should be
balanced by measuring the lags of the total
and static systems, then adjusting the volumes
to provide equal lags. This will reduce the
error of the system during maneuvers, climbs,

and accelerations.
4-6 TEMPERATURE CALIBRATIONS
NO

j

Most temperature systems are electrical
systems. The temperature indicator calibra-

4
.olo

tions do not Include any system losses. The

i

wire, connections, and soldering may intro_

_

_

_

_

_

_voltage

uOlit, g

output from the sensor. A system calibration

Figure 4.2.
Fuel
/ Tank Ca/ibrationi With P/itc) Atttjdp

will show the effect of the total installation,
This is accomplished by applying a known
temperature to the sensor and recording the
indicated value. The range calibrated should

Nkaj rl

From this plot It ir not necessary to level the
aircraft since the fuel quantity can be obtained from the sight gage indicator and the
aircraft attitude. It is best to use an Inchnometer to measure the attitude. The meas.
urement should be taken at the same posi.
tion used during the calibration,

46 PRESSURE SYSTEM TESTS
The pressure systems normally installed are
the inlet pressure, airspeed, and altitude sys.
ters. The inlet pressure aid airspeed systems

%\44

duce resistances. This will result in a different
reaching the indicator for a given

be greater than that anticipated during the
ptogram, This range normally will be from a
hot day hover of 40*C to cold high altitude
temperatures of -25°C.
The temperature source should be applied
to the sensor. In order to obtain the total
system error, the temperattre source must be
an accurate stabilized Input. Liquid baths
with ice or carbon dioxide are not stabilized
easily, and a great deal of effort must be spent
to be sure the liquid is well mixed. This is the
least accurate calibration standard. A more
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common mothod is to apply an electric
voltage calibration to the system as n to
the sensor as possible.
4-7 CONTROL SYSTEM RIGGING AND
CALIBRATION
The control system rifn is checked with
the maintenance procedures and tolerances
prior to testing. Appropriate changes are
made to achieve the proper values. In addition
to the normal rigging procedures, any linked
or programmed control surfaces such as ele
vators also should be calibrated. These devices
usually are connected to the longitudinal
cyclic or collective sticks. Some devices may
be operated by dynamic pressure, in which

case, a pressure le applied and the motion is
recorded. The performance analysis also requires information concerning the blade motions as a function of control positions. The
depth of the analysis will establish the detail
required in the calibration. The minimum is
one blade azimuth and one location. An
inclinometer mounted to the blade is used to
give the angle of deflection. The control
motion should be in the sme units as those
to be recorded during the tests. Blade tracking
is included in the control rigging tests.
The engine riging also should be checked
to insure proper acceleration schedules and
biasing for any pressure or tenmperature
senson.

I

il
.
'44,4
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CHAPTER 5
HOVERING PERFORMANCE
5-1 GENERAL
The hovering flight regime was for many
years the exclusive domain of the helicopter,
but now is shared by other forms of VTOL
vehicles. Durng the steady-state hovering
condition the rotor is in the simplest aerodynamic mode that will be encountered in the
flight envelope. This condition affords the
best opportunity for evaluating and comparIng the rotor with appropriate contemporaries. The cyclic control inputs by the pilot
are limited to those required to balance the
pitch snd roll moments of the aircraft, while
the collective pitch requirement Isthat neceswsry to produ.' a net thrust equal to the gross
weight. The directional control input is that
required to oppose the torque generated by
the rotor. The data usually are recorded
during low wind conditions which contribute
a minimum of random moment upsets. These
upsets, of course, must be countered by pilot
control inputs and pnerally will influence the
resultant hovering performance values and
repeatability to some degree.

I

The purpose o the hovering performance
tests is to measure the total power required to
produce a given amount of hovering capability and to evaluate the rotor performance.
The end result will be to provide sufficient
information to predict the hovering performance over'a wide range of operating condi.
dions and misson profles. The nature of the
testin and the data recorded also should be
such that the dedlp enineers can utilize the
results to validate the dedln aumptions,
compromises, and the badc equations.
The scope of the tests should be sufficiently :'.nprehensive to minimize the extrapola.
tion u ,ssary to define any op f cond.
ion within the hover envelope. This requires
that the aircraft configmtion and operational

parameters be varied over the widest posible
).5.1

range. Since the helicopter is highly sensitive
to ground proximity, hovering tests within
the ground effect region are necessary at
various ground elevations. High field elevations usually involve remote test sites with the
attending support and logistical problems.
The testing Is normally accomplished in
relatively calm wind conditions (less than 2
kt) to reduce disturbances since an acceptable
wind correction procedure is not currently
available. Several factors complicate tests
conducted during windy conditions. First,
most rotors are veiy sensitive to small cross
flow velocities and significant changes in
thrust are immediately apparent. This situ&tion becomes more complex with observance
of a change in relative wind velocity as well as
direction. The nature of wind issuch that
velocity distributions (gust spreads) normally
are encountered. The probability of finding
similar wind conditions on successive tests to
check for repeatability of data is unlikely.
The second significant problem is to stabilize
the aircraft in order that representative performance data can be reorded, The pilot
must apply controls to compensate for the
moment and thrust changes caused by the
wind and other disturbance factors. Thus, a
dynamic condition is created with respect to
helicopter control, enine power, thrust, and
height above the pround. Depending on wind
velocity, gust spread, hoveri height, and
aircraft ,haracteultics, these chang may be
very muall or quite large. The total power
required in hover is then the sum of the
power required to produce an effective thrust
to weight ratio of one and the control power
requirements generated by the gust u Lpsts.
The flight planning for a mcceaeld hover
operation is no small task, and should be

thouh. The cu.mpley gnerally mults
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from the number of ground personnel, management and coordination of the ground
operation, and the remote site operation. Any
omission in the planning will result in a
decreased productivity, increased safety hazards, and perhaps a delay during the test
operation. Even a small delay assumes major
proportions when considering the critical nature of the atmospheric requirements.
Tqttneglected
technique used to obtain the data
/The
:,connectors
:,
should be the most suitable for the particular
test vehicle and the recording equipment, and
which will result in the highest productivity,
For machines not normally equipped with a
cargo hook, restraining cables or the load cell
may be attached to the appropriate structural
points. When this cannot be accomplished, a
free flight technique must be used. The pilot
technique should not be a significant factor in
the validity of the quantitative data. It is,
however, a prime factor in the productivity of
- , the test. The pilot continually should develop
his technique for quickly stabilizing the acrcraft and, when stabilized, making a minimum
number of control inputs during the recording
period. A thorough knowledge of the flight
control parameters, aircraft behavior changes,
and the test sequence will contrib.'%te signiflcantly toward Increased pilot proficiency in
the testing. The data recording procedures
should be arranged to maximize the recording
efficiency during premium atmospheric condilions.
-The hovering data reduction effort is easier
and less complex than for other tests encountered during the course of a flight test program. Care must be used not to overlook any
test re,, from the primary hover"fallout"
ing tests. Some of these include stability and
control, environmental, ground proximity,
noise, vibration, and propulsion performance
data. The data reduction procedure is Sim.
plifled gpreatly by the nondimenslonal mothadaptable to an
and the data are most
~ od,
cgroup procedure.
ad~~~automatic data processing
16-2 PLANNING
The hovering performance teas must be
round
planned carefully since there a

S.2

station personnel as well as the flight crew
involved. The tethered hovering site must be
reserved for the proper time. The site must be
inspected for restricting obstacles and to
insure that the equipment is properly placed
and operable. The load cell must be checked
for satisfactory range, operation, and current
calibration. The tethering cables must be
available in the proper lengths. An often
item is a sufficient number of
to accomplish all the necessary

cable connections. The quick release mecha-

iureasasfacr
hecke to insure
csme mustcbe checked
a satisfactory
nism
and safe operation. Arrangements with the
support groups should be made to provide the
necessary photographic, fire suppression, refueling, rescue, and maintenance support. The
proper amount of ballast and number"of
handling personnel must be available to
achieve quickly the desired gross weight
isr
hat
ao
mustgbe.plad
th
ilable with
will be
boavailable
eqpen
sut
equipmentt will
sufficient
compatible frequencies assigned to the test
operation. The atmospheric equipment must
be available to measure wind velocity, wind
free air temparature, and atmosdirection,
pheric pressure.
The planning best can be accomplished by
first obtaining the data requirements from the
test plan, then determining what data must be
recorded, and, finally, insuring that the personnel and equipment are available to accompsh the various tasks, When support groups
are involved, It is wise to inform them of the
requirements and than generally to discuss
with them how they will fulfillthei responsibilty, From thi discuseon, it wil be pible
to determine their state of preparedness, how
much checking is needed, and how much
assistance will be required. The important
early understood so far as they are kno%.n.

general
not known,
lIn
the event shthey e ame gen
and teuo
riteent

upr
de thenbesth response
hudb provide
eueet then should

within their capability.
Data cards should be prepared for the flight
crew as well as the ground crews recording
data. These cards should be prepared In as
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much detail as possible to allow the most
accurate and efficient recording of the data. A
typical flight card for the air crew Ispresented
In Table 51.
The personnel recording the atmospheric
data should record free air temperature, ambient pressure altitude, wind velocity, wind
direction, and the time of day for data
correlation purposes. Whon sufficient communications are available, they also should
record point number, Sear height, and thrust
load. These parameters will insure exact data
correlation with the data taken at other
recording stations. When there are several
groups participating, it may be advisable to
have each prepare their own cards and then
coordinate them with the control group. This
will allow each group to provide their specialized input and to reduce the workload for the
control group.

-

When the flight cards have been prepared
and coordinated, a briefing should be conducted. The test detail covered in the briefing
will be dependent upon the number of per.
sonnel involved and the complexity of the
test. The moat effective way to accomplish
the briefing is through a series of preliminary
briefings prior to the formal group briefing,
The preliminary briefings may be with individuahl or with the- teat Iroup. SpeCfic
items should be covered In great detail so that

action, timing, sequence, and data require-

pertinent details have been discussed previously. Each group should be presented a general
knowledge of what the other groups will be
doing and the internal workings of the total
team. Safety is of prime importance for
personnel working near the aircraft. It Is
important to have one individual in charge of
the ground support team. The aircraft crew
chief is the logical choice since he is the
individual most familiar with the individual
test aircraft. This individual should designate
participants In such tasks as reballasting and
instrumentation support. This will minimize
the possibility of personnel walking Into tail
rotors, yaw booms and intakes, etc. Every
effort should be made to avoid lengthy
briefings. Time is valuable and when more
than one flight per day is involved, a great
deal of time can be consumed by briefings. In
addition, deviating from the significant points
can Introduce extraneous material and confuse the pertinent Issues to the extent that
personnel may leave the briefings lacking the
information they require. Adequately controlling a larle briefing Is a difficult task and
must not be treated lightly. The amount of
briefing required will depend on the experenoe level of the test team. It is reasonable to
assume that the proficiency level of the team
will be dependent on the least proficient member of the team at some time duing the teats.

4 W WM
INTATION

menta are dearly understood by all con-

The inutrumentaton required for hovering

cerned. Following the prminary briefig,
entire participating group should be

performanc will vary somewhat with the
method being ued to obtain the data, For all

hriefed collactively. This briefing should be
ptennrdl in nature and should stress the operational intedaidng of the groups since the

methods where the helicopter Is elos to the
ground, it is necessr to record the ambient
atmosphric conditions quite accurately sice
the e)owpter is very sensitive n this area,
The grourn instrumentation Includes meof wind velocity, wind direction,
kI temperature, and static pressure. For

.the
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automatic permanent recording is necessary
to validate the manually recorded vsual data
and to provide transient information that can
be correlated with other aircraft parameters.
Detailed discussions of the ground equipment
necessary to measure gear height and other
items have been presented in Chapter 3.
An airborne instrumentation system Is required to record steady-state and dynamic
conditions. The steady-state performance
parameters presented in the cockpit or the
recorder's panel should Include the Items
shown in Table 5-2.
Additional parameters such as ballast aboard,
thrust load, height above the ground, fiee air
temperature, wind velocity, and wind direction will be obtained from external ground
sources. When an automatic analog recorng
device Is available, the additional paramters
shown in Table S-3 should be recorded.
These pjrcrft position and motion parameters
will be required to correct the power and

TABLE 5-3
RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION
AUTOMATIC
FOR HOVERING PERFORMANCE
Counter number
Engine torque

Lateral stick position

Engine speed

Collective stick position

Rotor speed
Angular acceleration
(all axes)
Attitude (all axes)

Pedal position
Linear ccaleration
(all axes)
Rate (all axes)

poition

ductivity but are very difficult to perform.
For all these methods It Is necessary to record
the ambient atmospheric conditions. The aircraft temperature and pressure readings do
not provide accurate ambient data when the
helicopter is near the ground. Recirculation
flow and engine gses entering the downwt;h
can cause significant changes. For most hell.
copters, the downwash under the center of
the rotor disk Is very small, and direct

thrust data for aircraft or pilot transient

impingement of the rays of the sun on the

movements.

faselage near the hub can result in a heat
soaking effect. The weather station should be
established as close to the test site as possible
which will avoid the downwash Influence. The
wind velocity, wind direction, free air temperatue, and pressure altitude should be recorded at a minimum of every S min during the
progress of the tests. More frequent readings
generally are dedrble and arm Imperative
when unstable or unusual conditions are
observed. The weather station personnel
should have predetermined values at which to
inform the control group that unfavorable
conditions are being recorded. Significant test
events and any unusual occurrences observed
should be recorded by the weather station
personnel.

Every effort should be made to correlate all
the automatic data recording devices to indud. the gound equipment.
64 TEST METHODS
64.1 GENERAL
The hovering performance tests may be
accomplished on a vertical thrust stand, in
tethered flight, or In free flight. The vertical
thrust stand tts provide the vete proTABL

4

VISUAL COCKPIT INSTRUMENTATION
FOR HOVERING PERFORMANCE
et
count WXWW
in tat
ntu
Fron w rtu
w l
Etdvust

Efle toue
Rorw
Emnea wW
howu" WItude

54

64,2 VERTICAL THRUST STAND
The vertical thrust stand hovering performance technique equires the geatest amount
of preparation. The mounting fixtures must
0tu1
be prepared, and the stand must have a
current calibration mid be in operable ondi-
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tion. The data recording procedures must be
thoroughly established and personnel briefed
since the productivity is extremely high and
there is limited time available during the test
for other than data acquisition. The vertical
thrust 'tand normally has a capability of
recording both forces and moments. There
also may be an attitude and height variation
feature. Prior to the tests-when the aircraft is
mounted in tht desired condition-tare readinps should be taken for all parameters, and, if
possible, all f'rces and moments should be
zeroed. The best test procedure is to obtain
data for one variable at a time. The baseline
performance thrust should be measured as a
function of engine power at a minimum
height above the ground with all controls
centered and the aircraft in a level attitude.
Changing height or aircraft attitude is time
consuming, and it is usually best to accomplish all possible tests prior to changing these
conditons. Following the power sweep, a test
should be made at full power while varying
the collective pitch or other existing thrust
modulatirq devices, Since most helicopters
achieve control largely through thrust vectoring, there is usually a vertical thrust loss
during any control input. Each axis should be
explored to determine the magnitude of the
loss as well as the control roment generated.
When teslina one axis, great care must be
taken to insure Citi is no input on Oher
axes. When possible, a flight control fixture
should be installed to aid the pilot in this
task. A minimum number of points on thew
tests ae four in each direction from neutral.
Exteme caution should be used that the
momenta are of insufficient magnitude to
damag the thust stand or the aircraft This
can be a fonnidable task w1wn the aircraft
capability Is not well known. The moments
obtainable may be so peat as to cuse
excessive Mde (hpphn or u
bendins
with resultant perawment damalt, Following
the Individual contro axe eat ion, it WAY
be deirable to investipte the case ot static
and dynamic simultaneous control inpiuts.
hazar are increased during this test, and
wi~th the static conditions belft tested priotc
& cateful build.up technique should be used

to estaein any dynarnic conditions Th1m

tests should be repeated at different heights
above the ground to evaluate the effects of
ground proximity and at different attitudes to
evaluate the rotor vector directional effects.
Each static point should be maintained a
minimum of 30 sec to allow the engines, rotor
wash, and other parameters to stabilize. A
greater stabilization period should be used
when feasible. Data should be recorded at
several intervals during the test run. The pilot
should set the required conditions and inform
the ground personnel when the specified test
conditions are attained. During this set up
time the ground equipment should be monitored with a view toward establishing a stable
indicated data condition. When the stable
condition is achieved, data should then be
recorded simultaneously by the recording
devices and personnel. A countdown may be
useful when automatic devices are not being
used. Time and counter correlation must be
given special attention to aid in the data
reduction, presentation, and analysis. An
"event" device is of great assistance to corfelate te information. After each test has been
completed, a repeat tue reading should be
obtained at the initial condition to determine
any bias of variation that may have oc~uned
during the teat.
The verticA. thrust stand provides a unique
opportunity to obtain environmental data.
The major difficulty Is to record the data in
the time period available at each test candiion. WVt, the environmental equipment
must be moved from station to VAtion, the
primary teat may be delayed to provide
sufflcient time to obtain these data. Unless
the data can be rncor&od simultaneouly at
several locations, It Is best that the primazy
performance test not be delayed for secon.
day ob~uves. In this situaton. it 6 more
advantarous to defint completely one area
tha to measur inadequately the data for
sevend locations. Refueling Is a ulpdflcant
problem for most airaraft and, If possible, fuel
should be rued from a Sound source. This
tlo
s m erefuelu h causedubyWl frequent
p mi delays
will reduce

work

a ms
"s be "*

y scheduled and
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swiftly accomplished to prevent excessive loss
of valuable test time.
5-4.3 TETHERED HOVERING
The preparations required for the tethered
hovering technique are less difficult but the
test operations are more difficult than the
vertica thrust stand technique. The most
advisable way to accomplish the tethered
hovering tests is to start at an intermediate
height and then to progress to the high and
low extremes. The pilot effort is highest at
the out-of-ground effect (OGE) position because of orientation and position difficulties,
and at the minimum height because of the
ground effect influence. .nequick release
mechanism should be checked with the aircraft on the ground Initially and in the air
with a moderate load to familiarize the pilot
with the aircraft reaction in the event the
cable breaks, the cargo hook fails, or a
deliberate disengagement is accomplished,
The aircraft should be positioned with the
relative wind in a manner which will ninimize
the directional and lateral control requiremenu.
At a given gear height, the power should b
varied incrementally from a mininutm required to hover at the height to the maximum
power available. Again, from an operation and
safety standpoint, it is advisable to start at a
low power and then to advance In power
increments to the higher power conditions. A
rang: of rotor speeds Also should be used to
r.
live the maximumn available variation in thrust
coefficient. The sequence of rotor speeds is
not of slgnfilcance but care must be taken to
insure that a complete carme is obtained for
each rotor speed used. Normally, thrt rotor
speeds are sufficient and a minimum of six.
points for each rotor speed Is necessry,
Additional points will better &fine the curve
and inctem the confidence level in the data.
Prior to recording the data, the aircraft should
be stabilized with respect to vertical alnmnt, power, and control positions. Thrust
Indications' should be monitored to insure a
Manably steady value And a repesntative

S-6

static condition. Data should be recorded over
a minimum time interval of 30 sec with a
greater period being desirable. The pilot usually must make small control inputs during
the data recording time and these should not
ir- alidate the data. The collective stick or
thrust control and, for tail rotor helicopters,
the directional controls should not be moved.
The cyclic control movements should be held
to an absolute minimum. In the event power
Is changed, the point should be repeated.
During the recording interval, the indicated
thrust level will be fluctuating to some degree.
The pilot or engineer should use an event
marker to identify the stabilized values. A
signal, such as a landing light, can be incorporated into the event marker switch. This will
enable the ground personnel to identify the
exact time the data are being recorded. It is
advisable to record the maximum and minimum values observed as well. A representative
value should be plotted against some power
variable during the test in order to monitor
the test progress and the data validity. This
plot also can be used to control the power
increments which will Insure a suitable distibution of the data points through the available performance range. The tests should be
repeated at various heights from the minimum
in-pound effect (IGE) to a height of 1.5 rotor
diameters. The height increments should be S
ft to a height of 20 ft and then 10-ft
Increments at the greater heights. The ize of
the helicopter and the nature of the ground
effect will Indicate any advisable changes to
the suggested increments. When possible, the
gear heights should be measured from the
ground. Another convenient way to measure
the height is to drop a weighted measure from
the aircraft to the ground. The attitude
should be considered, and It is usually best to
take readings both foeward and aft on the
par. This is of mcial importance for large
helicopters where the height differential may
be several feet.
The effects of any existing wind can be
evaluated to -wme degree by hovering with
relative winds from each tiadrant, Normally
the tests are conducted in winds less than 2

"J
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kt. Winds in excess of this value resuh in an
excessive pilot workload, large tliru3t variations, and a generally unstable data gathering
condition. At the present time there is no
adequate method to correct the data for these
types of wind effects.
54.4 FREE FLIGHT HOVERING
The free flight hovering method normally is
uwed only to check sneciflc performance
guarantees and to insure that the tethering or
thrust stand restraints did not cause a performmnce los. This method Is usid as a
primary 4ata gathering method only when a
te*$eiuW technique Isnot feasible,

In some instances, it is desired to obtain
hover ceiling performance data at particular
gross weight, altitude, and power conditions

The free flight hover technique may be
accomplished
near the
the ground
or most
at altitude.
Near the ground
technique
com.-

which may be at a considerable height above
the
ground.
The problem
is that
an indicated
hover, with
whichthis
ih,
atechnique
true zero

vianly used is to bllhst the aircraft for an

airspeed condition, Is difficut to achieve

OGE hover capability and then to set the
power to obtain a low height IGE hover,
Power then
Increased Incrementally to
obtain data at several heights until the OGE
height Is reached. Rotor speed is maintained
coi stant during the series of data points, and
the height Is measured for each stable condiion. The test then is repeated for various
Poss weii:ts and rotor speeds. The primary
dlfulty is to determine the hover height
since fuel constantly is being consumed and
the helicopter isclimbing on each data point
during the recording period. Another vas.
lion of this method is
to vary power and rotor
qed while naintaining a constant height.
When vauyIng the rotor speed, time can be
saved by utilizing the previous rpm setting for
the next time point. For example, if low,
awudium, and high rpm settins ae utilized for
a tt condition, the test following could
utilize a high, medium, and low rpm sequenw. Care ntust be observed when varying
pm vapidly at the critical hover ceiing
condition.

without a ground or artificial reference for
the pilot. A true reference can be obtained
from a weighted, tufted string suspended
from the helicopter. The string should be
approximately 200 ft long with tufts attached
at Intervals to aid in airflow identification and
reference. The hover height that can be
attained should be calculated prior to the test
to avoid spending an excessive amount of
time searching for the proper altitude. The
hover condition should be approached from
below and climbed into rather than approached from above where high rates of descent or
settling with power may be encountered.
When the aircraft 6, In a position slightly
below the anticipated hover altitude, the pilot
should slowly decrease airspeed and approach
the hovering condition. The airspeed indicator
will become Inoperative below approximately
20 kt and the pilot then must proceed on
aircraft feel, control positions, altitude, and
attitude references. As airspeed is reduced
further, the helicopter will pass through ttansltion which usually is evident from the
vibration, trim, and power required chnges.
The reference sting should now be lowered.
As the string is lowered to the required
length. a bow will be knotted In a direction
opposite to the relativ wind velocity. The

Gear height then is varied incrementally
and the est i repeated for arange of po
weights. he major ptoblem with this method
Is edblit 6M maintaining the desired
4,
',

height since the pilot continually must be
provided height information during the stabilizing period and must change the thrust
centrols accordingly. This reduces the test
productivity since it is both tiring to the pilot
and time consuming. When stabilized, the
thrust control should not be moved. The
cyclic control movements should be kept to
an absolute minimum. An event marker Is of
assistance in identifying the exact stablized
condition. In addition, the data must be
recorded very rapidly to reduce the effect of
the aircraft climbing as fuelis consumed.

i

2

.
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tufts will react in a similar manner. The pilot

instruments. Particular care should be taken

should be advised to move the aircraft by
longitudinal and lateral control input, in a
direction which will remove the bow from the
string and the directional aspects from the
tufts. The string now may exhibit a characteristic ripple or wave motion, which indicates
the downwash is traveling vertically along the
the
exists although
string. A truepilo
hover
b movng
coditin
shuld
thnow
eriy

when varying rpm under these conditions.

moving
condition
the aircraft
while the
observing
the by
string
for
should verify
pilot
anticipated results.
Usually
this
procedure
dones determid
oirstonc aircrafrondis

The data reduction should be conducted as
soon as possible after the testing has been
accomplished. This will allow prompt reschediing of the test in the event the data are
prevent the accumulaand alsoofwill
unsuitable
to
aapoesn.Tedt
tion offabclgo
a backlog
data
processing. Thie data
must first be obtained
from
obt
from the various
devices and personnel, and converted to engineering units if applicable. The data
cards should be checked carefully for legibility and completeness. The recording personain each
" nel should review the card and explinec

only orecording
string characteristics at the hover condition.
When the hover condition is attained, the data
should be recorded as rapidly as possible,
while monitoring the string to insure that the
how- condition is maintained. The aircraft
will be climbing slowly during the stabilizing'a9.
item
questioned
to insure
that no
to memory
events
are committed
influn
important be
aand
not subseque. tly recorded. The latter is a
ence significantly the data validity unless the
fuel consumption isvery high and the data ar
common occurrence when data are being
fuelt rcosumpto
risy
hacquired
rapidly. Following the assembly of
the card, the next effort is to correlate them
When at the hover condition at altitude, it
is advisable to obtain data for several different
rotor speeds. The pilot should slowly change
the rotor speed. In the event a high rate of
descent develops, the test should be abandoned immediately since a power settling
coiaition can develop. The string operator
should he prepared to jettison it should the
pilot, be required to increase forward speed. In
thia &tuation, the relative wind will carry the
weighted string aft in the direction of the tail
rotor. By the same token, the pilot should
give the string operator as much waruing as
possible prior to leaving the hover condition,
When the d-ata have been recorded, the string
shoulL be retrieved prior to increasing airspeed. U Rer no circumstances should the
string 1w z -ivly fastened to the aircraft or a
passener An the aircraft. Since there is a
possibVity of losing the weight or jettisoning
the string, the test should be conducted over
an uninha'ltd area.
This metod is the most difficult to perform from a pilot workload standpoint due to
the lack of adequate visual references or

both individually and collectively. This must
be done carefully and completely to insure
that the reduced test results will be usable in
all respects. Many times the exact data presentation is not known at this time and, as
such, no effort can be left undone with
respect to correlation.
If data were recorded on magnetic tape and
then processed through a ground station to
produce the engineering data, instrument and
position error corrections must be applied
before the data can be processed further.
Many ground stations have the capability of
applying instrument corrections, and the
printout from this facility then is suitable for
additional processing directly. It also may be
desirable to leave the data in tape form for
additional automatic processing.
The oscillograph roll must be developed
and read to obtain engineering data. Prior to
reading any data from the roll, all possible
calibration factors must be checked, as well as
the voltage monitor, to determine how the
calibrations should be biased. Following this,
the trace deflections may be read, calibrations

.5-8
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are applied, and the corrected data are then
available for plotting for additional analysis.
The photo panel film is developed and the
indicated values are recorded. Instrument and
position error corrections are applied, and the
data are in a form suitable for additional
engineering effort.
The hand recorded data are corrected and
processed as soon as the aircraft has returned
from the test flight. This will provide information in the shortest time with a minimulm
reduction effort. Additional time may be
saved by transmitting the data to the ground
for immediate reduction as the test progreses.

4

I

The preliminary planning should have established the data reduction procedures, and the
efort should proceed smoothly. However,
there usually is insufficient time, knowledge,
and manpower available to accomplish all
planning prior to the start of the program.
The equations to be used must be established
and arrange4 in a logical ordea with respect to
entry of the test data. It is best to record the
data in the sequence of the readings taken
from the primary recording Instrument. Any
necessary corrections are made then in adJacent areas on the data reduction form rather
than on a separate document. Then test data
are entered and the required calculations ae
performed in the order that will be most
efficient and useful.
As soon as the initial data reduction fotai is
completed, a known test point should !w
calculated to check for omlsions, eri',;r,
continuity, and suitability of the arnn, ,i,
ment. Usually it is necessary to revise I:'ie
form. In some cases, it may be desirable to
divide the form into various areas such as
power, dimensional coefficients, and corection procedures. This often is done on caynplex programs to reduce the complexity of
each individual form or to permit severl
groups to process data simultaneously.
If a computer will be used to reduce the
data, the hand reduction form may now be

given to the computer programming personnel
as a guide in developing a computer program.
The resulting program then is checked by a
hand calculation with an identical point to
insure that there has been no programming or
translation error. These checks then become
an integral part of the data reduction records
and may be used at any time to accomplish a
confirmatory check. Some engineering input
should be applied to the program to facilitate
the presentation and analysis of the data. It is
useful to have the computer output contain
the flight number, flight date, type of test,
and any other pertinent identification data.
The machine time used also may be noted on
the printout since this information can be
used for both current and future planning
purposes. The program should be constructed
so that the input data mey be printed or
plotted prior to performing any calculations.
This printout can be examined to verify the
validity of the input and to detect errors
int-roduced by the data handling procedures
to this point. It is also advisable to have a
printout of the current and effective date of
all the calibrations to be used in the calculations. All too often instruments are recallbrated or changed, and the change is not
reflerte I in the automatic data processing
(ADP) procedures. The computer output data
may be in %physical form that is difficult to
work with. It may be helpful to transfer the
computer values to the hand reduction form
or to prepare another summary form. This
new summary form should contain all the
data that are to be plotted or that require
further processing. The unwieldy, fragile computer sheets may then be filed for reference
while working and plotting from the summary
form.
A manual data reduction form, for reducing hovering performance data for a typical
helicopter, is presented in Table 5-4'.
The instrumentation, position, and system
error corection procedures are included on
the form primuu for illustration purposes. It
*

da etio

,
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is usually better and more convenient to
accomplish these steps elsewhere and enter

determine what the conditions were on a
particular curve or point.

only corrected values on the reduction form.
The fuel specific gravity topic is discussed in
detail in Chapter 14. The inlet performance
was included on this form for completeness
although in general practice it isaccomplished
as shown in Chapter 13.

5. All the items on the plot should be
logical and the format should be obvious and
consistent. These rules should apply consistently for format, symbology, abbreviations, and definitions. The artistic aspects are
important. A plot that is attractive will be
more useful than one that i3 otherwise, all
other factors being equal.

The reduction form, of course, will vary
with the test vehicle depending upon the
rotor configuration, aircraft configuration,
and the propulsion system. Changes also will
be necessary for variations in the data acquisition systems and correction methods. The
data entered on the form should be obtained
from the most accurate data source, regardless
of the type of recording system being used.
During the data reduction process, the engineer should monitor the critical parameters to
insure accuracy and personally should make
random calculation checks, It is helpful also
to make preliminary plots which will show
general trends and orders of magnitude.

Some typical plots are illustrated in Figs.
5-1 through 5-8 and discussed in the paragraphs that follow. For the free flight, constant power technique, a plot is constructed
from the data contained in steps 30, 55, 59,
and 63 of the data reduction form,. Table 5-4.
The resultant plot is shown in Fig. 5-2. There
will be a similar plot for each constant power
setting tested. The various rotor speeds and
density altitudes are denoted by the various
AC M.

A/C
HOVERING
HEIGHTHi

Stw',t4I RotorSo0od Dontlly Attiluft

When the data reduction has been complet.,
ed, consideration must be given to how the
data are to be presented and reported. The
most useful and common method Is the
graphical form. Plots can be used to show the
greatest amount of information with the

*:

"a it
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56 DATA PRESENTATION
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smallest volume. Clear, concise, and useful

plots are not constructed as easily as one
might
imagine.
There are
several cardinal rules
that must
be followed
namely:

°i

1.The plot must be clea with repect to
intent and content.
~longer

2.Too many parameters tend to confuse
the reader and the desired meaning is no

clear.

3. The scales, symbols, and curves must be
labeled clearly and identified.

,

,

bS,,

,

.4...,

Figure S.1. Nondimensional Hovering
Performance and Collective
•
Stick Positions

4. The reader should not be required to
research the entire report, perhaps in vain, to
5-10
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"'plotted

~

plotted to obtain Fig. 5-3.'As previously
icse I!pr -4, there will be one of
Various symbols are used to show the different altitudes and rotor speeds. All the dav'.
obtained for a given hovering height are
on the same figure.
The series of nondimensional plots iliustrated by Fig. 5-3 is used to construct cross
plots showing collective pitch as a function of
thrust and hovering height (see Fig. 5-4). The
plot Is constructed by entering Fig. 5-3 at an
even thrust coefficient value and reading the
corresponding collective stick position at a
given rotor speed. A summary data reduction
sheet isshown in Table 5-6.

I

c

I

COLLECTIVE STICK REQUIRED

________________SUMMARY_

1WIWCefkiw

)

TABLE 5-6

SUMARY

C

7'

HW

,

CT

NR

C
co

8

plotted values then yield Fig. 5-4.

FIure6.2
Grund ffet IflunceThe
an Hoverng Performnce

Aic

Ait W&We

symbols drawn aroui, i the data points. These
plots then are entered at the desired hovering
heights to obtain the precise Cp and C. values
required to hover it that height. In order to
insure completeness, accuracy, ind adequate
documentation, it i advisable to =isa summary calculation data sheetas shown ink Table
5-5.

~

~~
Mw

WO vt
",low

TABLE 5
SUMMARY HOVER PEFORMANC

MW CT

No

a*~ 1

3

Thee values are then plotted in the format
illustrated by Fig. 5.

For the tethere, thrust stand, or contiit

altitude free flight technique, the nondimenslons) data form steps 30, SS, 59, andI 63 of
the data reduction form, Table S.4, are

a

Two

C61W

F'guiw 6-3. Nondirensonal
Hoidg Pvonnanc.

V
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Further summary calculations an facill-

The resultant curves should make a family

taed by summarizing the nondimensional
performance as shown in Fig. 5-5. Tis Is
accomplished by entering the curves Illus,
trted by Fig. 5-. and reading the faked line
values of Cp for Incremental Cr values. A
summary data reduction form is shown in
Table 5-7.

with characteristic trends. Curves now arn
faired in a manner that will show continuity
and characteristic shapes. The modified fairinp are not transfred to the data points on
the original nondimensional curve. Generally, there is sufficient scatter in the test points
to allow curve fitting which satisfactorily
matches the composite plot (Fig. 5-5) and still
pues reasonably well through the test data
(Fig. 5-3). Failure to meet these criteria is an

TABU 14

TADU
i
6
--- U,,

N

that the test values are nvalid or

Nindication

MN

#

E

Cr

Gthat

C,

the data reduction was in enor.
From the nondimenslonal summary plot it

W

is powible to calculate performance in most
any dedred manner. Performance at a given
altitude may be presented as shown In Fig.
5-6. The altitude may be presented as shown
in FI. 5-6. The altitude, temperature, and
lrO weights selected may be any desired

The C, scale is staggered to giv a reasonable
spacing for the values of the varous horIng
heights. Symbols normally are not used on
this type of plot since there are no test points.
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A/C
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A/C
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AWt
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I

The determination of out-of-ground effect
hover height is best shown by a plot such as
that illustrated in Fig. 5-7. Thrust coefficients
are chosen which cover the maximum range
of the test data. These values then are used to

$IN

OC

M #W,..,

enter the summary hovering plot (Fig. 5-5) to
obtain the C. and hovering height. The
out-of-round effect line then is drawn
through the points where there is no power
required increase with additional hover
height. The line then is plotted as a function
of C.,as shown in Fig. 5-8. From this plot the
OGE height may be calculated for any desired
operating conditions.

-

0,
..

, ~

4

*

The figure of merit and mean lift coefficient curves may be 'plotted directly from
steps 62 and 64 of the data reduction form,
Table 54. Then test data may show suffldent scatter as to be difficult for both
presentation and analysis. An easier and more
accurate method is to calculate these param*

Flguo m

M4ti

A

$I NS

,6. Howing/Awfonmm

values. The welghts most commonly used are

dsn values or those conditions for which

uarantes were made. The Wos weight, rotor
speed, and altitude conditions selected etabhlis
the Cr . This value then is used to enter
Fit. S-S and obtain the CP required for each

hovint MALt Tha CP is than soled for
-,.

, HP and plotted to yield FiX. 5.6 A sumnmmy
data reduction form is presented in Table 54.
Transmisson or power limits should be kbded on the plot to indicate the maximum

1

5
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A/C

TABLE 59

11/01

FIGURE OF MERIT AND MEAN LIFT
CALCULATIONS
C
c 312
c
T
Tr

C,

HW

T

312/O,

6CT/8

3 2

0.707C / /C,

The resultant values then axe presented as
shown in Fig. 5-9.
The final summary plot and the most
useful information to the operator isshown in
Fig. 5-10. Power available Isa necessary input
to this calculation as shown in Table 5-10.
TABLE 5-10

Z
C

0AW 1

Figure 5.8. Out ofgro und EffectH
Hovering Height
eters from the smoothed data shown In Fig.
5-5. The calculation form is presented in
Table S-9.
A/Cinstallation

SUMMARYHMOVER CEILING CALCULATION
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Since this curve isinitended to summarize the
maximumn hovering performance avalhable, the
power available must include ali the actual
and operating losses that are
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CHAPTER 6
TRANSLATION PERFORMANCE
6-1 GENERAL
Translation performance, more commonly
referred to as sideward and rearward flight
performance, generally is confusing when the
subject first is encountered. It is simply an
extension of the normal concept of hovering.
Since it is readily apparent that in operational
use the helicopter usually will be hovering in
surface wind conditions, information must be
provided that will demonstrate any performance changes relative to wind velocity and
direction. The hovering in winds condition is
simulated by translating the helicopter laterally and rearward at measured velocities and
inflow azimuths during calm surface wind
conditions. This translation then introduces a
relative wind of known magnitude to the
helicopter.
The purposes of the test are to determine
the power required characteristics at the
different airspeeds, to discover any performance limitations, and to evaluate the effect of
the relative wind directions on the propulsion
system. This information then is used to
inform the operator of the performance
changes that may be expected relative to the
basic zero wind data as surface winds are
encountered during operation.
As was discussed during the zero wind
hovering tests, the helicopter is sensitive to
small relative .ind velocities, i.e.. translational speeds. The speed range normally
tested is that required by the flying quality
specifications or that necessary to accomplish
the known mission requirements. The exact
nature or magnitude of the power requirements cannot be anticipated with any degree
of confidence prior to the actual tests. The
characteristics are usually nonlinear with
numerous discontinuities and/or reversals. In
addition, there are usually changes with the

flight directions as well as velocities. The
speed increments tested should be sufficiently
small to show these trends. The test also
should be of sufficient scope to provide data
for all hovering conditions within the capability or envelope of the helicopter.
During the tests the pilot usually will
experience difficulty in stabilizing at the trim
speed, and the pilot workload may be expected to be quite high. Th! fuselage and empennage usually are designed for forward flight
and the airflow during other conditions may
introduce very destabilizing effects. This instability introduces requirements for control
inputs which in turn may affect thrust available and power required. In addition, small
changes in height above the ground may cause
large changes in thrust which necessitate
additional collective control changes. Control
or aerodynamic coupling will aggravate the
situation and add to the pilot effort. An
extremely unstable (with respect to performance) area usually will be encountered at the
airspeed for translational lift. This speed may
not be the same in all tran~iation directions,
and the pilot may not be abie to stabilize the
aircraft in these areas. At best. the situation
becomes one of determining the equivalent
static performance values from a dynamic
flight condition.
The planning for this test must be accomplished carefully to insure that all the ground
elements are functional, organized, and will
operate effectively as a team. Communication, transportation, and coordination are the
primary areas of neglect, Since the tests
usually are accomplished during low wind
conditions, it is important that maximum
flight productivity be achieved.
The pilot effort is quite high during these
tests. The aircraft instabilities usually render
6-1
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it impossible to maintain a fixed control
condition for any appreciable time span in
this flight regime. The pilot task is appreciated better when one considers that the
pilot not only must observe the cockpit
instruments but also must maintain a position
relative to a pace vehicle. There is also a
requirement to monitor constantly the height
above the ground while translating the aircraft
in a direction other than the line of sight-a
formidable task indeed. The data should be
recorded when a most representative condition is achieved. This necessarily may not be a
stabilized situation. There should be no collective pitch change during the recording time
period, and all control motions should be
minimized,
The most difficult portion of the data
reduction effort is to determine the most
appropriate static values from the dynamic
data. The variations in performance and pilot
parameters must be analyzed to determine the
most representative value. This effort is most
difficult and tedious. There is generally a
great deal of scatter, and one should not be
surprised to find that the final .result is
unsatisfactory from a rigid technical stand.
point. This may well be the case when the
aircraft cannot be stabilized sufficiently or
when the data cannot be recorded adequately
and reduced.

6-2 PLANNING
The preliminary planning should be reviewed to evaluate the previously made arrangemeats in the real timL situation. The data
requirements for the program are obtained
from the test plan and subsequent modifications. These then are evluated in terms of
current knowledge of the aircraft capabilities,
The test sequence then should be planned for
minimum time and effort requrement with

time during the test. The requirements, deviations, and mission accomplishment should be
checked for compatibility with the aircraft
and test limits. The selected test site must be
evaluated and inspected for general suitability.
Requirements must be established for the
maintenance, logistic, photographic, and engineering support groups. The maintenance and
instrumentation groups should be prepared to
support the aircraft at the test site, particularty when it is in a remote area. Provisions
should be made for fuel, auxiliary power, and
any other items peculiar to the test vehicle.
Ballast should be available so that weight and
balance changes can be accomplished quickly.
The instrumentation personnel should be provided adequate facilities for reloading cameras
and oscillographs. When such facilities are not
available they should be requisitioned. Sufficient supplies must be provided to support the
operation. The photographic support should
include motion and still photographic capability. The engineering support should include
ground ambient weather environment measuring capability, necessary "on site" data reduction capability, and the personnel necessary
to direct technically the pace vehicle as well
as the overall ground support effort. When
presenting the requirements and the general
method of operation to these support groups,
every effort should be made to solicit cornments that would improve the propospi
operation. The personnel Involved must be
provided the necessary transportation facili
ties to accomplish their assigned tasks. Arrangements must be made for radio communications, both, "air-to-ground" and "groundto-ground". Good transportation and communication planning will add a great deal to
the productivity and flexibility of the test
team.

respect to changing gross weights and center

Flight cards and data recording forms now

of gravity. This is of particular Importance
during the lateial translations since lateral CG
locations may become critical items and will
be test parameters, A table of loadings for
weight and CG fuselage station should be
prepared in advance to reduce any loss of

can be prepared. The weather personnel
should record pressure altitude, free air temperature, wind velocity, ald wind direction at
time intervals of 5 min or less during the tests.
This information will establish the "remote"
ambient environment. The pace vehicle

6-2
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should record test point numbers, indicated
ground speed, aitcraft instrumentation numbers, direction of translation, and azimuth
direction. When the data cards are completed,
they should be coordinated with each group
to insure completeness and accuracy. Following this coordination, a briefing should be
conducted with all participating individuals
attending. The general operation should be
discussed with emphasis on timing and interrelated functions. The safety personnel should
be briefed and, in turn, should discuss their
proposed action in an emergency situation.
The photographic coverage should be finalized with respect to location of cameras, type,
and frequency of exposures, A map of the
area should be available at this briefing and
each person or group should be informed as
to their relative location at the test site.
Assignment of vehicles should be made and
communication procedures, call signs, priorities, and assigned radio frequencies should be
covered in great detail. Alternate tests should
be discussed in the event the primary test
cannot be accomplished.

To quantitatively evaluate the magnitude and
effect of the transients, it is desirable to use
an automatic recording system. This m-,y be
either a photo panel, a magnetic tape unit, or
an oscillograph. Additional parameters listed
in Table 6-2 should be included on this
recording system.
TABLE 6-2
AUTOMATIC RECORDING INSTRUMENTATION
FOR TRANSLATIONAL PERFORMANCE
Pedal
Rotor speed
Collective stick
Engine power
Longitudinal stick
Lateral stick
The flight control and redundant parameters
anlysi.
the
ist
imeation o
n alncl
the
method for precise time correlation on all the
automatic recording devices.
64 TEST METHODS

6-3 INSTRUMENTATION
64.1 GENERAL
The translational performance generally is
considered a static performance test. However, the unstable nature of the flight regime
results in a more dynamic than static condition. Average performance values can be
obtained from visual instruments for most
conditions. There are usually flight areas
where the data are extremely transient and
the averaging may be very difficult. The
necessary parameters are presented in Table
6-1.

The sideward and rearward flight tests are a
simulation of the aircraft condtlion while
hovering with tallwinds and croswinds. This
simulation Is somewhat inexact since the tests
normally are conducted during low wind
conditions while an actual wind cnvironment
usually In'ludes gusts, The pAmary objectives
are l determine the engine operating characteristics, inlet performance, variation of pow.
er required, fight limits, and stability aid

c
TABLE 6.1
""

VISUAL INSTRUMENTATION
FOR
PERFORMANCE
O TRANSLATIONAL
AAgmvity
Rotor sp d
Engine power
Skid height
Paer speedl (indicated
ground speed)
Direction of translation

Pressure altitude
Amblint temperature
Counter number
Ballost changes
Fuel counter

haractteristics.

Prior to the teSt, the aircraft should be in
th,0 speciAe test configuation, at the proper
gcost woiht nd with the proper center of
location, It J6 worthwhile fgo the flight
personnel to nutka a check of te .oadfn,

pWficulary when an adverse CG is tng
uvaestigted. The test eot above the rotud

should be established at the aitl.pate normAl operational hovter htlbt u determined
ftom a ison requir
nt o pilot. opinion.

6.3
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This height will vary with different aircraft,
and it may be necessary to investigate more
than one height in the event there is a drastic
change in flying qualities, performance, or
requirements from the mission profiles. Flying quality changes may be apparent qualitatively while performance variations normally
will be evident only after the quantitiative
data are analyzed.

%
,

*

x

3

The conventional airspeed systems in the
heicopter are unusable during those tests.
Test
systems may be installed above the•
Tmlsound
r
h
l
a
d e airspeed
sof
-'; rotors w
which will give an indicated
for translation in any direction. Standard
differential pressure systems are inoperative at
speeds below 10 kt and require a laborious
and difficult position error calibration prior
to use for this type of test. The most
convenient method to determine the translational speed Is to use a calibrated pacer
vehicle. The pacer vehicle is driven down the
runway at predetermined speeds and the
helicopter is stabilized relative to the vehicle,
When the aircraft is stabilized, the data are
reore
recorded forred
for that
tiat conitoa
condition. When sufficient
space Is available, i.e., a large ramp or taxi
area, the flight path should be oriented
parallel to the wind which will eliminate
,:
errors introduced in compensation for a wind
component. For this condition, a sensitive
ground station anemometer should be oriented in the direction of translation to obtain
the wind velocity to be added to the pace car
speed. With this technique, there i no re..
quirement for resolving wind into components and valid data can be obtained in
winds to the limit of the pilot's capability to
stabilize the helicopter.
A more accurate determination of the
airspeed and height can be obtained by using
a Fairchild Flight Analyzer to record the
flight path and time. With tds technique, it is
stilt necessary to use the pace vehicle since the
pilot has no other reference with which to
hold speed constant. This procedure is less
productive than the pacer technique since the
camera hu no provision for interrupti3n or
redirection and one plate must be taken for
6.4

each point. Thus the limitation of the equipment delays the test progress.
The test should start logically at the neutral
center of gravity location (longitudinal and
lateral), at a light gross weight, a high rotor
speed, and at sea level. There are exceptions,
but these are generally the optimum conditions. The tests then should proceed to the
limits of the conditions stated previously.
This approach provides a maximum safety
factor through the build-up concept and a
engineering basis for any modification
the planned test program. Prior to conductIng any tests, the pilot should familiarize
himself with the aircraft characteristics and at
the same time check out the course for any
overlooked or recently placed obstacles or
hazards.
6-42 SIDEWARD FLIGHT
At the specified hover height, an initial
zero speed hover point should be obtained.
The aircraft then is translated sideward into
rehodin
interfacsioul
the wind to the first aim
airspeed
and the data
recorded. Te data recording interval should
be approximately 3 to 5 sec. The pace vehicle
then is signaled to proceed to the next speed
and the procedure is repeated. The helicopter
should be maintained at approximately the
same height (±2 ft IGE and E5 ft OGE) above
the pound for each point. The allowable
height differential can be determined by the
power required versus height characteristics.
The precise height must be recorded if It is
desired to make a correction during the data
reduction and analysis procedures. Any questionable points should be repeated, and any
unusual characteristics should be noted for
ffiture evaluation. The aircraft heacing should
not be changed during an individual test since
this may introduce a performance, stability,
and control bias on the parameters. The usual
procedure is to translate one direction to the
limits of the runway then return by translating in the opposite direction, recording data
both ways. At the conclusion of a test, the
hover pcnts should be repeated to determine
any changes caused by different atmospheric
conditions. The aircraft weight should be
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controlled within ±2% by adding ballast as

sure, ratios, and temperatures. The inlet char

fuel isconsumed.Generally this weight allowance will permit sufficient test time so that
the balasting can be done after a given curve
has been completed.

acteristics are of particular interest for this
flight condition. The inlet total pressure and
ground station ambient pressure are used to
obtain the inlet total pressure ratio. Temperature rises at the inlet may be increased
significantly by any large amounts of hot
gases that are mixing with the free air in the
vicinity of the aircraft. The inlet total temperature and the ground station ambient temperature are used to determine the inlet total
temperature rise. Inlet characteristics are discussec Jn detail in Chapter 13. When possible,
the dyna.ic data should be used to determine
the variation in power, engine speed, rotor
speed, inlet pressure, and temperature that is
occurring as a result of either pilot inputs or
external disturbances generated by the aircraft and/or environment. The incremental
variations are useful for determining losses
that may be encountered during actual hoverIng operations. A typical data reduction fa3m
Ispresented inTable 6-3*d

64,3 REARWARD FLIGHT
The p ocedure for the rearward flight is
essentially the same as for the sideward tests
previously discussed. The hover points should
be taken with head and tailwivxds. Pilot
visibility during this test becomes an increased
problem, and the pace vehicle will have to be
in front or to the side of th e cockpit. Height
control becomes more important and more
difficult during rearward flight, particularly Ft
nose high pitch attitudes where the tail may
approach the ground.
6-5 DATA REDUCTION
'iedata reduction effort isdependent on
the proper correlation of the data from the
various recording devices and groups. The
weather data should be plotted In time
history form, and data points correlated. The
pacer airspeeds, point numbers, and counter
numbers should be correlated with the flight
cards. If camera coverage or Fairchild plates
were used, these similarly should be processed
and correlated. Pilot comments should be
clarified and assigned the proper correlation

numbers.
The performance data are treated initially
as any other stabilized data. The aircraft is
considered to be in a level flight or hover
condition. Data reduction forms and perhaps
a computer program should have been develaped during the planning efforts. Parameters
then are read from the appropriate data card,
photo film, or oscillograph roll and entered
on the data reduction form nr computer card.
Nondimendonal volues of the static or average
data also should be calculated. The primary
objective is to ddtermine the power required
as a fuu-tion of translational velocity and

64 DATA PRESENTATION
The data presentation for the translational
performance tests should be in both plot and
time history forms. The parameters of primary interest are airspeed, thrust, and power.
The results are to be applied to the determination of hovering performance In wind, and the
wind or translational direction is thus a

necessity. The data from these tests should be

correlated and compared to the steady-state
hovering and thrust stand test data.

The average power required from Table 6-3
(step 20) isplotted as a function of translation speed (step 30) as shown in Fig. 6-1. The
primary power and flight controls are Included on the plot to aid in the correlation and
analysis. Appropriate limits are included to
illustrate the margins remaining. The zero
airspeed value should be cross plotted with
the hover data from Chapter S. The level
flight data also should be used to establish the
curve fairing for the forward translation data.

cross flow ratio. The engine characteristics are

reduced to the standar'l corrected engine
parameters of power, hpeed, fuel flow. pres-

"U data teductkm oum (tau)

tocated at Wed of

mb mpta.

6-5
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During the steady-state points there will be
a certain amount of variation in the primary
variables, depending upon the pilot technique
and helicopter stability. The best method to
illustrate this is by plotting the differential
values (steps 23, 48 and'5 1, Table 6-3) versus
translational speed as shown in Fig. 6-2. These
plots also should include any data obtained
during actual wind conditions. For thesa data,
the wind gust spread should be noted for
analysis purposes. The values may be considerably larger for the transient data than for
the steady-state results. The tail rotor performance may be presented as shown in Fig.
6-3.

6-6

Plots should be constructed to show the
effects of gross weight, rotor speed, altitude,
and center of gravity location. There also will
be performance differences as a function of
ground proximity, particularly at conditions
near the performance limits. These may be
individual or composite plots.
When sufficient data are available, a nondimensional plot may be constructed with the
Cp, C. and # parameters. This plot then can
be used to calculate performance for any
desired conditions of weight, altitude, rotor
speed, temperature, or power.
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CHAPTER 7
TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE
7-I GENERAL
The takeoff profiles possible with a helicopter perhaps most clearly 4emonstrate the
versatility and usefulness of this type vehicle,
When sufficient excess thrust is available, the
helicopter can, of course, climb-out vertically
or at any other flight path angle desired by
the pilot. This excess pe:formance margin
condition is where most helicopters normally
are operated. The situation becomes more
interesting and critical when the excess power
margin iz decreased to the point where some
takeoff path other than vertical is necessary.
It may surprise some to hear that relatively
good takeoff performance still can be obtainad when the hovering height Is severely
limited. This ii true even for skid equipped
machines when the proper technique is used,
and the terrain is reasonably level and obstacle free. Such performance conditions occur
when the vehicle is overloaded to the extent
that it becomes a STOL aircraft or when
ambient atmospheric conditions sufficiently
reduce the power available,
The takeoff performance tests are conducted to determine the takeoff distance required
to clear a SO.ft obstacle, the optimum takeoff
airspeed, and the technique necessary to
produce this maximum performance. The
tests are conducted as functions of excess
thrust, ambient conditions, and various operational procdures. The resulting data can be
used to predict performance at various cond,
dons and to recommend particular techniques
for liven takeoff situations. The discovery of
any existing control limits, operational limits,
or procedural restrictions generally wil result
from the neterm.
+ ,.

j

TU tests usually are conducted from the

Tm tsros wel

include sea level to the highest elevation
available or that within the capability of the
test vehicle. Rotor speed usually islimited to
the maximum operational value with checks
at the minimum allowable or the value for
highest rotor efficiency. Sinze the test Is
primarily a maximum
performance situation,
engine power is the maximum available unless
limited by some atmospheric or physical
parameter.
The test method generally used is to
accomplish a series of takeoffs at different
incremental airspeeds from minimum to maximum while using a different excess thrust
level for each series. The excess thrust is
varied by choosing different field elevations, ambient atmospheric conditions, gross
weights, or power settings. Ground effect at
high elevations cannot be simulated at sea
level, thus remote sites are required. Investiga
tions are made to determine the optimum
pilot technique for the test vehicle. The
influence of any variation in the technique
relative to decreased performance is tested
when the magnitude appears significat.

The data reduction effort for the takeoff
performance is reasonably small when the
nondimentonal method is used. However, a
series of excess thrust coefficients Is necessay since snl tutm cannot be corrected
individually to standard conditions. The ma'jot efforts required am to correlate the data
from the various sources and to read the
plates from the Fairchild Flight Analyzer.
When this processing is accomplished, the
data ire in engineering units and the calculitions are relatively easy.
7-42 PLAINNING
O N N

t at low altitudes to the

The takeoff tests must be planned very

maximum allowable for ig altitude or power limited conditions. Fid elevations should

carefully since there is more tm one suppmt
soup Involved and the weather criteria ae
7-1
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such that flight productivity is of the essence.
Prior to actively initiati.)g any flight planning,
the test plan should be reviewed carefully to
determine what test objectives are to be
achieved and what conditions are needed.
Most helicopter takeoff performance tests
require data at remote sites which imposes
!,ddltional ttehnfoal and support problems.
The availability of the test site and the
necessary support equipment should have
been determined during the preliminary
planning. The confirmation of previous plans
and scheduling may be the only requirement
at this point in the program.
There are several detailed problems which
are magnified by the operational aspects of
the tests. The data recording teams may be
widely dispersed in the test area which creates
both communication and transportation difficulties. Tlhe aircraft must be ballasted ped,
odically for weight control, accordingly, this
group must be mobile since It s undeirable
to have the aircraft unduly dependent upon
ground suppoi 1.
Before considering the test in detail, the
site must be inspected to Insure suitability
with respect to runway length, camera offset
distance, runway surface, obstacles, and proximit of welingsor
ersonel.Thee mut
be access available for rescue and fire suppression equipment. When possible, the flight
pattern should be arranged to obtain the moat
advantage from any emergency landlin areas.
The takeoff site must be surveyed and clearly
marked. A weather survey should consider
any avaiable historical data to deternydne the
predominant wind velocities and patterns.
This information, can be used to determine
tW most desirable takeoff direction and
advisable tos sceuig
The support groups necessary for the takenearing,
~~
and"
resue ~2aho
~
off tests ain photographic,
matintenancoe,
eng.
wtkof
ths rus hould be provided with the
appropriate test schedule, date cards, flgh
cards, and operating procedures.
7-2

The photographic coverage usually consists
*of still and motion picture cameras in addition to the Fairchild Flight Analyzer. The
photographers normally do not require a
flight card and the Fairchild operator usually
will have a standard operating procedure for
recording the necessary information. This
procedure should be re-viewed to Insure that
all of the req~uired engineorlng data will be
recorded. The anticlpatad limits of the test
flight path must be given the Fairchild -Oterator to enable calculation of the proper camern
offset distance. The operator should be Siven
the aiming point on the aircraft during tracking. The main rotor or the centerline of th
aircraft normaily is used as the aim pobnt.
When a good reference is not available, one
s~
e ~ ~ tearat
Appropriate preliminary flight cards or
instructions should be prepared and discussed
with the individual groups. Their comments,
In turn, should be incorporated into the final
fgt card. A briefing then should be given
for al1 of the participating personnel. Particular emphasis should be placed on interrelationships imong the groups. Many alternates
or deviations firor the test plan such as
welht changes, aborted takeoffs, technique
variations, or camera difficulties may &fins
which should be discussed and altemnte plan
Cablithed.
Ithe data card for the right crew should
contain the items i'idlcated in Table 7-1.
AL71
DATA CAIW MFOUGHT CREW

Nthm

'ArP.

04t hwmw

jt*

uW
nda)

Neoo SPeed

A~t~tud.Eqorw spud
Ert@. tOmU

AltSGod (ft01

SlasabadTv.I
iedo ofr
Drciw
ulue
e~sOw'.(hdu)
The weather station data card should indude the item listad in Tabl 7.2.
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TAILE 7-2
DATA CARD FOR WEATHER STATION
Wndwdocti
pration
Wind di
mum
Anibiit t
Wind gust spread

Point number
Plme numb
Tlime of day
Prmure altitude

initial start, lift-off, and during climb-out.
Maintaining a uniform pilot technique will
insure that the dynamic variations on successive test points will be similar and will be
inherently consistent during the complete
test. The visual instrumentation required in
the aircraft is shown in Table 7-4.
TABLE 74

The card should also contain instructions for
transmittal of weather data to the theodolite
or aircraft and to specify any predetermined
wind limits in either direction or velocity. The
Fairchild station should record point number
and plate number. The theodolite station
should record the variables contained in Table

7-3.
TABLE 7-3
DATA CARD FOR THEODOLITE STATION
Point number
Plate number
Boom airspeed
Distance

Technique
Ballast aboard
Hover height
Direction of takeoff

A general map of the theodolite, weather
station, and camera stations should be included on the theodolite data card. Spatial orientations of any other test equipment are also
pertinent items.
The engineering preparation includes determination of the proper aircraft gross weight
and power setting to give the desired thrust
and power coefficients.
The necessary in-flight plot forms must be
prepared for the flight observers and the
theodolite station. The ballast required and
the necessary increments to be added should
be established when possible.
7-3 INSTRUMENT

ION

nce tests can be conThe takeoff perfo
ducted with only ytis al test instrumentation
installed in the aircralt. The flight conditions,
though dynamic, ian be defined adequately
by recording events at critical points such as
•t

VISUAL INSTRUMEk'TATION FOR TAKEOFF
PERFORMANCE
Airspeed (boom)
Airspeed (standard)

Engine speed

Altimeter
Fuel used

Ambient air temperature

Rotor speed
Engine torque

The instrumentation shown in Table 7-4 is
required to conduct, monitor, and validate
the test progress. It is desirable to supplement
this basic instrumentation with an automatic
recording system. This will allow continuous
data recording and provide for additional
parameters. It will also allow a much higher
data density both during steady state as well
as during the dynamic portions of the takeoff.
The parameters shown in Table 7-5 should be
recorded on the automatic system.
TABLE

7-5

AUTOMATIC DATA RECORDING FOR TAKE-

OFF PERFORMANCE
Engine torque
Rotor speed

Inlet pressure
Longitudinal stick position
Lateral stiV" position

CG normal acceleration
Altitude

Pedal position
Collective stick position

Inlet air temperature

Airspeed

Engine speed

Event marker

The control positions are useful to both
correlate performance and to monitor the
pilot technique used. Many times these parameters will serve also to resolve discrepancies and variations in the performance results.
In addition to the instrumentation installed
on the aircraft, a considerable amount of
ground equipment is required to support the
test. Fig. 3-2 is a diagram of a typical test area
7-3
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fo? takeoff performance. The diagram shows
the relative location and identity of the
ground support equipment.
Camera coverage usually consists of both
still and motion picture coverage of each
ight. The Fairchild Flight Analyzer described in par. 3-6 is used to record photographically takeoff distance and height above
the ground as a function of time.
The visual theodolite also is used to record
takeoff distance and height without time
correlation. These data are of low accuracy
and are used marginally to determine when a
height of 50 ft above ground is reached during
takeoff. This instrument is described in par.
3-5.
The parameters listed in Table 7-6 should
be recorded at the weather station described
in par. 3-4.
TABLE 7-6
WEATHER STATION INSTRUMENTATION FOR'

TAKEOFF PERFORMANCE
Pressure altitude
Winr atude,
ddirection

Wind velocity
Ambient temperature

74 TEST METHODS
7-4.1 GENERAL
There are several techniques and variations
con.,aonly used to determine the takeoff
performance. The maximum performance
takeoff normally is used when a vertical
climb-out is not possible. Inherent with the
general takeoff definition is the requirement
to clear a 50-ft obstacle. Thus, the takeoff
tests are simulating an overload gross wei3ht
and/or a low excess power condition in
operational terrain where there is an obstacle,
The condition of the terrain before reachinS
the obstacle will determine to some extent
what techniqtes are usable. For a level runway type area, any technique may be used
including a ground run for wheeled vehicles or
a sliding procedure for skid gear machines.
7-4
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When there are no large obstacles present but
a ground run is impossible (for any reason),
an air acceleration technique must be accomplished. The air acceleration technique may
be varied wih respect to flight path.
The test procedures are generally the same
for all techniques used. Prior to initiating each
takeoff, all data stations should report a ready
status. The aircraft should then be ballasted
properly and the hovering height established.
It is usually sufficient to estimate the height
from the aircraft. A more accurate method is
to measure t0e height with a tape measure.
Each takeoff for a given curve is made at the
same hover height and the same differential
power coefficient.
After the hover check, the aircraft is
positioned for the takeoff. The pilot gives a 3to 5-sec countdown to synchronize the data
stations. The theodolite operator notes the
aircraft position during countdown and at
zero count the takeoff is initiated. The
aircraft is accelerated at maximum power
available along the desired flight path, ro-

tated, and the climb-out is accomplished. As
the helicopter passes through the 50-ft altithe theodolite distance is noted and a
radio transmission is made to the aircraft that
the obstacle height has been reached. All data
should have been recorded prior to this time.
During the return to the takeoff position, the
recorded takeoff airspeed is transmitted to
the theodolite crew which in turn responds
with the takeoff distance required. Prior to
landing, the flight crew informs the ballast
personnel of the amount of ballast to be
prepared to load, thus minimizing the delay.
This procedure is repeated for each takeoff
until the necessary data have been accumulated for the given conditions. During the test,
radio transmissions should be held to a
minimum to avoid interrupting the testing
operation or perhaps introducing flight safety
factors.
74.2 ROLLING TAKEOFF TECHNIQUE
A rolling takeoff technique can be used for
helicopters equipped with wheel landing gear,
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Prior to each takeoff the ability to hover
should be checked to insure that the proper
differential power coefficient exists. Following the hover check the aircraft is located in
the takeoff position, maximum braking applied, and maximum power added. The proper location of the flight controls prior to
takeoff will vary with aircraft and configurations. Generally, forward longitudinal stick is
applied to position the thrust vector aft, and
collective is used to make the helicopter
on the wheels". In some instances, the
brakes will not overcome the full power
thrust and power then must be limited to the
braking capability. The countdown then is
started and at zero count, the brakes are
and full power and/or thrust is
applied. This power condition is maintained
during the ground roll acceleration. The
standard airspeed system usually is not operative below 20 kt indicated, and will have
considerable lag throughout, For low rotation
airspeeds, the test system may provide the
only speed indication. The capabilities of the
standard system should be noted carefully
since in the final analysis this may impose a
performance limitation. The test speeds
should not be terminated or limited by the
standard airspeed system since this may be
improved subsequently and render all data
useful. Rotation must be effected prior to
reaching the aim airspeed value to prevent
overshooting. Normally, the aim airspeed
must be anticipated by approximately 3 to 5
kt. When properly ac.omplished, the aircraft
then will beconte airborne at the aim airspeed,
which is maintained cclnstant during the
climb-out over the 50-ft obstacle. The technique Is very critical during the acceleration,
lift-off, and start of the climb. Caution must
be exercised to prevent bleed off of airspeed

which will hitroduce an acceleration factor
and may Influence significantly the takeoff
distance required. When the aim airspeed 1s
missed, the pilot should accept the new valur;
and apply the constant speed technique rather
than try to adjust to tiie original aim speed,

The time Interval from lift-off to 50-ft il
usually very small, and there is not sufficient
time to restabilize at a new airspeed. In
addition, any large control inputs may disturb

the rotor or ground cushion with an attendant
loss in lift at a critical point during the
takeoff. As the collective is increased to
accelerate or to hold airspeed constant, there
is usually a tendency for the rotor speed to
drop and it is necessary to increase the
governor setting (beep) to maintain rpm.
Rotor speed bleed significantly increases performance, and a small bleed will be evident in
the test data. For some helicopters there may
be large and unusual cyclic control requirements during the takeoff. Each maneuver
should be accomplished as smoothly as possible with a minimum of adjustments during
the climb-out. The excess performance margin
must be used very carefully to establish the
climb-out path and provide a rate of ascent.
Any improper control motions or technique
variations at this critical time will reduce
greatly the takeoff performance. During the
climb-out, the ground effect is decreasing,
acceleration factors are not present, and the
helicopter is in a stabilized climb.
The takeoff tests are conducted for various
airspeeds to determine the value which yields
the minimum distance required to clear the
obstacle. The difficulty in flying a given
condition is usually directly proportional to
the resulting performance. By this it is implied that good performance, short distance,
and large excess power conditions are not so
difficult as those where the performance is
marginal. The various speeds and flight paths
to be investigated are shown in Fig. 7-1.
Although at the very high speeds the aircraft
will climb rapidly after becoming airborne, a
longer runway distance is required to reach
the lift-off airspeed. The pilot task for this
takeoff condition should be minimal. As the
airspeed is decreased, the technique becomes
,
SW
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Figure 7.1 . Rolling Takeoff Performance
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increasingly critical and the total distance to
clear th. obstacle becomes less. Below some
minimum airspeed, the total distance required
vviAi increase rapidly and a condition quickly
will be reached where a climb-out cannot be
accomplished at lower airspeeds. In this area,
the helicopter initially will climb after the
rotation and theu, as the influence of ground
effect decreases, the climb-out will terminate
in level flight or an ensuing descent may
develop. Extreme caution should be used
when entering these areas since the aircraft is
in a full power condition and little can be

done in the event a high rate of descent
condition develops. Increased collective at
this point merely will decrease the rotor speed
and may induce a stall.
7-4.3 LEVEL ACCELERATION
HOVER TECHNIQUE

FROM

For helicopters not equipped with a rolling
takeoff capability, a similar profile may be
accomplished by an air acceleration close to
the ground. The acceleration should be as
close to the ground as feasible in order to
utilize fully the maximum ground effect. The
aircraft attitude, flying qualities, and configuration are factors in determining the minimum acceleration height. A hover check
should be accomplished to establish the power and the excess thrust available. The helicopter then is stabilized at the desired hovering height. A countdown is accomplished and
the acceleration is initiated by applying forward stick and increased collective. For conditions where maximum power was not required at the initial hover height, an excess of
power is avalable
for the
In
poe saalalwo
h acceleration.
aceeain
In
addition, the forward velocity usually puts
the aircraft in a lower power required area
and at some speed translational lift is reached.
At this point the helicoptcr has a strong
tendency to climb and it may be difficult to
maintain the low acceleration height. The
attitude may be extremely nose down and
uncomfortable during the acceleration at high

excess power conditions. This attitude, of
course, tilts the rotor thrust vector forward
and increases the acceleration. As was the case
with the rolling technique, the airspeed lag
7-6

and the time differential required for rotation
must be anticipated. This time differential
will vary with airspeed and excess thrust
available. For the higher excess thrust conditions, the acceleration is higher, the lag is
greater, and the rotation may require larger
stick inputs. The characteristics for each
condition must be evaluated to determine the
proper airspeed differential to accomplish
this. Following rotation, the climb-out is
similar to that previously discussed for the
rolling technique. The flight profiles resulting
from this air acceleration technique are shown

in Fig. 7-2. The minimum airspeed takeoff is
at the point where translational lift occurs.
Rotation below this speed will invariably
result in the aircraft climbing slightly then
descending and striking the ground. For all
the low excess power points, extreme caution
must be used to avoid large or rapid control
inputs which can influence the ground cushion and adversely influence the takeoff performance. A successful takeoff can be accomplashed, terrain permitting, when the available
hovering height is zero. Thv helicopter can be
slid along the ground until translation lift is
reached and then a climb-out can be made.
Needless to say, there is some excess thrust
level where even this technique will not
permit a successful takeoff.
Since the ground effect is a significant
factor in the takeoff performance, it often is
necessary to conduct tests at some acceleration height other than the minimum. This
normally is done for helicopters that often
carry large external sling loads below the
,,N

6,
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Figure 7-2. Level Acceleration From a Hover
Technique
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helicopter. Each helicopter should be evaluated to determine the sizes and shapes of the
operational loads within the mission spectrum. From this, a determination can be made
as to the necessary gear height to be tested,
the length of the sling, and the nature of the
load to be carried. The takeoff airspeeds are
relatively low and the flat plate drag of the
load is not significant at the low speeds
attained during takeoff. The weight of the
load and its distance from the aircraft CG
location may introduce significant control
moments during the takeoff. These moments
may detract significantly from the flying
requirements that decrease the performnance.

some target object on the horizon to establish
the flight path. A countdown is given, then
longitudinal and collective controls are applied to initiate the takeoff. Collective is
applied as rapidly as possible to maintain
flight along the desired flight path. The
collective application must not be so rapid as
to cause a significant rotor speed decrease.
The flight path angle and acceleration rate
must be such that translational lift is reached
prior to reaching the maximum hover height
limit.

The technique at an elevated hover height is
essentially the same as that described for the
minimum height acceleration. Care must be
used to prevent a loss of altitude which may
allow the sling load to contact the ground,

reached and there is little likelihood that a
descent may be encountered. Translational
lift introduces a significant performance increase at which the helicopter will tend to
climb vertically from the flight path. Forward
will be required to maintain the flight
profile.

qualities of the aircraft and cause control

[stick

7-4.4 SIMULTANEOUS CLIMB
HOVER TECHNIQUE

t10

At high speeds, the flight path is very
long before the maximum hover height is

shallow with translational lift being attained

AND

A third technique that may be used is a
simultaneous climb and accelerate technique.
This technique is not useful where the available~time
hover height is less than approximately
ft. Typical flight profiles for thWs technique
are shown in Fig. 7-3. This technique is
perhaps the most difficult for the pilot to
iccomplish precisely and consistently. It is
very difficult to maintain a straight line flight
path throughout the climb-out. The takeoff is
initiated from a low hover height or a "light
on skids" condition. The pilot fixes his eye on

At lower speeds the climb angle becomes
steeper and the distance required to make the
takeoff over the obstacle will decrease. The
maximum performance is obtained where
translational lift is reached at the height and
where power required is equal to the
power available. The increased performance at
translational lift then will allow the climb-out

oy an acceleration to be continued. At any
lower speed the aircraft will climb to a height
where excess thrust is not available to con-

conditior where a climb-out can be accomplished. There is always a danger that the
aircraft may descend and strike the ground
during this type of maneuver.

,V

,

3,. V

.rotor

G,,wd0,,,,,,

o,,,

7.4.5 ROTOR SPEED BLEED TECHNIQUE
A variation that may be used with any of
the previously discussed techniques is that of
speed bleed. This technique allows the
kinetic energy of the rotor to be used during
critical portions of the takeoff. Although this
method is normally very effective, the results

Figure 7-3. Simultaneous Climb and

will vary with aircraft depending upon the

Accelerate Technique

rotor inertia and aerodynamic characteristics.
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If negligible power loss to the rotor as a
function of rotor speed and nominal lift loss
with increased blade angle of attack (increased collective) are assumed then the total
rotor energy is available to augment the
takeoff. The acceleration to translational lift
requires the greatest portion of the takeoff
distance at low airspeed, low excess thrust
conditions. It is in this area that the rotor rpm
bleed ca± be used most effectively. To provide the most reserve kinetic energy and the
greatest performance benefit, the rotor speed
should be at the maximum allowable at the
start of the takeoff. Generally, rotor speed
should be bled, while applying maximum
beep, at a rate that will provide a minimum
rotor speed value as translational lift is reached. On some aircraft and configurations,
bleeding to the minimum rotor speeds can
result in large rotor lift losses. Prior to testing
with this technique, various rates of bleed and
minimum rotor speed values should be investigated to determine the optimum performance
and safest procedure.

case may not indicate an impending performance change at the gross weight and/or altitude. At some point the increased collective
required to bleed rotor speed can introduce
stall with hazardous results. The safety aspects of this performance technique cannot
be over-emphasized since the performance
changes are insidious and may not be readily
apparent to the pilot.

As translational lift is reached, the collective may be lowered slightly to allow the
rotor speed to increase as much as possible.
At this point, the rotation may be accomplished and the climb-out started. The collective can now be increased and bleed again
used to augrent the engine power available
during the climb-out. The bleed rate should
be such that minimum rotor speed occurs
after reaching the 50-ft obstacle. Again, it
may be necessary to determine the optimum
bleed rate and minimum rtor speed values.
The rate at which the rotor rpm bleeds off
and the rate at which it can be regained will
strongly influence the technique.

values reached should be recorded. At rotation, a data event marker should be used to
note the point on any automatic data recording equipment. The pilot should note the
rotation speed ior recording. Any rotor speed
bleed used during the rotation should be
noted. The maximum power and rotor speed
used during the climb-out should be recorded.
As the takeoff is being accomplished, the
weather conditions should be monitored to
record any changes from the initial readings.
At the obstacle height the theodolite should
signal the aircraft, and the pilot should note
airspeed. On the assumption that there Is a
clearly positive rate of climb, the Fairchild
camera can now swing through and prepare
for the next plate. When there is any indication that the aircraft may descend through
the obstacle height, the camera should continue tracking.

While the rotor speed bleed teclmique will
result in significant performance gains with
most helicopters, this Is not the case for all
machines nor perhaps for all conditions on a
given machine. An example of the former
would be a helicopter with low rotor inertia
where the energy gained from sing the
kinetic energy is less than the loss d 'lift and
lower rotor speeds. The collective control
position at the start of a takeoff in the latter
7-8

7-4.6 DATA RECORDING
The data recording procedures for the
flight crew, the weather personnel, and the
theodolite group now will be discussed in
detail. During each of the hover height
checks, the flight engineer should record the
gear height, atmosphere, and power required
parameters. The theodolite station also should
note the gear height. During the countdown
the fuel counter reading should be recorded in
the cockpit and the weather station should
record pressure altitude, wind velocity, and
direction. As the acceleration is being accomplished, the maximum power and rotor speed

During the return to the takeoff area, the
aircraft should transmit the airspeed and the
theodolite station should reply with the takeoff distance required. The airspeed versus
distance values should be plotted both in the
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aircraft and at thi theodolite station. This
plot then is used by the flight crew to
determine the next aim airspeed. The flight
engineer should calculate the fuel used and
establish the ballast needed for the next
takeoff. This information then should be
transmitted to the ballast crew to minimize
the ground time necessary for the ballast
operation. The theodolite and camera stations
should call when ready for the next takeoff.
After the ballasting is completed, the next
condition can be accomplished using the
previously discused methods.
7-5 DATA REDUCI ION
The data reduction procedures for the
takeoff performance utilize manually recorded data from the aircraft and ground stations,
photo panel data, oscillograph data, and
plates from the Fairchild camera. Prior to any
data reduction effort, the data cards must be
reviewed for clarity, completeness, and corre..
lation. The Fairchild plate number is the
single most important correlating parameter.
This is followed in importance by point
number, time of day, and baliast values. The
manually recorded data are entered on the
data reduction forms or punched on cards for
insertion into an automatic data processing
(ADP) system. The flight crew data cards
should be compared with the theodolite data
to insure that no erroneous entries were
recorded. The wind velocity, direction, and
ambient temperature should be plotted as a
function of time of day. The photo panel film
should be developed and scanned for correlation with the flight card data. As &rule, a
single average value for each parameter will
suffice for the data reduction.
Since the whole takeoff maneuver is a
dynamic situation, certain stipulations and
rules must be applied to obtain consistent,
meaningful data with an appropriate degree of
accuracy, The power used in the data reduction is the maximum obtained during the
takeoff or that power whtch onccurred at some
reference point such as during the acceleration, rotation, climb-out, or at the obstacle
clearance point. The airspeeds of primary

interest are at rotation and at the obstacle
height. The test gross weight can be defined
arbitrarily as that at the start of the takeoff,
at the obstacle height, or an average of the
weight during the takeoff maneuver. Any of
these approaches will provide equal validity
provided consistency is observed. The photo
panel data should be used only for backup in
the event some item was not hand recorded or
when a high density time history is necessary.
This procedure will reduce considerably the
time interval between the end of a flight and
the start of data reduction, and will reduce
the total data reduction effort required. This
also will simplify the remote site operation
where film processing equipment may be
limited or nonexistent. Since the photo panel
data are not used normally, it may be
desirable to return the film to the permanent
installation where it can be processed in a
more timely and economical manner.
The oscillograph data must be processed
and correlated prior to any data reading.
Event markers on the roll should be identified
and correlated with the flight cards, and the
counter numbers should be equated to the
Fa,,child plate numbers. The data should be
reviewed for any unusual aircraft motions or
control requirements, and the control margins
should be determined. The control positions
of interest are read and recorded in the
appropriate data reduction fo.ins. A time
history of the control positions, airspeed, and
aircraft motions can be constructed to illustrate and evaluate the pilot technique being
used.
The Fairchild camera plates must be developed and printed as shown in Fig. 7-19. These
initial prints then are evaluated to determine
the need for enlargements. Proper offset
camera distances will provide sufficient readability and accuracy without enlargements
although both can be enhanced by using
enlargements of the contact print. Prior to
reading the plate, a graphical scale is constructed. The runway distance represented by
the two targets is calculated as shown in pars.
35 and 3-6. A Gerber (variable) scale is used
to divide eqally the distance between targets
7-9
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which is then used to construct the scale. On
the Fairchild print, the vertical distance is in
the same proportion as the horizontal distance and a graphical scale thus can be
constructed for the vertical height. A typical
scale incorporating both vertical and horizontal ditances is illustrated in Fig. 7-4.
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For a ground roll takeoff, the distance correction based on energy and geometric considerations is given by
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Figure 74. Graphical Distance Scale for
Fairchild Plates
This scale is framrmos
used to locate
and mark the
whelecoheertstacoeheeghstisreacheframe where the obstacle height is reached.
Normally, five frames on either side of the
obstacle height frame and the takeoff start
frame also are marked at this time. For a
mathematical solution, the distance between
the targets on the plate in inches and the
runway distance in feet also can be used to
establish a K-factor in units of feet/inch. The
distances on the plate then can be scaled and
multiplied by the K-factor to yield hori ,,atal
and vertical distances lor any particular
':,tme. The type of solution desired will
der,,d ur&n the data reduction procedures

.off area is not level and
the urttance data must be corrected for
runway gradient. A typical situation is shown
in Fig. '7-5.

LEE

=

horionta

projection
prjcto

of

0 = runway gradient, deg
g = acceleration due to gravity, ft/sec2
Fro = takeoff speed, ft/sec
For most helicopter takeoff tests the correction is numerically small since the gradient is
not large, the ground distance is relatively
short, and the speed is low. However, it may
be a significant percentage of the total takeoff
distance or ground roll distance. The gradient
easily is obtained from the Fairchild plate
since the camera is maintained in a level
position during the tes, and the fiducial marks
represent a level line. A line is drawn parallel
to the fiducial marks with the origin at the
takeoff start point. Another line then is
drawn through the path transcribed by the
gear. The angle between these two lines
represents the runway gradient. The most
accurate method to determine the effect of
the runway gradient is by experimentally
conducting a high and a low speed takeoff in
both directions under similar performance
and environmental conditions. This is most
effective in validating theoretical correction
factors.

Reading the Fairchild plate consists of
reading the elapsed time, and the horizontal
and vertical distances for the previously mark-

-O
NY
.

LEVEL LINE

Figure 7-5. Runway Takeoff Gradient
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ed frames. This is accomplished best by using

a short data reduction sheet for each plate.

This form co.Abines the necessary data reduction and the plotting on the same form. When
reading the Fairchild plates, it must be remembered that the internal camera timer is
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progressing continuously and does not give a
zero time directly. However, it is known
from which frame the takeoff was initiated,
and the time at this point is treated as a tare.
Subtracting the tare from the recorded frame
times yields the elapsed time from the start of
takeoff. The start time is read and recorded.
The time recorded by the Fairchild camera is
in seconds, tenths, and hundredths of a
second. The time must be accumulated manually across the plate since each time the
seconds counter passes zero, 10 sec must be
added to the subsequent time value recorded
for each frame. The time for the previously
marked frames is recorded. Vertical and horizontal distances are now read directly from
the print by use of the graphical scale
illustrated in Fig. 7-4. The horizontal distance
must be read for the same aircraft reference
point In each frame. The camera operator
tracked the aim point of the aircraft and this
appears in each frame, usually near the center.
The time, height, and distance values are

aRW = runway azimuth, deg from north
ocw

=

wind azimuth, deg from north

Lines are now faired through the plotted
points as shown in Fig. 7-6, and slopes are
taken to give the vertical and horizontal
speed, i.e., dhldt and dxldt. The value of the
horizontal speed, now is added to the headwind component to obtain the true airspeed
along the direction of takeoff. True airspeed
along the flight path is the resultant of the
horizontal, wind, and vertical speeds as illustrated in Fig. 7-7.

4Rv.
I
'
A

entered first on the data reduction form and

then plotted on the form as illustrated in Fig.
7-6.
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Figure 7.7. Velocity Relationships During
Takeoff
The resultant of course, can, be solved mathematically and Is done best in this manner
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When a manual data reduction method is
employed, a graphical method is easier,
more expedient, and Introduces little sacriflce
in accuracy. This graphical method is accom-
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when automatic data processing is being used.
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Figure 7.6. Takeoff Profile

plished by utilizing a device such as illustrated

.,

in Fig. 7-8.

The wind velocity and direction relative to
the helicopter are obtained from the weather
station data and enteted on the form. A
headwind velocity component V1jW is now
calculated.
V,,= VW x cos(-tRw -*W)
Sw

(7-2)
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velocity of headwind component,
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Vw = voloctiy of wind, kt
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Figure 7-8. Device for Graphical Determinationof True Airspeed
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The true airspeed and distance are then
entered on the general data reduction form
shown in Table 7-7*.

airspeed, and ACp values derived from the
individual plots. A ploc similar to that shown
in Fig. 7-10 is the result.

The individual takeoff curves purposely are.
conducted at widely varying weight, power,

Ac

and atmospheric conditions. This is necessary

6 i,& 46

to produce data at the desired excess power
AC coefficients i.e.,

(7-3)

P

= c, A-

These curves usually cannot be compared

directly. A quasi-nondimensional method has
been used in the data reduction form , and thls

method will now be discussed in considerable
detail.

VT.

asI_%
l ACp,
T,,t Coeffi,,
Of1 ,,,1,,

Figurs 7.10. Notndimensional Takeoff
Perfo:mance

The data from steps 39 and 50, are plotted
as shown in Fig. 7-9.

I/
j,!

A sliding scale such is shown in Fig. 7-10 is
used to locate the curves in the proper relative
positions. The reference is placed on the AC,
value, then the airspeed and distance values
are plotted. The lines for each ACjp then are
as illustrated. The constant airspeed
I,, *faired
now can be drawn through the
TClines
points on each ACp curve. The
U ,appropriate
AIR
initial fairings may need adjusting to accoamAc,

TNol Climb *ovt Altspeed VFIII

e.9. Takeoff
opoints.
There will be a similar group of data points
for each takeoff test that was conducted, and
a curve is faird through the points Illustrated.
These faired curves then ar entered at equally
spacd airspeed values to obtain the most
representative distance for the particular
excess power coefficient. A three-dimensional
carpet plot now is constructed with distance,
____this

*The data r. uoo~t foams (tabis) us Iocted M the end

of each obhpta.

"-7

plish the latter operation. When the curves it*

drawn, the fairings then are transferred back
to the initial plot of data points for
comparison, The final result should be a
smooth carpet plot with fairings that also
agree with the curve Wed through the test
therequired
power
this hovering
plot, with
power
available From
and the
data known, it ispossible to calculate the
takeoff performance for any gross weight,
atmospheric, and power conditions.
A most difficult portion of the curve to
define is the bottom or minimum distance
required area. Since this is the maximum
performance, it must be determined p:i sely.
The back sde points are usually a minimum
number and the curve may be very steep in
area, both of which complicate definiton
of the curve, A useful technique that may
help to define the minimum distance required
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is to plot the minimum distances and airspeeds as shown in Fig. 7-11.

The discussion presented in Chapter 5
should be consulted for general guidelines. A
typical presentation for the individual takeoff
curves is shown in Fig. 7-12. The fairing
derived from the carpet plot is shown in
addition to the curve through the test data.
Generally, these lines will coincide. For a
more graphic illustration, they are shown
separated in this case.

\0

A..

-The

S.
DifferentiPower

C.,mtioIl PAC,

Cimb -ot True)AirW~ed

Vr, 1 11

Figure 7-11. Airspeed and Distance for
Maximum Takeoff Performance

.

7-6 DATA PRESENTATION

The data for Fig. 7-11 may be obtained from
either the test plots or the carpet plot. The
values should result in a smooth curve that
can then be used in finalizing the other
original data and carpet plot fairings. Given a
ACp value, the plots may be used to calculate
quickly the maximum performance whizh is
available for any condition as shown in Fig.
7-15.
The previous methods are used to develop a
carpet plot for each technique used during the

tests. 'Data from various techniques normally
require independent plots.

carpet plot is often strange to many
people and often is misunderstood. Every
effort must be made to present a c!iar concise
and complete plot. An exampie is illustrated
inFig. 7-17.
Fig. 7-13 is a plot of the
distance required
to accelerate to the true climb-ovit airspeed
(step 42, Table 7-7). This distance includes
ground roll if applicable.
The air distance required to clear a 50-ft
obstacle is plotted in Fig. 7-14. Ground roll, if
any, is not included.
Fig. 7-16 illustrates the effect of increased
pressure altitude on the distance required to
clear a 50-ft obstacle.

Fig. 7-18 illustrates typical control positions during takeoff.

7-13
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CHAPTER 8
CLIMB PERFORMANCE
8-1 GENERAL

ground personnel responsible for the ballast
changes must be especially careful to load and
Climb
performance
is
an
important
aspect
the proper amount. The tests
bp
r
e a
p
n pdocument
of the total performance characteristics snce
should be conducted from the lowest takeoff
the helicopter very often operates in restricted areas where many obstacles are present.
Following a maximum performance takeoff, a
s ifficient excess performance margin is imperalive to continue the climb after any initial
takeoff obstacles have been cleared. Generally,
under conditions of limited excess thrust, the
rate of climb is not excessive and precise
schedules and techniques must be used. Maneuvering under these conditions may reduce
the performance available and constitute an

opertioal uit.practice

The climb tests are conducted to determine
the rate of climb available as a function of
airspeed,
speed,
rotorare
weight, tests
gross Special
power,
nd altitude,
conducted
to
determine the various correction faitois appicable to the variable" menrtioned. The general
technique is an important consideration in
obtaining maximum cimb performance.
Power management, power available, inlet
performance, and engine operating characteristics normally are evaluated during the course
of the tests,
Climbs should be conducted at the maximum and minimum gross weights to establish
the rotor performance for the widest rnge
and most adverso conditions. The airspeed
and rotor speed investiptions should be of
sufficient magnitude to cover the general
opeMrating range including the cruise climb
condition. Power variations should include
the range from maximum available to the
mitimum for which a climb is possible.
The planning for the climb tests is relatively simple except for the tests to obtain
cowction factors. Durind thee tests the

altitude available, preferably at sea level.
Test techniques are relatively st' ightforward with the exception of fte vertical
climbs. The continuous climbs, sawtooh
climbs, and correction factor climbs are primatly at steady-state conditions except for
altitude. The speed and power schedules are
critical and must be closely foP jwed and rigidly
controlled. The vertical cYmb is difficult to
accomplish precisely, and a certain amount of

Is advisable before recording the final

data. Wind conditicns are also critical since
the climb is initiated from the ground or a
hover and the rotor is sensitive to small inflow
velocities. In addition, surface winds give little
or no indication of the existence of shear or
g

with increased altitude,

8.2 PLANNING
The planning for the climb performance
tests gonerally differs for vertical climb, sawtooth climb, correction factor climb, and
continuous climb tests. For vertical climb
tetts, a gr-ound crew is necessory and a
Fairchild Flight Analyzer or motion picture
camera generally is uwd to record position
data.
Sawtooth climbs should be conducted at
the same average gross weight as the continuous climbs. The engine start gross weight
should include allowances to compensate for
the fuel used while climbing to the test
altitude. The climb airspeed scLedule should
be calculated from the level flight perform.
ance suninaries at the airspeed for miniin.Uh
power required. A minimum of three points
should be flown above and below this spec-

3.1
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value. In lieu of test data, the calculated best
climb speed may be obtained from the handbook or from the manufacturer. The upper
and lower rotor speed limits should be determined and the ranp divided into six incremnts. A climb then should be planned at
each of these speeds. Airspeed Is held constant during the rotor speed tests. Flight cards
are prepared which list the altitudes, airspeeds, and rotor speeds to be investigated. A
briefing of the crew members is conducted to
explain the flight card and test procedures;
followed by a briefing of the maintenance
crew concerning the configuration and ballast
requirements, and the instrumentation group
concerning instrumentation requirements.
Gross weight must be controlled carefully
when conducting the climbs to determine the
gross weight KW and power Kp correction
factors. For the Kw climbs, the helicopter is
tested first at maximum gross weight, and
then ballast is removed incrementally on each
succeeding climb, The fuel used on each climb
should be estimated and compensated for in
the ballast and gross weight calculations for

the following climb. The number of personnel
the
should be adequate to quickly accomplish
gross
climbs,
ballast changes. For the K.

weight should be maintained constant by
adding ballast to compensate for fuel used on
the previous climb. To facilitate the ballast
operation, the amount required for each
climb should have been estimated previously
and readily available for loading.
Flight cards are prepared which specify the
gross weight, rotor speed, power, altitude, and
airspeed schedules. The flight and ground
ballasting
personnel should be briefed. The

procedure should be covered in detail with

emphasis on speed and safety of operation.

The continuous clir.bs are conducted to
the service ceiling and, are normally the last
climb tests to be accomplished. The aircraft
ballast calculations should result in an engine
start gross weight which compensates for the
fuel used during engine start, takeoff, anti
travel to the test area to arrive at the test
gross weight. The climb schedule must be
8-2

available and in a form that is suitable for the
pilot. Oxygen equipment should be available
when. the anticipated maximum altitude is
greater than 12,000 ft. Flight cards are made
which specify gross weight, power, rotor
speed, and airspeed schedules. This card is
explained during a briefing of the flight crew
with emphasis on power and airspeed schedules during the climbs. After the briefing, the
maintenance and instrumentation requirements are provided these groups.
8-3 INSTRUMENTATION
The climb conditions are relatively static
and the time average value of the primary
parameters can be hand recorded from visual
instruments. The required visual instrumentation is listed in Table 8-1.
TABLE 8-1
VISUAL CLIMB INSTRUMENTATION
Engine torque
Ambient air temperature
Fuel used
Fuel flow
Elapsed time

Altitude

Airspeed (boom)
Rotor speed
Engine speed
Airspeed (standard)

Although this instrumentation is a minimum,
a considerable manual recording workload
will exist during a high performance climb. A
photo panel should be installed with the
additional parameters shown in Table 8-2.
TABLE 8-2
PHOTO PANEL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
CLIMB PERFORMANCE

Rotor speed
Engine speed
Fuel flow
Engine torque

Time
Ambient air temperature

Airspeed (standard)
Airspeed (boom)
Fuel temperature

Altitude (boom)
Altitude (standard)
Inlet air temperature

Inlet air pressure

A photo panel installation will reduce the
number of hand recorded parameters to those
necessary for in-flight monitoring require-
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merits. A permanent record isobtained which
can be read after the flight and used for data
reduction purposes. In addition, more data
points are obtained to define better the
changes -inperformance with altitude.

)

capability at the various power and collective
pitch settings. The climbs *are conducted best
by maintaining full power while varying the
gross weight. This relieves the pilot from the
difficult task of attempting to maintain a
precise power schedule in addition to his
An oscillograph is normally unnecessary
other tasks. The first test should ')e conduring climb tests since sufficiently accurate
ducted at the maximum planned gross woight.
data can be obtained from the visual and
This will be the lowest rate of climb condition
photo panels. however, when an oscillograph
and will allow the pilot more time to maintain
is installed, the parameers shown in Table 8-3
schedules while building proficiency for the
are nacorded.
more idifficult light weight, high rate of climb
TABLEtests.
If available, a sensitive attitude indicator
TABL 8.3may
provide a reliable reference for the pilot.
The hovering attitude is noted prior to the
climb although the climb attitude may be
PERFRMNC
TTO
R
SCLLAIMB
CLIM PEFORMNCEsemewhat different from the hovering attias a result of Increased thrust and drag
makertude
seed
Engie-,*t
considerations. The changes should be small
AispeedEntmrr
Engine tru
and a satisfactory climb should result.
Longitudinal W~ck psition
Rotor speee,
Altitude
Later'l stick position
Pedal position
Coletive stick polt
When the climb is initiated with the iiircraft
Fuel flow
on the ground, large initial control inputs may
be necessary to counter the effects of incroas8.4 TEST METHODS
Ing power during the lift-off. Thest inputs
may limit the rate at which power can be
applied and cause a climb path other than
8.4.1 VERTICAL CLIMB TEST METHOD
vertical. Starting thle climb frcni a low hover

An Absolute minimum of these flights
should be conducted since a significant portion of the flight Is %ithinthe height-valocity
(or Deadman's) curve. The vertical climb tests
normally are coniducted fromt ground level to
a maximum height of 1000 ft above the
around As power isapplied. the induced flow
into !he rotor causes a rapid reduction in
power requimid with a resultant vertical awei.
oration. The acceleration will be greater with
excess power margins and a longer

$1greater

climib will be necessary before thle peak vAuc
is reaulhed. This will deterniine thle point at

whicti the climb can be termnlutated. The
ainpeed system 6s. or course, inoperative and

the pilot has only ground reference and
aivotaft attitude to aid in nalntainimg a
vertical flight Pathi. Thle value of thle ground
reference rapidly dizminishes wiht increasing

height.

The ritarypuroseor hes tets to
The urpoe
rituryofthee tets i to

detenumum the vertical acceleration and climb

height normally reduces the control requiremenits and allows the pitt to establish tile
Initial baseline point. Front thle hover, power
is applied as rapidly as possible, and a vertical
climb is maintained until a constant rate of
clirib or tile predeterined altitude !s reached. A countdown is given at thle start of tile
clinb to thle recording ground crews for
operaitional and data correlation purposes.
Evet i arkets should be used by thle pilot

durig the climb to denoic any unusual

chratrist or occurrences. At thme terinina.
lion of thle climb, a hover poit should N,
obtained which is used later in thme hover

perforninc and thrust to weighit cW%:ulatiotis.

F~ront tile hover, piower is reduced slowly
and a stabilired vertical descent is established.
This is maintained uintil thme aircraft isclose to
the ground and then power is applied to
establish a hover at tile initialI tart height,
whecro thle data are recorded. Prior to testing
8-3
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any descent conditions, the aircraft reaction
to power application should be investigated.
The height Rnd excess power required to slow
the aircraft vo a hover also should be noted
carefully. Aircraft with lifting surfaces (wings,
fairings, horizontal stabilizers, etc.) ar particularly susceptible to unusual control moments
with high vertical rates of descent. A build-up
technique should be used to insure that a
sufficient performance margin is present at all
times to contend with any unforeseen contingencies.
The procedure is repeated for various decreasing weight increments to include the
minimum gross weight. The rate of climb will
increase as the minimum gross weight is
approached, and the flight characteristics may
change significantly. The pilot must use extreme care to employ the same technique
throughout the tests. Variations will be reflected in the data, and an appropriate correction procedure may not be available. At
best, the correction procedures probably will
be difficult to accmplish and have an unkThe
allcritical

i

*

As a general rule the performance is most
where the performance margin is the
smallest-Le., heavy weight, low pcwer, high
altitude. Invariably, control inputs detract
from the lift available with magnitude, method, and t te of application being important
factors. This, of course, becomes partculituly
important when ontrol is oiained by direct
thrust modulation or directivi. After the
climb is initiated, large corrections to the
flight path houJd be avoided, A small deviation from the vertical can be tolerated or
corrected, whereas, a discontinuity in the
climb rate caused by thrust loss, resulting
from control inputs, usually will render the
data invalid, As the performance margin increascs, the control ir.pts become a smaller
percentage of the total excess thrust and
should have a snualler influence on the climb
rate. This is a fortunate situation since the
control requirenents me usually higher douing
these conditions.

8.4

Transitioning from a climb to forward level
flight requires control inputs that may cause
thrust losses and a descent. The control
requirements to transition from a hover
should be the same, and there should be no
variation when ful power is being used. When
excess power is available, it can be used to
compensate for the control requirements and
minimize or eliminate any altitude loss. The
transition performance should be determined
for the excess performance conditions at
which the climbs are conducted. The tests
should include pitch and thrust control variations to determine the optimum technique.
A thrust loss causes a decrease in the climb
speed or an increase in descent sink rate. In a
descent, the aircraft enters ground effect
where recirculatlon ingestion and pound tur
bulence may become factors. Should this
occur too near the ground, insufficient performance margin may be available to sat'elm
arrest the rate of descent prior to ground
contact.
vertical climb and descent are highly
transient, poorly defined flight regimes and an
automatic recording system is necesmAry to
obtain the maximum useful data. The data
should be recorded during the hover to
dete.-mne the power mquired at the Inground effect, thrust to weight ratio of unity
The automatic system shouk be
cond.
activated when the pilot begins his countdown and remain on until the termination of
the climb. Event markers should be ipseted
at the start of the climb.
The hover point at the top of the climb is
recorded to provide power required at the
out-of-ground effect thrust equals weight tndition. A time history of the descent is
recorded with event maikers at diferent
altitudes durtg the stabilized descent. It is
very important to ideruity the point where
action is taken to stop the descent an.i e-.ter
the hover. This pont also aliould v , announced to the ground recording personnel
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the flight data.
84.2 SAWTOOTH CLIMB TEST METHOD

Wi

The purposes of the sawtooth climb performance tests are to verify the calculated
best climb speed schedule, determi;ne the loss
that results from a nonoptimum airspeed, and
to establish the variation in climb performance as a function of rotor speed and sideslip
angle. The flight card specifies the sideslip
angles, density altitude, roto speed, and
airspeed ranges. The first variable to be
investigated is airspeed, starting with the
calculated best climb speed. The minimum
test altitude increnient is 2000 ft. After
takeoff and during the climb the aircraft is
stabilized at the desired conditions 1000 ft
below the aini test al*'.ude. This will allow
usable data to be taken through the maximum
altitude increment. The climb then is continued to an altitude 1000 ft above the aim test
altitude. Generally, data are taken during the
descent as disc,tsted in Chapters 10 and I I.
Airspeed then ft varied by the specified
increment and the procedure Is repeated until
the necessary '-ange of conditions is tested.
The size of the airspeed increments will vary
with the individual speed capabilities, Plthough 10 kt is a common value. Regardless
of the hpeed range, a minimum of eight points
usually is needed to define the cuf,.I
adenuately. The tests shoodd be accomplished
at the power setting for the data that will be
corrected subsequently using the iurts of
these tests &,nda zero sideslip angle, and a
constant rotor speed. Duning the test an
in-flight determination is mad of the best
climb sp'eed as shown in Fit. 8-1.
tiy use of the previously detennined best
ci mb speed, zero sidedlip aglme, and maxi
mum power or the power setting for continuous climbs, a series of tests is conducted at
various rotor speods. The altitude increment
and the stibilization technique are the sal
as In the vaiale airspeed tests. The first teat
twually isat the nuaximum allowable rotoi
\..5

Z.

rpm a

for later correlauon of their information with

Ib

SHe ,

a

I/
0
I!
BEST CLIMB SPEED
B
I4IC4tod

Asp,

V/#
O ,k

Figur 8-1. Rate of Climb Variation With

speed. Each succeeding Iest is conducted at
some incrementally lower rotor speed. The
magnitude of the increment will vary with the
rotor speed range. A common increment is 10
rpm, with a minimum of six points needed to
define the curve adequately. At the low rotor
speed and high collective ntting, incipient
retreating blade stall m%. be encountered.
This usually is characterized by an apparent
decrease in stability, lower control response,
and an increase in airframe vibration level.
Descent performance as a function of rotor
speed variation is obtained at the end of each
clmb. The technique for these is discussed in
Q0apter 10 and 11.
Most helicopters exhibit P 4hange in power
required as a function of sideslip angle and
airspeed. 'These characte-lstics will result in a
change in the climb performance. These
climbs an made at the best climb speed,
tiorml operating rotor speed, and max!reuan
power, or at the values which will be used
during continuous climbs, The procedure with
rpect to altitude Increments and operational
conslierations is the same as for the previe
ously discussed sawtooth climb tests. The first
climb condition is zero tidedip and best climb
speetl. On each succeedig dimb, the sideslip
angle is varied as specified by the flight card,
The amgle should be incretd to the envelope
limit or until a limit becomes evident. Both
rht and left sideslip angles uhoud be investigaed. A minimm of three points will be
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required to define the curve. The performance
change with sideslip should not be the same
for all airspeeds, and the test should be
repeated at an airspeed above and below the
initial best climb speed.

On this plot, the smallest lapsed time represnstehgstrteofcibontonTh
best climb speed as indicated by this plot then
is used in the remaining sawtooth climb tests.
In most cases, the beet climb speed shown on
the plot will be a faired line value, and it is
good practice to conduct one climb at this
precise value to insure the validity of the
fairing. In a similar manner, the other tests
can be monitored by plotting the lapsed time
versus the variable being investigated as illustrated in Fig. 8-2.

The s.awtooth climb data can be recorded
manually for data reeduction. During l'4gh
rates of climb, the time increments become
swailer which increases the manual data recording density and, therefore, an automatic
sstem is more desirable. The engine and inlet
perfomancevariables are highly transient,
8.3WIH AN POE
REC
ad only a limited amount of time averaged
843WIH
N OE
ORC
FA TODCLM
TEST
or instantaneous data can be recotded manuHO
al.This type of data has limited use andTETM

[esirly,
an automatic system must be used.

Inomanual reodn ehiu ssimilar fcr
all lte swotclm tetdiusdData
are recorded at tile sart of the altitude
increment and at a minimumi of 500-ft inltvats during thle climb. Smallor altitude increments should be used when possible. When an
automatic system is used, It should be activated prior to reaching the test altitude with
event markers used to identify the vznrioias
altitudes during tile climb. Tfin,, and altitude
are thle most critical p~arameoters during these
testw and must be mneasured with lte greatest
possible accuracy. Thle total elapsed ltme for
lte test altitude Increment is used to monitor
thQ test results mid Insur conlt.~
n
validity. An in-flight plot similar to Mig. 8-1 is
constructed during the airsieed variation

V
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*tosceduled
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4N it t
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-

&got#Of sldf%'c 04gIncreased
Nowe 500#4 A!N tr

-iue82
Climb Poeirinance V.iriation With
Rotor $pwod anti Anie of NdeskU
8.6

correction Kp-fact-ar (K-factors) climbs are

conducted to determine the rate of climb
correction coefficients for deviations ip gtross
weigh~t and power from thle aim values. From
the flight test technique viewpoint, they are
simply a series of climbs at various gross
weights and power settigs.
Th

WRfactor test usually Is conducted

with%power maitaied at thle maxlium while

Incrementally varying the gross weight onl
each successvo. climb. The rotor speed should
hec the saint as lte ftiture czintinuous climbs.
and lte altItude increraent used' should be
aupxiximately S0r of lte estimated sormice
laing t'Ititude or a Aiinui of 2001 ft. 11h0
first test usually is at the1m'axlliunil g}ross
weight. low rete of cliob condition. 1th
allows the pilot to start at an eatier condition
and Increase proficienvy as lte test progesses.
111e aircrart Is stabiltell ill !Cvel flight at thle
w
ctlimb speed. Vor elevations aboive
set level, lte climb should be started as near
tle ground as practical unless thle amlbient
dotisity aftitude is below sea level. In this case
the airerfult should be in a stabilired climib as
it passes tbrough lte sea lovitl density altitude.
Front the stabilired level !&aght condition at
Vtc sclwduted climb speed. tlie collective is
rapidly to apply full power white
aitaining lte climb speed schedule 1This

tciueilrdcethle accelerationi factors
ivolved Juring the climb en'try atid alow lte
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aircraft to become stabilized within the minimum altitude and/or time. During the stabilized climb, all schedules are maintained as
closely as possible. Descent performance
should be conducted at the completion of the
climb as discussed in Chapters 10 and 11.
Upon return to the ground, the predetermined ballast increment is off-loaded as rapid-

and engine conditions may be expected to
change rapidly with variations in altitude, rate
of climb, attitude, and climb angle. To obtain
the maximum, data, both a manual and an
automatic recording capability are required.
The automatically recorded data supplement
the hand recorded aircraft parameters and
provide a time history of the transient inlet

ly as possible. When the rotors are not

and engine performance parameters. The

stopped, the pilot should exercise caution
during this ballast operation to insure that
ground safety is not jeopardized and that tile
established ground procedure isobserved. The

automatic system should record data continuously during the whole of each climb. Event
markers are inserted at altitude increments to
aid in correlation with the hand recorded

amount of ballast off-loaded should be counted carefully and recorded both on the ground
and flight cards. The weight increment will
vary with aircraft although six. increments
should be considered a minimum. The climb
procedure then is repeated at these different
waights until the specified weight range is
covered.

data. In some cases the automatic recording
capability may be limited or the climb may be
too long for a continuous recording. In this
case, data are recorded only for different
altitude increments, for example, within ±200
ft of each even 1000 ft altitude. Upon
landing, the fuel used isrecorded, the ballast
requirement is provided the ground crew, and
the ballast is loaded and recorded on the
flight card. The ambient conditions are checked to insure that the pre-selected weight and
power incrementi are in fact attainable and
will produce the desimd data,

The Kp factor climbs are conducted with a
different power setting on each climb while
maintaining a constant weight, The power
that is used will vary from the maximum
available to some minimum that will produce
a reasonable rate of climb (500 ft/min) at the
start of the climb. A light gross weight is used
since this will pnnilt the greatest variation in
power, Tle rotor speed and airspced schedules hould be the same as the K w climbs, and
the altitude increment also should be similar,
the climb entry technique and the stabilized
portion of tho C11b are the same as pke-

The documentation of each test must be
complete to prevent loss of deta and to insure
adequate correlation. The time and altitude
paraneters ar of the most importance. These
shotld be recorded as often as possible dtrin
each climb. Th'e pOw'er, rotor speed, and
airspeed are monitored and any deviations
from the s hedule a"e noted.

vioudy discussed. After each climb tle aircraft is returned to the ground and ballast is
added to conipinsate for the fuel used during
the test.

8-4.4 CONTINUOUS
METHOD

Safety must be maintained during the
ballastill olatioa and care exercised to
insure proper ballast addition and docutnenta.
tion. Ott each succeeding climb, the power
setting is changed a predeternined incremnent
until te power range has been enconpassed.
Descent irfornance whould he deternined as
discussed inChaplets 10 and II.
Thi se climbs are relatively steady-state
witli esmect to the airframne although the inlet

CLIMB

TEST

The puarposes of site continuous climb tests
the variation in climb perare to dctenitli
formta1oe %ith altitude and to establish the
servico ceiling. These usually are conducted at
desiga and riaximum gross weight. Additional
weights and confiturations may be specified
in the test plan. The airspeed, rotor speed,
and power -clhedult should be studied carefilly prior to the test since any devinticn will
influence the perfornlance and require a
iorrection. Most helicopter% have a speed

8-7
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A_-,value. In lieu of test data, the calculated best
climb speed may be obtained from the handbook or from the manufacturer. The upper
and lower rotor speed limits should be determined and the range divided into six Increments. A climb then should be planned at
each of these speeds. Airspeed is held constant during the rotor speed tests. Flight cards
are prepared which list the altitudes, airspeeds, and rotor speeds to be investigated. A
briefing of the crew members is conducted to
explain the flight card and test procedures;
followed by a briefing of the maintenance
crew concerning the configuration and ballast
requirements, and the instrumentation group
concerning instrumentation requirements.
Gross weight must be controlled carefully
when conducting the climbs to determine the
gross weight K w and power Kp correction
factors. For the Kw climbs, the helicopter is
tested first at maximum gross weight. and
then ballast is removed incrementally on each
succeeding climb. The fuel used on each climb
should be estimated and compensated for in
the ballast and gross weight calculations for
the following climb. The number of personnel
the
should be adequate to quickly accomplish
gross
climbs,
ballast changes. For the K,
weight should be maintained constant by
adding ballast to compensate for fuel used on
the previous climb. To facilitate the ballast
operation, the amount required for each
climb should have been estimated previously
and readily available for loading,
Flight cards are prepared which specify the
gross weight, rotor speed, power, altitude, and
ground
airspeed schedules. The flight and
ballasting
The
briefed.
personnel should be
procedure should be covered in detail with

emphkasis on speed and safety of operation.
The continuous clitbs are conducted to
the service ceiling and, are normally the last
climb tests to be accomplished. The aircraft
ballast calculations should result in an engine
start gross weight which compensates for the
fuel used during engine start, takeoff, and
travel to the test area to arrive at the test
gross weight. The climb schedule must be
8-2

available and in a form that is suitable fur the
pilot. Oxygen equipment should be available
when- the anticipated maximum altitude is
greater than 12,000 ft. Flight cards are made
which specify gross weight, power, rotor
speed, and airspeed schedules. This card is
explained during a briefing of the flight crew
with emphasis on power and airspeed schedules during the climbs. After the briefing, the
maintenance rand instrumentation requirements are provided these groups.
8-3 INSTRUMENTATION
The climb conditions are relatively static
and the time average value of the primary
parameters can be hand recorded from visual
instruments. The required visual instrumentation is listed in Table 8-I.
TABLE 8-1
VISUAL CLIMB INSTRUMENTATION
Engine torque

Altitude
Airspeed (boom)
Rotor speed
Engine speed
Airspeed (standard)

Ambient air temperature
Fuel used
Fuel flow
Elapsed time

Although this instrumentation is a minimum,
a considerable manual recording workload
will exist during a high performance climb. A
photo panel should be installed with the
additional parameters shown in Table 8-2.
TABLE 8-2
PHOTO PANEL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
Rotor speed
Engine speed
Fuel flow

Engine torque
Time
Ambient air temperature

Airspeed (standard)
Airspeed (boom)
Fuel temperature

Altitude (boom)
Altitude (standard)
Inlet air tempera*ure

Inlet air pressure
A photo panel installation will reduce the
number of hand recorded parameters to those
necessary for in-flight monitoring require-
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tiles during the tests will reduce greatly the
magnitude of the corrections and increase the
data accuracy and validity. At the moment
there is no suitable nondimensional method
for reducing climb data, a-.d the stanacard
practice is to correct the test values directly
to standard day conditions. The nature of the

data is such that a geat many points are
required for each cLrrb and, since each point
must be corrected, the workload becomes
formidable. Although similar, the data reduc-

tion forms for te various types of cimos are

presented sepurately for clarity. The use of a
computer subroutine for prccessing climb
performance data will reduce significantly the
manual data reduction task for continuous
climbs. Additional goins in data reduction
efficiea.cy can be realized when the subr3utine ,sused in conjuction with automatic,
com'puter compatible data recording devices
such as airborne magnetic tape units or
telemetry systems.
8-5.2 VERTICAL CLIMBS
The datl-' reduction form for vertical climbs
is presented in 'Table 8-4*.
8.5.3 SAWTOOTH CLIMBS
The data reduction procedures for sawtooth climbs are presented in Table 8-5*,
These climbs are contiucted to enable derivation of rate of climb correction factors for
airspeed and rotor speed deviations, A discussion of the applications of the data reduction
procedures follows,
For the airspeed variation tests, the time
and altitude from Table 8-4, steps 5 and 43,
are plotted as shown in Fig. 8-3. The altitude
Increment was 2000 ft, and the minimum
number of points manually recorded was
four, Additional points should be obtained
from the automatic (photo panel) recording
system to define the curve better. A plot such
as Fig. 8-3 will be constructed for each of the
climbs at a different airspeed. Fig. 8-3 is
.... ........

'Tht data reduvtion iotni (tes)u

000 chaptr

rpm

3,degOW
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.Ib
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Figure 8-3. Sawtooth Climb Performance

entered at the air, "st altitude, and the slope
(indicated rate of climb) is taken. This
procedure is repeated for each of the curves.
These indicated values are corrected for
nonstandard temperature effects, on the
altimeter. The corrected rate of climb then is
plotted as a function of the calibrated
airspeed as shown in Fig. 8-4. The curve
shown in Fig, 8-4 can be used t, derive an
airspeed correction curve in the following
manner. Fig. 84 is entered at chosen airspeed
increments, and the slope of the curve is
determined to obtain A(R/C)/A(AIS), This
derivative then is plotted as a function of
speed as shown in Fig. 8-5. Any variation in
airspeed. that may have occurred dufting the
test may be corrected by entaring Fig. 8-5 and
obtaining a correction factor. This then is
multiplied by the speed variation to obtain
the A(RC) value.
The r*otor speed variation test data are
processed In much the same way as the
airsped variation data with the exception
that airsl*ed is now a constant, A typical lot
is show., 'n Fig, 8-6. The curve shown in Fig.
3-6 then can be differentiated to producis
rotor speed correction fattors as illustrated ip
Fig. 8-7.
The rotor speed correction factors now
may be applied to the airspeed curve to
correct for any small rotor speed variations.
This process of correctng and refairing the

the e
.

curves may be repeated several times to
reduce the scatter and increasc the accuracy

8-9
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of the data. These corrections usually are
accomplished on a separate summary reduction form as distinct from the general reduction form previously presented.

H,,f

0deg

GW, 1b
SNP

0
z -

Ix

CORRECTION FACTOR CLIMBS

/8-5.4
a-ETCPM

The basic data reduction form for the
K-factor climbs is contained in Table 8-5*.

PE

The time and corrected altitude from the

4

CCirte ispe

correction factor climbs are plotted as shown
in Fig. 8-8.

Fiure 8-4. Sawtoot. Corrected Climb
Performance

Plotting the additional parameters of airgross weight, power, and rotor speed

NdR "T"speed,

~S5HHP,Hb

I
IL1

4for

0

de

I
10

Valtitude

will permit using the faired line values rather
than working with the individual points. The
slope of the curve is determined at 500 ft
intervals to establish the rate of c~n.-b versus

curve, illustrated in Fig. 8-9.

C~hbott
~'The A~rper
Fgure 8-.Rt fCibCreto atr
A irspeed

other parameters are read at each

altitude increment and transcribed to a data
reduction form for use in subsequent data
procedures. Plots similar to Figs. 8-8 and 8-9
hould 1., prepared for eachi of the climbs
INC
conducted. From Fig. 8-9. the rate of climub
6W * lbversus
gross weight at a set of flight condi4;
tonsis -cad tit a ulininwim of two altitudes,
usually 5,000 and 10,000 ft. Additional atitudes are ad~visable when IuILLSIUI characterip
&
~tics
are encountered. This rate of' climnb is
~olb
~
~pe4
corrected for altimiettr error and Plotted
k.-iht as shown in)Fig. 8-10.
groi
'Sned
Row
-W (AMVfrsus
Curves then are faftvd through the points and,
8-6. iJm5 Varatwothe slope is rea'I at the gross weight Aiwhich
Ftgw Psrfoma~w
thepower 'xu-iatln testts were WmiticteO.
v ~, SNPThis
ptovhkk> an inital- weighlt correction.
factor A(RKW)tG W.
,

,thea

11 ib 9'4

*
S

l~~d

~Nthe

Figure 8-7. Rate of Clitrb Cearrection
Factor for Rotor $oO6ai

The initial Jatit reduetiott for the power
vaszdio wt,- Is .11llar to the weight Varial~ion test throughl the procdur require t
obtain Figs. 8-3 avid 8-9). The daui must Ix,
rwad at the saime zilttitdes as tho%.e usd for
X1, climbhs. Sinie gross wc-i it was not
*Th &1 wduction iot i (tablo) ar loated at Oiw cou a
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Figure && Climb Performanc&
tapeline rate of climb to obtain more accurate
data for plotting in Figs. 8-10 and 8-11. The
process should be repeated alterrately to the
two sets of data until the data scatter and the
succeeding changes in iate of climb are
minimized. Further refinements and more
accurate data can be obtained by applying the
previously established rotor speed and airspeed correction factors.

precisely constant for the climbs, the previously determined weight correction factor
should be used to make a rate of climb
correction. The change in rate of climb is

t(R/C)w = t(RIC)IGW x AGW
)
(RIC)

= RIC

(8-1)

+ A(R/C)w

(8-2)

This corrected rate of climb is then plotted
as illustrated in Fig. 8-Il. The curve then is
entered at the power for which the weight
variation tests were conducted to obtain a
power correction factor A(Ri/C) / 6SP. This
factor now is used to correct the K w climbs
for any power variations that may have
existed. The points are then replotted, the
curves tfaired, and the slope of the RIC
versus GW isagain read. This retineJ gross
woight correction is now applied to the

t

------

85.56 CONTINUOUS CLIMBS
The continuous climb data reduction procedures are much inur omplex and time
consuming than the previously discussed
climbs. This is caused by the requirement to
-incorporate standard day power available and
fud consumption conections, calculate udditienal parameters, and by the sheer volume of
points mocisted with a climb to high altitude. !Rnw various contractual guaranteesV, kt
\toO

It

INdicatd Polo Of amb

*9/~

Grove Weight

With Gros Weight
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-
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Figure 8l1ia Climb Performue Variation

Figume &. Climb Prformnce Variation
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A computer subroutine may be used to
reduce the amount of manual data reduction
effe. -Arequired.

d*g
Nq ,rpm:

OW, 1b

E 000A.
E

00 -0010

Power, SHP

Figure 8-l1.

Climb Perdorn&-w Variation
With Po"',

such as rate of climb, time to climb, and
service ceiling-may be associated with the
test results, the importance of these tests is
evident. A data reduction form for the continuous climb test is presented in Table 8-6*.sml
'The WAtmdu~ana
ea3ch

8-12

pt).8.4

in Imd
(tabbs

f

Wo

can be seen, there are a multitude of

corrections that can be made to the test rate
of climb. Close adherence to the planned
conditions should ellr~aate sonmc of the
corrections suci as Zhose for rotor speed and
airspeed. The power and weight corrections
are inevitable unless the test is conducted on a
standard day.. The magnitude of these corrections; can be m-rinized by close weight
-ontrol and proper power management for
the ambient conditions.
.

AT

RSETTO
ia

ltfraso

h

eue

climb data are preseted in Figs. 8-12 through
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CHAPTER 9
LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
9-1 GENERAL
The greatest flight test effort appropriately
is devoted to the level flight regime where the
helicopter is operated a majority of the time.
The level flight data should include all the
parameters necessary to define completely the
engine and aircraft characteristics throughout
the level flight envelope. These parameters
may be generalized into two groups: power
reqtired and power available. Power required
is defined as that power necessary to overcome all of tne operating system losses and all
the component drag losses at a given flight
condition. This power usually Isinfluenced by
the aerodynamic configuration, center of
gravity location, flight regime, atmospheric
conditions, and rotor speed. Aircraft uttitudes, blade stall, and compressibility effects
also may influence the power required, Power
available is determined primarily by the ongine -operating cluacteristics in the various
flight conditions. It Is influenced by factors
that change the engine or inlet operating
conditions; I.e., attitude, airspeed, rotor
speed, and atmospheric conditions. Transient
conditions may occur which also affect the
power available, This is of particular significance when the effect is detrimental and the
maneuver is critical,
Data from the speed power polars art used
to determine the power required as a function
of center of gravity lo-ation, gross weight,
airspeed, altitude, rotot speed, and various
aerodynamic configutatins. 1he changes in
power required ,nay be hrge or small for each
of these conditions, Suffi!ent tests should be
conducted to establish thit nature and magntude of the variations throughout i" fik
g
envelope. Special test tehlniques and conditions may be needed to rvaluat adequately
blade stall and coimpress bility effects. The
engine paranuiters recorded during these tests
are used to evaluate engirve performnce and

determine the standard day power available
during level flight.
The level flight test techniques are perhaps
the simplest of those employed dring a test
program. Since the condition is static, the
pilot must use the necessary time and care to
stabilize precisely. Pilot comments concerning
the suitability of the test vehicle should
include its stability, flight control harmony,
cockpit presentation, comfort, and operation
of the engine controls. These comments are
necessary for obtaining an overall rating of
the aircraft and can be useful also during the
reduction and analysis of the test data. The
data obtained during these tests are used to
calculate the various summary performance
capabilities such as maximum airspeed, range
performance, endurance, blade stall limits,
specification conformance, guaranteed compUance, and inission suitability.
Data reduction by the nondimensional
method is relatively struightforward unless
compressibilty and blade stall effects are
encountered. Pilot comments, vibration, and
stress Information are used to recognize significant blade stall areas within the data and to
account for the phenomenon during data
processing, Compressibility is more difficult
to detect from in-flight cues and usually is not
apparent until the data reduction has been
accomplished, It then muy be necessary to
reprocess the data while utilizing some special
data reduction tecliques.
9.2 PLANNING
Tlie planning for the level flight performante tests is primarily an engineering effort.
Each of the speed iiower tests is similar in
nature and easy to arrange in sequence with
respect to gross weight, center of gravity
location, altitude, anti rotor speed. From tho
test plan. a complete listing of all the tests
9-1
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should be made in the order they will be
conducted. This order should consider the
relative efforts required by the maintenance,
weight and balance, and data reduction support groups. Consideration also 3hould be
given to any safety aspects that might require
a build-up procedure. This information is used
by the support groups to requisition the
necessary materials and schedule the workload. This procedure will insvre a timely
response to aircraft support requirements, and
prompt data reduction and analysis after a
test flight
To mininize the number of data corrections, the in-flight technique must be rigidly
controlled and adequately monitored. By
assuming a constant Cp, CT, A, and data
reduction method, a Wip graph must be
prepared for each speed power polar. The
standard test altitude and gross weight should
be determined from the test schedule. Then
CT, Wip, and altitude are calculated.

ing the weight differential from the test gross
weight. This gross weight range is divided into
weight increments at which Eq. 9-2 is solved to
yield the proper p values for a constant CT.
Altitude tables are entered at these values to
obtain the corresponding density altitudes.
The points obtained in this manner then are
plotted as shown in Fig. 9-1. 3ince the plot
will be used during flight, it must be compatible with the cockpit environment. Since
the in-flight gross weight determination requires some calculations, a direct reading
instrument such as a fuel used counter should
be used. A scale then is constructed which
relates the fuel counter reading to weight of
fuel used. This scale is based on an average
fuel specific weight determined from previous
preflight and postflight readings. In the absence of this data, a value of 6.5 lb per gal
may be used with confidence. The scale is
constructed on a separate piece of paper and
attached to the WIp chart with paper clips.
This method of attaching the scale will allow

c tthe
.Since the standard thrust coefficient CT i

zero fuel used index to be moved to
account for the usual small variations in

pS

(9-1)

engine start gross weight. It also permits the
use of the same Wip chat for different start
gross weights while maintaining the same
constant CT value. This is done y shifting
the zero fuel counter index to the new engine

start weight GW
5.

then the standard density p. is

__

PS Cr A"1R)

(9.2)

Since density altitude is not an indicated
parameter inthe cockpit, the density altitude
obtained from Fig. 9-1 must be converted to

the proper pressure altitude at the existing

The variation In weight during the flight is
estimated by the w.zght of fuel required for
one hour of operation at .iormid rated power.
The totul fuel used Is then halved and the
differential Is added to the helicopter test---gro weight to obtain the takeoff pros
weight. Engine start, warmup, and takeoff
fuel requirements ae Included, and when a
tong climb is necessary, an additional allowarice should be made for fuel used during the
ciimb. In a dmiar nmnner, the Von weight at
the end of the test is determined by tubtract

9-2
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Figure 9.1. Dentyw Altitude and Grou.
Weight Variation for Constent Cr
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ambient temperature cnios.Tsisa-TABLE
complished by employing an ambient temperature versus pressure and dlensity altitude
chart, such as teoeilsredin
Fi.9-2.
h rprcat
Cart should be tknta
~~~~are
available in the cockpit for any particular
fligt.

Prior to the teat flight, data recording

LVLFIH
LVLFIH

P-1
AARCRIGCR
AARCRIGCR

Photo counter number

nme

Fngine speed

ulfo

ltitde
oomairspeed
Ambi~itairtemeraureStandard system airspeed

Rotor speed

Pit~ch attitude

forms must be constructed which have provi-

Fuel oounter

sosfralthe necessary aircraft, atmo&pheric., and propulsion parameters. A typical
data recording card is shown in Table 9-1.

Fuel temporature
Pedal positioil

The final portion of the planning process is
to brief all the participating and/or responsible personnel, The maintenanre personnel are
given the fuel loading, aircraft configuration,
center of gravity location, internal seating,
anid any other aircraft requirements. The
instrumentation group is provided with the
parameter requirements and any postflight
processing neteds,

fomec gru pesnathe om n
briefing. This will familiarize all members
with their duties and their relation to the
overall test team. Many operational problems
will arise at these meetings, and solutions can
be effected which will prevent an interruption
of the test or failure to accomplish the
objective. In the event this type of meeting is
rot feasible, each group should be briefed
Individually,
93INTUE ATO
93ISRMNAIN

Collective stick position

Longitudinal stick
position

The flight profile, schedule, and test conditions are desorlbed in the briefing of the flight
crew and any chase or pace aircraft support
crews. Copies of the flight card are distributedTh lelflhtp
ornctstprto each active test participant, The takeoff
etrar stbetievrgdvau
it
rc 1pect to the atmospheric and flight coneitime, location, and flight duration informations. Other paramieters such as engine, inlet,
tion are covered in the brieflnst. All support
rotor, and stress conditions are transient or
positioning,
groups such as telemetry, space
or potogaph
arepresnt nd biefe as
c:'clicl'n nature. The minimum instrumentsrqit
ph ti
sra
ae
bl therpresent
ivee
a s
t'io should mneatsure the avetaged power
requrod
esiablItis
to averepesetatves
r.ulured, ant utmnospheric and flight condit ons. These data can be recorded manually
from a visual Instrument panel in the cockpit.

f

The required pArameters are fisted in
Tabla

~~;i:

9-2.

A

VISUAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR
LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
inure altitude
Enaine speed
Amnblent sit tanwatuto Engine torque
Engine tvnprastui)
Fuel used

7I~f

1Z.~

,

oFuel

ftwou 921 Altitude Char

A.t,.

flow

Airweed Isatandard and

Was &ytM)

Engine inlet toe'tuw
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Manual recording of these parameters will
allow the data reduction to be accomplished
from the flight card rather than reading the
photo panel or oscillograph. This will reduce
the data processing workload and provide
more timely results,
A ph )to panel may be used which greatly
reduces the tlight personnci workloed and
provides a higher data density capability.
Although the data reduction workload will be
increased when data are recorded in this
manner, the inlet conditions and other
lynamic parameters are available as a funci-'n of time. Engine and flight control parameters should be added to those listed in Table
9-2 for photo panel recording.
An oscillograph or magnetic tape system is
most desirable for recording dynamic paramet,rs. With either of these, the data reduction
effort is much less than that requircd to read
and plot high speed camera photographic
(photo panel) data. From these continuous
recordings, any desired data density can be
read from the traces. the instrumentation
usually plpced on the oscillograph isshown in
Table 9-3.
TABLE 9.3
O CILLOGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION FOR
LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
Potor speed
Engine %

Engine Inlet rniratwre
Engine inlet presure
Fuel flow
Event marker

Engine torque
Throttle position

Longitudinal stick pwOitlon
Lateral stick position
Pedal position
Collective stick onsition

Additional parameters peculbiw to the test
vohicle or requirements, of course, should b
added to tlresa, twsic liss,
94 TEST METHODS
Iobtain
Ilie spaed power tests are conducted to
datertine tile total power requirel and titu
9-4
4W

engine charateristics as a function of airspeed
during stabilized level flight conditions. $-n'e
special techniques are necessary to eva.tiate
vibration, compressibility, and blade stall effects. To define properly ' ,epower required
variations with airspeed, th,,;
aircraft must be
stabilized precisely with no acceleration about
any axis. Since the linear accelerations are
usually subtle, they are the most significant.
The pilot normally can recognize and correct
for angular accelerations. The pilot must
insure that all of the many parameters are
stable, which largely accounts for the relatively long period of time required to stabilize the
airframe or power plant. Fhilure to stabilize
the aircraft properly will cause excessive data
scatter and may ,u:,ilt
in erroneous data.
94.2

LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

The normal procedure for conducting the
speed power tests is for the pilot to have an
aim rather than an exact airspeed for each
point. Power is added slowly until the aircraft
Is near the aim speed. The power then is fixed
while the pilot adjusts rotor speed, altitude,
and airspeed. The desired parameters are
considered stabilized when the pilot and flight
crew verify that the indicator are not fluctuating. When a steady-state condition is obtained, the data should be recorded while the
flight condition is zoitored. The stabilized
condition is then maintained for at least 2
m% to allow the propulsion system paramoters to become stable. This time does not
cause a delay since tile manual data recording
procedure normally will require this period of
time to record all the nocesir- parameters.
Of course. automatic data recording systems
are Much more rapid, although the propulsion
system and pilot requireeinnts are unchanged.
As a result, tile flight time required ler point
is
generally
independent of the data recording
system
being
used. While nionitoring the
flight conditien. the pilot can determine the
correct airspeed for the power setting. Iis
method is preferred rather than attempting to
an exat airspced, Many small power
adjustments may be nevessary to achieve an
exacl airspeed whit a corrsponding increaw
hitime r quired to stabilize at each co iditin.
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Various in-flight techniques are used for
recording the data. Each of these has merit,
although only one method will be discussed in
detail. As soon as the power is fixeJs fuel flow
timing should be initiated and all power
parameters are recorded as rapidly as possible.
Meanwhile, the pilot monitors airspeed and
altitde to simp; ify recording the data. Following the power measurement, atmospheric
conditions and propulsion system operating
conditions are of utmost importance. When
all parameters have been recorded, the most
critical readings such as power parameters
should be checked to insure they were cons:ant during the data gathering period. The
best airspeed value for the power condition is
determined by the pilot,
For the constant CT mathod, the pilot
must' be given a new altitude for each successive point. This procedure is accvo.,!shed as
follows:

1. Determine the current gross weight
from the fuel totalizer reading and the engine
start gross weight.
2
t
f
u
tand
2.Estimate the fuel consumption that will
occur while the pilot stabilizes at the next test
condition,
3, From steps I and 2, determine the
approxinate gross weight for the test point,
4. Pinter tht Wip chart (Fig, 9-1) to obtain
the proper density altitude for the test grou
weight.

should have the necessary items properly
arranged with a procedurp established that
quickly will allow this altitude determinatioa.
The time required to stabilize also can be
reduced by the pilot anticipating th next aim
airspeed and knowing that an altitude increase
of approximately the same magnitude as the
previous points will be necessary.
The speed increment between points will
vary with different aircraft and possibly for
any given speed power test. The speed range
available is the most important item when
determining the airspeed increment. The minimum number of points per test is eight,
regardless of the envelope magnitude. The
curve must be defined adequately in all areas,
particularly at minimum power, and maximum and minimum airspeed. In addition, any
unusual flight characteristics discovered
during the course of the test should be
investigated thoroughly. Failure to accompish this may require repeating the test at a
later date. No attempts should be made to
obtain data in the airspeed range from 0 to 20
kt. These data are of minimrera importance
are not needed to define the level flight
performance. In addition, the airspeed system
is usually inoperative in this area, and the
pilot has no means to establish accurately a
stuady-state condition. Stability and control
characteristics usually add to the difficulty in
stabilizing in this area.

6. Apply the instrument uorrection to the

The speed power tests are conducted for all
operating conditions which should reveal any
blade stall areas within the envelope. Blade
stall generally is characterized by inreased
vibration, coitrol feedback forces, control
power deterioration, increased stress loads,
and power required. Some degree of blade
stall is rearly always present, and many times
the best range perforntance is obtained while
operating In .indipient stall area, This type
of stall usually is not evident to the pilot and

proper indicated altitude value to the pilot.
Sinv, the test rvquires being t the proper test
altitude for tacit point, it is Important that
these procedures be awcomplhed with a
niniiun of delay. The fluht test engineer

chiaractettt.
Whet, sufficient blade stwl
d-ta are not obtained during the normal speed
power tests, specific addltional blade stall
tts may be required. ]ltee wre acermplished
by varyinl th rotor speed arid airspeed at

S.Front
(instrument
tude front
(Fig. 9-2)
altitude.

the test ambient air temperature
corrected) and the density altistep 4. eiter the attitude chart
to obtain the proper pressure

pressure altitude from step S and give the

does not clhange significantly the performanco

9-S
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different altitudes. At a given altitude and
rotor speed, the airspeed is increased until the
pilot considers that the first signs of blade
stall are present. The data and pilot comments
are recorded at this point, and then airspeed is
increased slowly until the ncxt stall condition
is reached. Generally these stall areas are well
defined as mild, moderate, or severe. The
procedure is repeated until the limiting stall
factor is encountered. Caution must be used
to avoid increasing airspeed at a rate that
introduces acceleration effects.
94.3 BLADE STALL
Since vibration loads and dynamic stresses
increase with blade stall, recording these
parameters will aid greatly in determining the
stall areas and envelope limits. For aircraft
with unboosted control systems, the feedback
forces in addition to the vibration -will allow
the pilot to define accurately the degree of'
stall present. A highly boosted control system
without control force feedback may preclude

the use of pilot opinion to d,-termine the

blade stall characteristics. This is particularly
the case for incipient and mild stall where
vibration increases are small. It is then necessary lo instrument certain portions of thMe
rotor and dynamic components to record

operating conditions and stress levels, Ws
method has been used with moderate success
since the accuracy and sonsltivity leaves sonwthing to be desired, For sone types ot
aircraf't, this instrumentation may be installed
as standard equipment with the stress level
presented on in indicator mounted on the
pilot p',anel to serve as an airspeed or enveloe
Umiting indicator. Monitoring stress in !his
manner increases flight safety and allows a
longer life to be realized for the dynamic
CoilpolhI~ltt.
Control power deterioration may occur
when severe bNad, stall conditions are reached. Pilot comments, in audition to stress and
stability data, are required to evaluate tile
results of this type of stall condition. 11Te
aircraft

motion kisulting from a control

power deter.oration will vary with aircraft
VollfiguatiOei and type as well as tile oper9-6

ating conditions. The maximum airspeed usually will be limited by power, vibration, or
stress considerations before such a control
power deterioraton condition is reached.
Advancing blade compressibility effects
generally are not apparent qualitatively to the
pilot. Analysis of the stress and power required data generally will show the existence
and magnitude ok this phenomenon. As previously discussed in the speed power tests,
normal tests will reveal the compressibility
areas. In the event it is necessary specifically
to investigate compressibility, the most common method is to vary incrementally rotor
speed at the maximum airspeed and at the
,oldest ambient temperetu,,e available. This
will show the effects of th,. rotor tip speed on
power required at the highest Much num&e,'.
Although not clearly defined by current
literature or test data, the retreating blade
also may be experiencing Mach number effects caused by early drag divergence at the
very high blade angles. In this Instance, the

blade stall/Mach tiumber relationship is not

known and tost or correction methods ae not
estabisbcd.
94A MAXIMUM AIRSPEED
i maximum level Piig! speed Is an
.

mportant performance characteristic for any
aircraft and must be determined accurately,
'his value normally is calcteated from the
data obtained during the speed power tests.
Whe ltie maxinmum airspeed capability Ls a
guarantee point or when mission suitability is
in question, actual demonstration points
should be obtained rather than rely oa ealcu.
lations. For this type of test, extreme care
Cshould be taken to insure the proper gros
weight, center of gravity location, altitude,
rotor speed, and power setting durirg data
recording. The takeoff pros weiht must
include .,ufficient fuel to takeoff, climb, and
stabiwze at the test altitude. All other onditions must be nmet preciely as specified In the
rerfornancc guarantee documentation. The
results of this test then are usd to validate
the previously calculatcd maximum airpeed.
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9-4.5 RANGE
CT.

Range missions are conducted primarily to
validate the level flight power required and
-. On.
fuel flow data. The altitude, aixspeed, and
then
~ ~~ eemieteacrc
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~is .coC:tdt
range are calculated and the range mission
&f the prediction. This initially should be
accomp.lished in atmospheric conditions close~ ~~~~ly
approximating those that existed during
the speed power tests. Since the helicopter
normally is operated in other types of enviroments, it is worthwileteetsm of
range missions in a more representative
operational atmosphere. The sensitive test
instrumentation is used, and t he pilot attempts to maintain pr-cise airspeed aind altitude schedules. The resulting data will show
the effects of turbulence. The final and
perhaps most important test Is to determine

r
Nthe

Lthe
J

range performancu that actually will be

realized by the openitional pilot. This is bert
accomplished by conducting thec same fts
with standard Instrummits at a pilot eftort
level representative of operational pilots The
performance realized during this te~t will
include all losses caused by variations sn pilot
technique as well as nonoptimum atmospheric

Iconditions

and Instrumeont error&.
95
REDCTIONthen
DAA
2-5
REDUTION
DAA

94.1 (IEIERAL
*
*

~~~~The steady-state
dat.motar level
s~tabe
th flightfrperformance
atomtic
dv~iwe
mst tesitale fr atonttic
proc"Asng of all the different types of data&
obtaed during a performance progmarn, This
is because there isboth a livge amiount of data
and the opportunity for sl~iilar prooesshig of
each speed power polar. T7he initial dat

reduction effort is to detenine the test
power tt~ulred, fuel flow, atmotpher~c conditions, and airsped conditions, Totl power
required is the sum of the drag and system
lounes Fuel flow, Inconjunction with airspeed
and atmospheric conditions, determines the
ringe performance. These basic test data are
also used for blade stall, vibration, maximum
airspeed, endurance, and many other calciiiations. Thewe items will be discussed in detai.

0/4
Af

's~

0_
_______________

Advance Ratio A

V

~fR)
l

Figure 9-3. Nondimensional Level Flight

10-.2

LEVEL FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

The method prestented here is the nondimensional Cp, C7. and uAmethod. This

method is valid only when there are no
vignitlcant Mach number or blade stall effects.
"lhough existing theories predict the occurrene of these effects, the accuracy of the
predictions is somewhat qutionable. The
best approach iIs to assume initially that the
effects mre small. Experience has shown that
large efflbds will cause an excessive amount of

scatter in the data and spe'cial methods will

be required. A kval flight performance
ata reduction fornm is -shown in Table 94.0
Th basic reduction mothod contained in

Tal
4trtsehpotasaeart
entity witkin
vach flight. The powevr and

welight are correcto4 to coribtant altitude.
tcnmperature, anid rotor sped values for each
Wped power polar. Thiew Wped powers are
plotted ciallectively In a three-dinionslonl
1plot (wapot plot) thtat describes the total level
(light perfor"nce Inap. The data, initially are

plotted In nondinienslonal advance ratio,
thrust coefficient, and Power coefficient form
as shown in Fig. 9-3.
A be-It fit -uuve then is faired through the
points. This procedure is accomplished for
each speed power polar.
________

01 da W
utb

hpit

ota*
(0tauNas# kcawe a WS
t" ot

9.1
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are entered at even Muvalues and the Cp, value

*

-

POWER
is recci.ded. The plot shown in Fig. 9-1 1 is
now entered at the appropriate CT, and Mh;
REQUIRED
C1, values are plotted as illustrated. As previously stated. each flight has been corrected
to a unique, constant CT value. The Cp scale
Advance Ra.tiop V FlR
is staggered to allow sufficient space between
the constant ju lines, which are faired after all
Figure 9-5. Noi--finensional Airseed for
the d,?ita have been plotted. A good planning
MnmmPwrRqie
effort shiould. produce data which encompass
the maximum, C. range available. This plot
Gross weight, altitude, temperature, awid rotor
consitutes a total power required perform*a~cc ap nd cn b usd tocalulae ~speed
values are used to calculate CT and then
various types of performance-as will be
dtrieu~
tefie ie rmtes
value and the airspeed calibration data, an
illustrated.
indi-cated airspeed can be determined which
Theor irseed
est lim perormnce
will provide the best climb performance. The
data reduction forms for this summary calwvill be at the mtinimumn power required
condition which is also where greatest excess
clto r rsne nTbe - n .*
power is available. These conditions are deterBlest endurance is obtained at minimum
mined from the level flight performance data.
fuel flow. which occurs at minimium power
The ondmensona
sped pwer areploted
required and is thus the same conditions as
as shown in Fig. 9-4.
for best climb performance. In this crie,
is of importance and the data fromt Fi I.
C %C'ss
k'lpower
I'/ ',,94
is plotted as show-%in Fig. 9-6.

\X ~-i
/

iti

These figures are then used to obtain values
s~c

~ **. ~,~,
F~g~.
Nndimu~o~,zs
9..
Sjed.Pwe~
-W -Pw
Foreac cuvethem~nmnu~ pwertoquired point Is determined. and a curve then
is a ired throullh thesed points. Thle line deterWfles the variation Of minimuni power re
quited wit lte airspwed, al'ztc-de. grs
weigt,sped.Simme
nd ote
P)Wtt I 01110
furthr cotni. theO minifouni power curve in
MSg. 9-4 then is replattied as shown in Fig. 9-5
and st o .aWcotatc clim-b schedules for lte
desired conrs htlons. Note that viorstAndard
temperatures can be used to calculate perfortntanc degradation for hot day conditions.
It is alto -apwrtsit to realito that those data
are val)I

only for forward speed clinibs and

sb~uld n1ot be used for the verkicai caw.
948

(r calculating the endurance airspeed and
po~wer tequired. Inlet correction factors for
lte given airspeeds are obtained from Pip
I3-2. Front thou" and lte atiosphlic pressure und temperature, otiginc correction fuclts 6r. and '/~r, then wre calculated,
Corrected power Sill'/(6r, V/Fr )tlmenisdater.
mined and wsd to enter the !gilne characteristic curve. Fig. 14-19, andv obtain lte corrected fuel flow l1VJ(r v'r, ). This then itused
to caclt NOw flow at tieo speciied conditiotis. and, it, conjunction with the fuel avails
abe r nuac seibrled, A data
reduct~on forin for calculating lte otduamrcc
is shown in Table 9-.9.
98.3 13LADE STALL
During tile course of lite level flight per
forimlnrt tests. tile bladg StAll points should
______

.

44bdW$"*.

uIo*eatd

a c
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MOERATE STALL
%,*

I

INCIPIENT
AdvanCt Agfio

Thrust Coefficient

g

have been identified qualitatively by pilot
~comment. Retreating blade pitch angb , stresS
level, and vibration data are quantitative
methods th.ui are used oftun, to deturmine
~easily
whenblae
stB cnditons~
pwnthen tida
blade stall
, thonditim
st
o ie
9-7.
Fig.
in
shown
sional data are plotted as

STALL

STALL
vr/( nR)

Figure 9-Z Nondimension3l Blae Stall

r2~

Figure 946 Nondirmnsional Power Requiredi at
Best Endurance Airspeed

i9 --

SEER

mines the powur*Deffhcient that is available.
Entering Fig. 9-1 I at tile, CT and C. available
values will provide th, -esultant A, fiomwhich the tr'4e airspeed is calculated. The pu
vl ea vnvle n
vierrl
graphica irtipolatiofl of the Fig. 9-11 will be
a eacmlse ns
rqie.Ti
by using a Gcibcr (variabloi &ale to
cnstruct additional u lines. A summary
c~ldulation form is presented in Table 9-?*.

Acuve s fttedthrughtiletes pontsThe
an cure litne thid roughr. the te ond ten wline t ilo arts9oc to thg. no-1
The line theii represents an 'airspeed linit
hased onl thle allownhhk level of blade stall.
Vibration and stress conisiderations can be

resulting airspeed envolope may exceed
the desired limits frow. a blade stall, stress, or
vibration viewixoint. Envelopes for these lim-

time nawiill speed limits.

and Control factors will not prevent attaining
thle Calculated perfortuallce.

"A4

9.

Itreated

in inuch lte samne way to detorn'ine

MAXIMUM AIRISPEED

henisximntn airsived caplability is Umiost
important chaaerititic of any air vohile,
lb 1 criculuted froiti thle tondtinisiotial
level flight power reuilred dlita Atowni In ig,
9-I I and the pover available intiilation
shoen
149.
I Pig
he clcuatins soul
bhow nia . 14o
naIie
0
calcltonbl should
be mad ed
for
er iuaxlmmm
;C owlnum
lxxmpoud
norml
ower
taodmaintin cntino~u
power, and tuise power. In most cases wmine
of these will IN iclentital but onl other
caslons
"
different deflniflowh% ma v usd.
Tito significant ones usually are defined in tile
mlodel specification, test plan. or g.aa'anteeq
docuniention. Gross waighit. altititite. a
rotor ipeed are used to calculate thia thrust
coeficint.Thespecificd Po)Wer theil deter-

ttosayw-cluteinaimaranr
by selecting tlie u for the appropriate paramoter boundarty shown in Fig, 9-11. Thle data

also should tv checked t0 insure that stability
NR~GE

tc scluae wi
rnepr~
iswe
raluaed infiom
inc
1110 raodine
niiTbl
1.thiltpefmncsh
lo
hrceitc rn
I-.adtefe
31 n ie ulIlwcaaceitc rn
Oth 14-19. Sivcific range is dollned r. the
nautical air miles tlat canl he trAveled ;wr
of fuel used. Ilia coiiiin pf etico is
to include Some ivalsorvatisinl by uillig 0.99
Ni1'jj.
iehg pe ieo h
cuno Rae
hsalyih pee sie
o
then
oufe'itaiie usAllyi isrequt for a nue a
aclt
ett
o odtos n ti
sperliy vfortsct snap. Ilottinent varirswiht liue
be r rtrse',
-

caii *u'w.
0"
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center of gravity location, aerodynamic configuration, and airspeed. It is most convenient
to calculate the performance for each of the
variables in terms of altitude, gross weight,
and airspeed. Rotor speeds are generally the
normal operating speed, the maximum speed,
and the minimum speed. Aerodynamic configurations include stores, gear, doors open,
'and other significant changes for which a
power required change was noted. Changes in
power required with center of gravity also will
necessitate additional range calculations. A
typical calculation procedure is shown in
'fable 9-8*.

Sspecific

As previously rnted, the calculations
are
maefrasufcetrag
fcndtost
ditsownin
ottcaep
range
sacii
allow fan entire
a sfi map torange
be constructed.
of clte
The
range values are plotted
as shown in
Fig. 9-8, for each flght.

H 0 ,.
,Iso
-

CG LOCATIONin.

The illustration shown in Fig. 9-8 is for
gross weight; however, a similar treatment can
be used for rotor speed, altitude, center of
gravity locations, and various configurations.
In some instances, it may be necessary to
obtain a range for specified limiting factors
such as airspeed, power, or blade stall. The
method is the same with the exceptions that
the
value
shownforinairspeed,
Fig. 9-11.P
For limiting
power, Cp,
willisbethat
limited;
ocowe amosite
frap,
blade
stall, vibrapwr-viabeobecomes
and witht
limit; either
tinma
tion
may impose
a power
available
or a
Alimit.
9-6 DATA PRESENTATION

COFIGURATIOW

rpm

,
,ow

resultant then is plotted on the in! iidual
gross weight curves and a line faired -:rough
the points. This establishes the recomni;ended
cruise speed. When this line is replotted as
hown in Fig. 9-12, specific range for any
gross weight may be obtained.

, o-

,-,
0.99 MAXIMUM
SPECIFIC
RANGE

Certain of the plots used during the reduction process should be shown in the result of

test reports. Also some of the original data

should be shown so that. other calculations
TrueAiripald

V,

.! Ucan

SFgure 9-8. Specific Range Summary
Lines are faired through the data points.
Values are read and multiplied by 0.99. The
*The data reduction forms tabios) are located at the end of

each Chapter.

9-10

be made by interested readers. Typical
plots that normally are presented are illustrated in Figs. 9-9 through 9-14. Plots such as
Fig. 9-9 can be made for each speed power
polar. It also may be necessary to modify the
title of Fig. 9-1,$ for the appropriate data
being shown such. as blade stall, power available, stren, or compressibility.
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CHAPTER 10
AUTOROTATIONAL DESCENT AND
LANDING PERFORMANCE
10-1 GENERAL
The capability-after suffering a complete
power failure-to maneuver to an unprepared, restricted area, and finally make a controlled safe landing is a feature unique to the
helicopter. The steady-state autorotation condition itself is as natural to the helicopter as is
a power condition. However, hazardous conditions may be encountered during the dynamic maneuvers between the power loss and
landing. The rapidity of the power loss
coupled with the change in aerodynamic
conditions may introduce moments resulting
in large and rapid changes in attitude, rates,
and accelerations. Airspeed, power, gross
weight, altitude, rotor speed, and flight control positions usually will be significant influence factors,
The pilot reaction time is the delay time
required to realistically simulate pilot recognition of the actual power loss condition. This
value tniist be correlated with the capability
of the operational pilot to be wure that the
test results are representative . f operational
conditions. The test value usually is defined in
various specifications or requirements but
may he inaccurate due to a general lack of
information In this area and an omission of
pertinent requirements.
Pilot factors are the most maligned items,
SThe aircraft performance capability can be no
better than the pilot's ability to cope with the
aircraft entry reactions. Configuration varitions will be expected to exhibit different
reactions and motions when power is lost,
The autorotational landing maneuver usually
requires a hight degree of pilot effort and skill

The autorotation tests are conducted to
determine the flight characteristics, aircraft
performance, and optimum handling techniques during entry, steady state descent, and
landing performance. The results of these
tests are used to define the maximum airspeed
envelope, the necessary pilot technique, and
the available recognition time during the
entry. The steady-state performance tests
define the rate of descent in terms of airspeed, rotor speed, gross weight, and altitude.
From these data the optimum airspeed and
rotor speed are determined for minimum rate
of des.-ent and maximum glide distance. The
autorotation landing tests define the minimum height and airspeed relationships which
permit a safe landing after an engine failurc
occurs. Included in these latter data are the
horizontal distance required, the expected
touchdow-a speed, the slide or roll distance
after touchdown, and the optimum technique
to be utilized.
The landing tests usually are conducted at
several gross wiight's including the maximum
weight. Entry airspeeds tested are from hover
to the maximum at all test configurations and
conditions. These tests should coisider the
effects of center of gravity location and the
operational range of rotor sp-oeds available.
'he steady-statc descent and landing tests in
particular should reflect gross weight and
altitude considerations, The landing tests
must be conducted at high field elevations
since ground proximity effects may vary with
altitude. Also, atmospheric wind velocity and
direction variations should be included to
determine the magnitude of any performance
deterioration or stability changes that may
result.

when conditions are other than optimum.

Adverse landing site conditions, with respect
to terrain and wind, contribute the greatest
hatards.

10

!,
N

:.

;

The planning for entry and steady-state
descent tests need not b elaborate since only
the maintenance, instrumentation, and flight

tO-i
.
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personnel are involved. However, every effort
should be made to have a chase aircraft
available during the entry tests. This aircraft is
valuable for observing the physical condition
of the test aircraft and commenting on the
behavior during critical test conditions.
During landing tests, the increased ground
support personnel and remote site operation
greatly complicate the planning. Under these
conditions, good preliminary planning as well
as close attention to detail and logistics is
necessary to insure a successful, safe, and
productive operation.
The test techniques used during the entry
and landing tests may be extremely critical,
Both of these generally are considerd hdgh
risk tests where a build-up technique should
be used. The buildup .%rthe entry test is with
respect to altitude, gross weight, and airspeed.
The critical portions of the landing tests are
usually a determination of the proper flare
airspeed, flare technique, and touchdown
procedure. In all these tests the instrumenta.
tion and photographic coverage should be the
maximum available. Since this is a high risk
test, crash and rescue facilities must be
available and safety procedures should be
closely heeded.
-

The data reduction effort is complicated Lby
the large number of data recording sources
such as the aircraft, weather statzon, theodolite, Fairchild camera, and photographic
stations. Data correlation and recording procedures should be specified during planning
and immediately chocked after the test as the
initial part of the data reduction. Generally,
the data will include manually recorded data,
automatic data recording, movie camera
coverage, and the Fairchild plates. After the
initial data processing is cotnpleted tWe reducilon can then be acconplished by either
anuual or autonated procedures.
10-2 PLANNING
The test plans should be used to define the
test requirements in terms of gross weights,
altitudes, and configurations. The autorotationa performance tests. in reality, are com10.2

posed of several individual parts. These parts
are entry to autorotation, steady-state descent, and the height-velocity diagram. The
entry to autorotation tests are conducted best
in conjunction with the level flight tests or
during the sawtooth climb and descent tests.
In a similar manner, the steady-state descent
performance caa be done while returning
from the climbs for weight and power correction factors or the climb to service ceiling
tests. The height-velocity diagram tests must
be conducted independently of other tests.
The single most irrportant factor in the
planning for the height-velocity test is the
choice of landing site. For wheeled machines,
the surface must be sufficiently hard to
prevent penetration by the wheels and be
relatively smooth with respect to bumps,
holes, or obstructions. Even small, gentle
bumps or dips may cause the rotor blades to
flap downward, particularly when the rpm is
low after full collective has been applied. For
skid gear, the ground surface should be softer
with a low friction coefficient such as a s6d
surface. The site must be large enough to
allow for wind drift during the descent,
overshoot during the approach, and, when
necessary, a power recovery or go around.
The area should be freeof obstacles that may
influence the aircraft porformance or introduce any additional pilot workload or apprehenslon factors. These sites are difficult to
find at best and almos! impossible to find at
remote high altitude sites. The area must
allow a sufficient offset distance for the
Fairchild camera.
The requirements now can be established
for the logistic and support groups. Thew
groups are maintenance, instrumentation,
plhctographic, weather, engineering, crash,
and rescue, The maintenance group must
perform the ballast operations and the normal
maintenance operations. An adequate amount
of baldast and the neeary transportation
and communication equipment must be requisitioned. Routine maintenance planing
hould be covered by the usual maintenance
procedures. Additional requirement% caused
by Weight and balance or test procedures
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must be established and provided to the
mah tenance personnel. The instrumentation
.iersonnelshould be informed of the type of
data to be recorded and the volume of data to
be processed. The timeliness of the instrumentation service and data processing are also
pertinent items. Aircraft turn around and
preflight times should be established. The
photographic support for the height-velocity
tests includes movie coverage as well as the
Fairchild Flight Analyzer. Plans must include
means to transport the camera equipment and
provide communications with the aircraft and
other test groups. In some cases the Fairchild
operator may require help to manipulate the
heavy equipment. Arrangements should be
made to have the camera site surveyed or

in this meeting should be on operational
procedures rather than the technical details
that were presumably resolved during the group
briefings.

checked in the case where an existing site is to

Ambient air temperature Collective stick position

be used. The operator should be informed of
the number of plates needed per day and the
total number anticipated for the entire test.
This will allow the operator to order adequate
supplies and to preload the plates prior to
each test. The weather group should provide
the equipment and operators for measure-

Rotor spee
Airspeed

ment of' ground wind velocity and direction,

tions, an automatic data recording system is

pressure altitude, and ambient air temperature, When possible, equipment should be
obtained to record the wind conditions at
other heights above ground level. The engineering support will consist of a theodilite
crev and sufficient personnel to manage the
ground operation. These groups must all be
provided with suitable communication and
transportation equipment, Radio frequencies
and procedures must be clearly established.

desirable during the dynamic maneuver, Some
of the parameters that should be recorded
automatically are shown in Table 10-2.

Preliminary flight and data cards are written and coordinated with the individual support groups. Their procedures and comments
are incorporated in the final flight and data

Pitch attitude
Normal acc eleration
Roll attitude
Yaw attitude

Lateral stick position
Pedal iotition
Engine speed
Collectie stLkt position

cards

Engine torque

Longitudirial eektetlor.

A briefing is then held with all tho

support groups present to discuss tile operation and establish the respective duties, Vohi
do asignnents should be finalized and the
communication procidures exglained. Each
group should review their operational precedures to determine if they will influence the
duics of the other groups or the test as a
whole. When there is an influence, the appro.
piate group should be inforned. The onsphasis

10-3 INSTRUMENTATION
The autorotation entry tests require visual
instruments for monitoring and recording
critical flight parameters during the build-up
procedure. The necessary visual instruments
are listed in Table 10 -1.
TABLE 10-1
VISUAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR ENTRY
TESTS
Altde
Fuel ued
Normal scceleration

The entry is a dynamic maneuver with stabilized parameters before the power reduction,
followed by variable indications from the
visual instruments. In view of these considera-

TABLE 10.2
OSCILLOGRAPH INSTRUMENTATION FOR
ENTRY TESTS
Altitude
Throttle poition
Altitudinalro
t stick
positio
c positionn
Airspeed
Longitudinal
Rotor speed (lIhear)

Rotor pieed (blip)

11te steady-state descent performance is a
stabilized condition and can be recorded
adequately fron the visual instrunentation
shown in Table 10-1. Itigh data density as
well as correlaton par'ameters are available iV
desired from an autometic data recording
system fut the parameters listed in Table
10-2.
10.3
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The landing tests include stabilized entry
conditions followed by a traiisient descent
and a,dynamic landing maneuver. The instrumentation shown in both Tables 10-1 and
10 -2 are required in tile aircraft. Tfhe ground
instrumentation should consist of a Fairchild
camera, a thermometer, an altimeter, an
anemometer (wtih directional sensing capability), a vertical theodolite, and a horizontal
theodolite. Seine means must be provided to
accomplish positive data correlation ard identification from the various sources. This correlation should be simultaneous for all parameters if possible.

'Idcxired,

14and

soepoint in time the attitude, rate, or some
other flight parameter will require th~pilot to
initiate recovery action. This then will define
the critical parameter and the maximum
allowable time delay. Controlling the critical
parameters as they are defined while varying
the remaining parameters will allow the air"raft performiice to b-. defined in terms of
all the flight controls. This technique may
introduce uppredictable reactions as unknown
ateas are entered and a build-up procedure
shoulJ be employed.

Another, perhaps simpler and safer, method
is to maintain the attitude from throttle chop
10-4 TEST METHODS
to stabilized autorc'tation. The control positions then are used to determine when a limit
10.41ENTRYTESTShas been reached. For exumple, when full aft
1041ESTSstick
NTRY
is re4uired, the maximum tolerable
pitching moment has been encountered.
The autoretation entry tests are conducted
Other controls ate treated is a similar manner,
doeitermine the initial aircraft reaction to a
In some cases the test vehicle will be capable
suddena power loss. This power loss is simuof exceeding a contractual specification which
lated by rapidly reducing the throttle from a
would then be used as the limiting criteria.
specified flight condition. These throttle
The undesirable feature about this latter
chops usually are conduicted from stabilized
technique is that dynamics and couplings are
level flight and climb conditions although, if
not included in the measured control requirethey may 1w conducted from any
nients. The control margin necessary to overother powered flight situation. The primary
come thesu is difficult to establish other than
goals of these tests are to determine the rotcr
thrugh testing.
behavior characteristics, the aircraft stabllt
control characteristics, and lh, necessary
leatudlosurnthetysoldh
pilot actions, Theo vlapsed time fr~om power
noted since thiS will hiwve a significant bearing
loss to specific aircraft attitudes, rutes. and
onl thle height-volocity diagram. Following the
pilot input is a primary consideration. The
attd
ok tmyb eial orpa
ftdwokitayhderbltoowt
tests should be conducted at anl altitude at
least 200~ ft above the terrain in order to
tets
talwgon egtuigcmr
alle spce
ad
tie or ny ncesary
or theodolite coverage to ostam~ishi more
recovery action. 1tis mininium altitude Will
acrtl
hsattd os
vary with different aircraft, depending upon
thle Information avoilable conlcerning tile all.
te entry tests arec onducted for a range
ticipated behavior. In Sonic Cases It ma1,y IV.
of gross weights,
Clitde,
lner of gravity
prudent to test at bailout altitude (SWO) It),
locatio.is, and rotor spoeds as a function of'
Air-to-air camera coverage call provide invaluentry airspoed iI bestt tr h eta
able Information relative to aircraft behavior.
%line Intermediate speed and then procs-ed
1lic aircraft should be taiid thepetoward lte high airspedad oe cni
tied 171.4gtt condition, the countdown should
dions, Speix
ceet
0o .10
r
be given. andi lte power rapidly reduced to
usual. depeniding upon the speved range to bie
flight idle. One pilot techniquec used is to hold
covered. Tite seqjuence of' lte other variables
ail contros fixed and let slht aircruft eliarat'inay '., adjusted occording to lte chiaracter!%.
teristics determinec the aircraft motion, At
ticS of t10 lost 101icopter. l114. usual rule of
10
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the safest condition first, with a build-up to
1he mcst critical, is the recommended procedure. The data recording system should

The rotor speed used during the airspeed
sweep should be that recommended in the
operator's manual. When unavailable from-i

include an automatic capability since the
maneuver is dynamic. The steady-state conditions should be hand recorded prior to the
countdown. At the start of the countdown,
the automatic data system should be actiSated. During the entry, the visual indicators
should be monitored and data recorded. The
time should be recorded when the recovery is
initiated and at the same time an identifying
marker (event or blanking) is inserted into the
automatic data system. This will allow an
exact determination ot" the conditions at this
critical point in time. Pilot comments should
be recorded and analyzed during the progress
of the test to insure that the planned buildup
is both safe and productive, The test procedure then is repeated for all required conditions.

this sourc 1, the rotor speed should be set at
the maximum or that most suitable from a
flying quality or vibration consideration. The
initial test airspeed should be an intermediate
speed prior to proceeding to the more critical
extremes. The aircraft should be stabilized in
autorotation at an altitude above the test
altitude increment. This stabilized condition
then should be maintained as the aircraft
descends through the test altitude increment.
All flight control motions should be minimized during this recording period, This
procedure then is repeated for each of the
specified test conditions.

104.2 SAWTOOTH DESCENT TESTS

S

.at

.lhe sawtooth descents are conducted to
determine the airspeed for minimum rate of
descent, best glide distance, and to det;.rmine
the autorotatioial performance as a function
of both airspeed and rotor speed. Gross
weight, altitude, center of gravity location,
and aircraft configuration may b other significant variables. The aim density altitude is
chosen and then the pressure altitude inere; metfor tile test us,1ly is established at
i 1000 ft from this desired height. 1lie increment must not be so large as to introduce any
altitude effects that properly should be Investigated doring another separate test. A small
increment makes stabilization, time, and altitude mneasurenlents very critical since only a
small error or clnge call Influence tile rate of
descnt vuluv sigintlicantly. Te airspeed
range will vo.y with different aircraft, and tile
test shoult' tise airspeed values front well on
the baclo.de t, well on tie front side of the
power .equirlj curve, 1l11s will encompass tilt
mlnhnun rate of descent which is
,airsr'ed Cimi
netr. tile ininum power required airspeed,
-A d the speed for best glide distance wich is
a slightly higher airspeed. Airspeed increInwlts of 10 kt are most suitable,

At the airspeed extremes, the rate of
descent may be very high and allowance
should be made to provide sufficient altitudes
above the ground to accomplish the recovery.
At these conditions the flying qualities may
change significantly and have an influence on
the maximum performance values that can be
obtained from tho %ircraft In some cases,
these changes have been sufficiently large as
to introduce flight safety considerations.
Engine response time and rotor characteristics
at high collective angles must be considered
when determining tile rninimum recovery
altitude.
The data can be recorded manuatIy during
this test since tile aircraft is in a stabilized
flight condition. When the aircraft is stabilized and reaches the specified altitude, time is
started; and altitude, rotor speed, gross
weight, abient air temperature, and airspeed
are recorded. These parameters should be
recorded at a minimumi of SO0-ft altitude
Intervals during tile descent. Usually the pilot
nmintains tie proper airsped and rotor
sped, and only deviations fron the.4thedule
need be noted. Following each deswent, tie
elapsed time is plotted versus the airspeed as
Shown in Fi& 10-1.
Tis in-flght plot then will yield the indicated
airspeed for tie ainisaum rate of descellt
colditions.
10.5
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Figure 10-1. Autorotational Descent
Performance With Airspeed Variation

I

The change in rate of descent and rotor
characteristics is determined by conductiP4
tests at various rotor speeds while maintaining
constant airspeed. The maximum rotor speed
range available should be divided in such a
manner that a minimum of six test values are
obtained. The altitude increment should be
the inmeaig he -hped variation tests, and
the in-flight curve shown in Fig. 10- should
T
be used to determine the test airspeed, i e
test procedur e
discussed with the exwcption that rotor speed
rather than hirspeed Is vared for each deswot.
At the low rotor rpeeds, the maxiJmum
collective available may prevent reaching the
minimum rotor speed. The data can be hand
recorded from visual instrumentation with the
airpeed, tine, altitude, and rotor speed being
the critical parameters. A sample of a nornal
In-flalht plot is shown in FiR. 10-2.
Plotting the data during the test will reveal
any ezrtie points that should be repeote t and
will provide information conceming any
undersrable characteristics that progesshcly
may bt developing
1G&3 STEADY-STATE DESCENT TESTS
The steady.state descent tests usually 1re
conducted while descending from high altirude level f(10dt tests o; from the service

10-6
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Figure 10-2 Autorotational Descent
Performance Variation With Rotor Speed

ceiling climbs. The objective of the test is to
determine the variation in rate of descent
with altitude, collective stick position, and
gross we;glit. The tests usually are conducted
at the airspeed for minimum rate of descent
and at the operational rotor speed.
The aircraft is stabilized at the specified
flight conditions which then are maintained
throughout the descent. As the altitude decreases, the collective must be lowered to
maintain a copstant rotor speed. At light
weight conditions the full down collective
stop may be encountered. In thit case, the
collective then should be maintained in that
position and the test continued provided the
rotor speed do-is not exceed any limits. Tiese
steady-state data may be hand recorded from
visual Instrumentation. The altitude and time
should be recorded at minimumdeviton
anltit altitude
ihulrnents of 1000 ftn
from the rtor speed or airspeed schedule
should be noted. The recorded altitude and
the acompanying elapsed times. (rti incrme
and total, are the edieal parameters,
n
10-4.4 HEIGHT-VELOCITY DIAGRAM
TEST
The height-velocity diagran test is accompIhhed to dtermine the height and airspeed
Ihnits from which a uafe autorotatioai handing followizg a sudden, complete power fail.
ue cannot be accomplished. The engine
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failure is simiulated by a sudden engine powc.r
reduction (throttle -.1op) by the pilot. The
complete maneuver inodudes all the factors
previously discussed in ths chapter, in addition to the flare and laniding.

Pu-.or to operating near the ground, an
estimated height required should be determined at altitude. The aircraft initially is
stabilized at some predetermiued altitude,
rotor speed, and airspeee. The entry characteristics previously have beer. determined so
the initial aircraft behavior and necessary

pilot teaction can be anticpated. The first
entry ;;peed should be at some value slightly
below the airspeed for minimum Kate of
descent. Following th,. throttle chop, the
should be Mild fixed for the time
increment contractuvpdy specified or the maxi-

*controls

--

I

tp

'C4

~

0~G

lb~

.

CIRCGf.
Flare AI:poed

V7

kt

Figure 10-3. Rotor Speed and
Attd aito
ihFaeArpe
slower touchdown speed although the higher
entry speed may negate these factors.
When the flare airspeed has been determined for a given gross weight, entry rotor

speed, and altitude, the complete airspeed
range is tested incrementally to determine the

optimum manner of achieving this, value. At
low airspeeds (ainspc ds below the flare
speed), the aircraft must be dived to increase

mum allowable as determined from the autospeen to the flar-e value as rapidly as possible
rotational entry tests. At the end of this delay
while still maitaining a reasonable pitch
time there usually has be,'i a significant rotor
attitude. A reasonable pitch attitude will be
speed decay and the collective stick is toyerdetermined by the flight characteristics, pilot,
ad. An optlim.am longitudinal control techniand aircraft configuration. For speeds above
que then Is 'ased to attain some pre-selected
the flae value, a flare can be accomplished
airspeed su .2i as S0 kt. A cyclic flare then is
hrunedlstely after the tign delay Interval.
executed, arid the subsequent totor speed
increase Is noted. This pre.,c4urfe then Is
After the baseline data are obtained at the
repeated at the same entry speed while the
maximum operational rotor speed, the minit
flare s executed at different airspeeds. At low
mum rotor speed condition should be Investispeeds the flare may not provide a sufficient
gated. For this oondition, the rotor speed at
buldup of rpm while at b'gj airspteds the
entry islower and the collective stick position
Parp may produce in excessive rotor speed
is higher.M^"~s factors may incroase the rotor
manvws. Thto desired flare airspeed is the
speed decay rate to such a point that dangerminimum airspeed that will produce the
ously lowv transient minimumil speeds result,
mnaximuni allowable rotor speed Increase
and the delay time previously used is no
during the cycIe flimrc. Extreme care inuat be
longer usable. The procedure then must be
used to hold the flare tecluilque consint so
repeated to determnine th- maximum delay
that the rotor speed Increase will iva representime and the limiting factors. There also may
tative of the flare airspeed. An txcessive flare
be a sipalfficant deterioration ot flying qualsifrped will tot decrease significantly the
ities at the very low rotor speeds. When a
rninimum, height required but should increase
tower mirlniuni rotor speed is used, lte
tht margin of safety. Typical effects of
allowable rotor stw.ed increase is greater and
variation of glare airspeed on the rotor speed
the required flure airsped may b, WSWhe.
and height loss are shown in Fig. 10-3. WhenGrswegtadliue fcashldb
the aluspied is above the optim urn flare
Goswih n liueefc hudb
ivtavuipted in a similar mnanner. Increased
airspeed, collective must be added during the
peass weighst uaually will req~uire a hiuhe flare
flare to prevent rotor over-speed. Thus, the
iwed
same rotor speed increment is available to
accomplishi the landing, The collective application and lectleration should provide a
Center ofpsavity location isalso Important
10.7
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since sufficient control power must be available to accomplish the entry, gain flare
aL-speed, flare the aircraft in the desired
manner, and then to level the aircraft from
the flare prior to the touchdown. An aft CG
location may limit the control available to
pitch the nose down to gain flare airspeed and
to level the aircraft after the cyclic flare. A
forward CG location may limit aft pitching
moment and limit the flare attitude that can
be obtained. Lpteral CG locations usually are
not investigated, and any effects from this
should be significant only in the case of very
unusual lateral control characteristics. The
vertical CG location tests normally are omitted since unusual loadings should be avoided
during the test to prevent tip-over tendencies
during touchdown and deceleration.
An evaluation of all factors now has been
accomplished with the exception of the
ground proximity effects and the actual
touchdown procedure. Unfortunately, these
must be accomplished near the ground. An
extensive, systematic practice should be established to enable the pilot to determine the
minimum flare height above the ground, the
cyclic control necessary to accomplish the
flare, and to level the aircraft prior to
touchdown. Another factor to be determined
is the rate of descent. The flare attitude and
the physical dimensions of the aircraft can be
used to calculate the minimum flare height
(from the pilot's seat). To achieve a realistic
height, this calculated value must be Incre ed
to Compensate for the verticel distance used
during the time increment necessary for the
flare, leveling the aircraft, and the landing,
The minimum touchdown speed requirements
also will influence the tecW ique and the
height required.
At a given condition, the aircraft has a
certain amount of kinetic energy that must be
absorbed by the rotor and the landing er In
order to bring the aircraft to a stop. The
vertical and horizontal touchdown velocities
are fixed by the structurd lnite of the
lnding sear. Thus, the remainder of the
eergy must be disspated through the roto

during the BL, and L'ndW
104

An extremely high forward touchdown
speed is undesirable primarily from a terrain
consideration. Most engine failures occur in
areas othe.r than over runways and, as a result,
wheels are of little practical value. Most
wheels can endure less horizontql force than
can skid gear. High forwara touchdown
speeds introduce high drag forces on the
skids, and the aircraft may have a tendency to
nose over. This usually results in an aft cyclic
input which tilts the rotor aft with *ilcreased
downward flapping. The tall area may now he
endangerea by tho sub.itquent reduced fuselage to blale clearance. Of course, for all
machines the greater the horizontal distance
covered in unprepared terrain, the greater is
the possibility of encountering an undesirable
object. The forward speed can be reduced by
flaring the helicopter to a more severe attitude, higher above the ground, and holding
the flare for a longer period of time, (This will
usually require that collective pitch be applied
during the flare to prevent a rotor overspeed,)
As a result, the forward speed will be reduced
during the flare. Extreme caution must be
used with this technique to prevent the ti
from makinB ground contact durig the extrome, piolonged flare; and, since the thrust
vector is inclined from vertical with this
technique, the dissipation of verticial speed
na be insufficient to prevent a hard landing
witb full application of pitch. The anWrunt of
collective msed should be not: J carefully to
insure a sufficient margin t% reduce the
vertical speed to within gear limits. The
collective margi may become critical when
the helicopter is leveled inadvertcntly at an
excessive height above the ground. Iah veitiW1 touchdown speds alse introduce large
downward acceleration forces on the bdes
which can cause considerable downward flap.
ping. This, in addition to the low rotor speed,
may cauNs Nae4o-fuselage inteerence.
After sMident practice ho been accomplshed to establish the flare and touchdown
teduhkues, the actual height.velocity test an
be conductid, An estimated curve can be
c2culted by summing the distances required

fix entry, to gain am speed, flre. no
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touchdUown. The first airspeed tested should

V

be an intermediate speed, and tlh' initial

AmO,1

greater than the value calculated from the

0.

rp

L
previous tests. The maneuver and landing
should be accomplished and the excue height
k1
Eatry Airsoeed &i,
margin estimated. The margin will be apparFigure 10-4. Altitude and Rotor Speed Voriaent from the distance to the ground after the
flare is completed and the aircraft leveled in atinWtEtrispd
landing position. This height differential then
time the automatic data system is activated.
can be compared to the estimated margin
When the flare is initiated the altitude, airwhich will vulidate the o.-iginal calculation
and estimate. In the event of a large discrepspeed, and rotor speed should again be recordedi. An identifying notation (event marker)
ancy, a reassessment of the previous work is
advisable. This should isolate thec 'use of the
also should be Inserted into the automatic
system. A differential altitude and rotor speed
discrepancy. Photographic data can be very
useful in shoving any changes in technique or
should be determined for each test condition.
performance from th'at obtained during the
These should be plotted in the form MlusIndividual tests. Pilot cosio-ents should be
trated In Fig. 10-4,
evaluated carefully to determine any canmges
The rotor spee' at entry of the Clare Nj
as a result of the maneuver or ground proximity. The subject is treated in general here since
and the speed at. dhe completion of the flare
the parameters are so numerous, the effects so
N 2 are used to determine the rotor speed
data then
increase, ?ANR =NR1 NR
subtle, and so little understood as to render
are plotted as shown in Fig. 10-5.
detailed discussion most difficult.
.Thes

The test then is repeated at some lower
starting height. For some ini tial vertl J height
there will be rio altitude increment r-milning
prior to touchdown and the rninlim safe
cv-dittgris have been achieved. The procedure
theni is repeated through the airspeed range.
toe vertical height can be reducod further by
using a lower flare airspeed or a shorter time
in the flae attitude. Decreasin~g the flare
airspeed while maintaintirg lte same flare
technique will result in higher vertical touchdown spoods. Rteducing the flare duration will
increase both vertical and horizontal touch.
down speeds. Plaring to a lower pich attitude
will increas significantly Ow~ forward touchspo.
domw SP
The desirtd data recording system for the
height-velocity tewt include asn automatic
density tystem as well . a visual manual
recording capability. During the initisl deter.
ination of flare airspeed lte entry airspeed,

Phish
A.

N

8

dw

a

1
1b

0-0

600
10000
'
..Flu

A4l0M

V.*

Figure*5. Rotor i'etoMmnce During Anv

the Indicated airspeed at the end of te flare
ghould be noted and can be plottod as a
function of ftae airspeed ot &VA weN
10-6.
The altitude incrernent required for enty

spted, and to flure me

altitude. gross wei&~.adrtrsedsol

to af.tan flare

be recordedt front visuial instrumentation, The
pilot should give a S..ec oounsdown at which

assumed and plotted as shown in Fig. 10-4.
Although this curve is Wo a tu b.ght-

10-9

A.

0
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pilot reaction time with no additional increment. Followiiig pilot recognition. of the
engine failure, the collective pitch increase is
00,
tinvod to achieve maximum pitch at the time
of ground contact. T7he- hovering height is
0,0, 60,incrtwsad u2ntil the landing impact loads
approach the gear limits. Extreme care must'
A#R :,pm

~,
~*

Aifsaedat
1 P119
Ctd
ktbe

used to insure that the full up collective

stick position will be reached by the heliFigue
Fare 7&
er oimncecopter when vory near the ground. The rate of
application should be a contimiuous m.otion to
arrest the rate of descent. After the baseines
velocity diagram, the values are reasonably
daahvben btidheprom nc
dose to the final result and give an indication
should be evaluated with different types of
of the height above the ground that will be
coltieapcton.Snfat rrv'
requred
cure sownIn
Th
Fg. 0.- is
ments in performanice may be possile~ by a
compared with any previously obtained data,
rpdi.tjs
ro t otc r orby
The initial test is then an attempt to Incorpoysoigteiiil oo ea ylwrn
rate all of the previously tested segments into
the colle-'tive immeclately after tho power
one continuous maneuvei, In the interest of
loss. lhose techniques should be used- with
eaftythetets
houd b sartd a ~extreme
caution since pilot action$ are very
height above the estimated values as shown In
critical. The results also'munt bo Jufted
Fig. 1-Q-?T
carefuly with respect to operational pilot
capabilities. Longitudintal ontW should be
The urvtohispoin
obaine (Fg 1.7)
monitored carefully and controlled to prevent
omits takeoff corridor. A stparate progrmn
~
ofua otc ttuh~n h
U~~bCa~tofuela
innac
thi aouhdwa
arTheeet n
i
shudbe cotiducted to determine thic area.
resultant hover point Is diceoted as point A on
Th ehiusi
hsa
r ifretad
tecre
hw nR
08
in Vsneral the test is more hazardous. The
timing and pilot techniquoe more
Thcriticalg 1-, sdeemie
ne-r tendthee
roud, i lss imeor
initially from i level flight .ondition* Thew
opportuntity fm~ corrections, The zero airh~~
sa
rda ow lseda"~a
a egtbvet rirdnoree tnth
speed height is detetmined by accomplishing
throttle chop at dilffement hovering heigh& ~
oeigpitA s i h oeiw
fovering t pot rAssirhe hoircrtft attk
The technique 4, dlecep~tively simple. Th
utual pilot delay after the ttl* chop Is

~

1 /.4ATiAA

TEST

OTimW

Aft~qar4r for # Skt# Lending FONOWkV Wn
Ebginsaljr
it/n

;O&N 10,9 1VecomftW d AWNku* for U&.
UkOW/*n *4 f~* W M
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is held level and the collective pitch is
increased to slow the rate of descent. The
helicopter will drop rapidly and at this low
height there is neither time nor altitude to
flare to any extent. As a result, there is
deceleration only from the aerodynamic drag,
and the forward speed at touchdown will be
essentially the same as the entry airspeed. The
same caution notes for the hover test condition apply to this test.
The entry height above the ground is then
increased incrementally until a limiting factor
is reached. The limiting factor will vary with
aircraft, gear configuration, program requirements, and gear instrumentation. The ultimate test limiting factor is the structural
strength of the landing gear which will require
extreme care and a careful buildup to
determine. Direct readout, real time instrumentation is most advisable. Less strenuous
criteria such as pilot comfort and touchdown
speed limits usually are used which do not
approach any gear limits,

-

*

The entry airspecd then is increased and
the procedure is repeated until the flare
airspeed, denoted by point C, Fig. 10-8, is
reached. Since the height usually increases
somewhat near the flare airspeed, a slight flare
may be possible to reduce forward speed and
build the rotor speed. Airspeed increments of
10 kt usually are satisfactory values. Although
the altitude increment will vary with different
test vehicles, pilot proficiency, and availability of previous test data, increases measured in inches may be significant in this area.
A level flight boundary now has been
established. Since the primary purpose of this
test is to define a safe takeoff path, the
helicopter may be in a climbing or accelerating condition. The power and collective pitch
settings will be higher with larger resultant
rotor speed decay rates, altitude losses, and
attitude changes. Due to the acceleration, the
airspeed loss at power failure will be smaller
which should result in higher forward touchdown speeds. To conduct proper build-up
tests, the first point should be at a .1rwer
height than the previously established level

i!,\

flight curve and at a slightly greater power,
Power t!en is increased incrementally on
succeeding points until full power is reached.
If possible, the height then is increased
further to a maximum as limited by some
factor. The size of the power increments will
depend on the capabilities of the test vehicle
and the flight personnel. Following this determination, the airspeed then is increased and
the procedure is repeated to encompass the
speed range. Although flare airspeed has been
attained, the region-bounded by the line DE,
Fig. 10-8, and the ground-may exist where
insufficient time or height is available to flare.
Before attempting the tests to establish the
boundaries of the region, the reader should be
aware of conditions which may be encountered. The cyclic delay is usually more critical in
these tests than the collective delay. As the
entry airspeed is increased, the rotor speed
decay normally increases, often accompanied
by rolling and pitching tendencies. Pitch up
and roll left motions caused by blade stall are
common. The excessive cyclic control delay
may result in insufficient height to flare and
reduce speed. Tail rotor clearance is a primary
concern in this area. A series of abbreviated
flares may be better than one continuous flare
to reduce the airspeed. The entry tests will
provide information concerning aircraft motions and the proper rate of progress to the
more critical high speeds. Speed increments of
10 kt are usually sufficient for these tests. At
each airspeed, the height above the ground is
lowered until a critical value is reached. This
technique does not apply, for example, to a
wheeled helicopter over a runway during a
high speed accelerating climb-out since the
landing can be accomplished easily from a
very low height above the ground if control
delays are nominal. For these conditions, this
portion of the curve, in fact, does not exist.
One can imagine the results if the prepared
runway were replaced with an area unsuitable
for high speed, run-on landings.
The data recording eqguipment requir'md for
the height-velocity tests includes airborne as
well as ground installations. Since there is a
requirement for certain paramelers to be read

10-Il
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in real time, visual indicators or readouts are
mandatory. These consist of visual indicators
in the aircraft and a theodolite on the ground.
The aircraft may be influenced strongly by
surface wind conditions, accordingly, weather
information must be available at all times.
The maneuvers are dynamic, and it is necessary to have an automatic recording system to
record the rapid transient conditions. This can
be accomplished with either a photo panel or
an oscillograph. The ground weather station
should record wind velocity, wind direction,
altitude, and ambient temperature at 5min
intervals during the test, with additional
readings desirable at each test point. The
visual theodolite reading is recorded on each
test point and entered on the data card. The
Fairchild camera is used to record each test
point from countdown to the end of the
landing portion. Motion: picture coverage
should be used to portray visually any unusual aircraft motions during the maneuver and
to give the pilot an out~ide view ot the
technique with respect to heights, attitudes,
and aircraft moticns.
10-5 DATA REDUCTION
There are relatively few calculations involved, and the data normally are not corrected to standard conditions. Regardless of the
data reduction procedure to be used, the first
portion of the effort Is to correlate fnd define
the data recorded at the different locations-i.e., weather sta'ion, aircroft, thtodolite,
ballast station, nmake
The data reduction for the autorotation
entry tests uses data from the cockpit, the

10-!2

photo panel, and the oscillograph. This data
reduction form is presented in Table 10-3
The data are generally difficult to read
because of the highly transient conditions.
Careful flight techniques will minimize the
transients and greatly reduce the reduction
effort and improve the quality of the data.
Establishing the recovery time is difficult
when the controls are not held fixed, and in
some cases an estimation may have to suffice.
For the rates and accelerations, a maximum
value may occur before the recovery is initiated. In this cAre, the maximum should be
used rather than the value at recovery or at
any time interval. The control position data
will provide a check on the technique as well
as indicate any imminent limitations.
The data reduction required to determine
flare generally is accomplihed more easily
since the conditions are considerably less
transient. The data reduction form for the
flare airspeed tests is shown in Table I0-4*.
The data reduction form for hover, low
speed, and low altitude landings is shown in
Table 10-5*. The data for the hover points
must be obtained from a tilt head Fairchild
Flight Analyzer or a motion picture camera.
104 DATA PRESENTATION
The data are presented graphically as
shown in Figs. 10-9 through 10-34. These
plots do not show all the possible ratlons in
each parameter, and it may be necessary to
more than one of each type shown.
d
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Figure 10-9. Autorotation Porforma-7ce
Variation With Airspeed and Gross Weight
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Figure 10- 11. Autoroation Performance
Variation With Rotor Speed and
Gross Weight
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Figure 10- 10. Autorotetion Performance
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Variation With Rotor Speed
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CHAPTEP 11
POWERED DESCENT AND LANDING
PERFORMANCE
11-1 GENERAL
Descent performance in a helicopter most
often is associated with an autorotation condition. It is interesting to note, however, that
most descents actually involve some power
input to the rotor. During a normal descent,
this power level is the minimum required to
control the glide angle and the rate of descent
during the approach. For single engine helicopters, there is no general requirement to
conduct performance tests in this partial
power flight regime. For multiengined helicopters, loss of power on one engine may
necessitate a powered descent depending
upon the remaining power available from the
other engine and the power required to
sustain level flight. Thus, it is important to
know the performance characteristics for the
envelope range of gross weight, altitude, and
power available,
The maximum performance powered landing capability is of importance to all heltcopters. For large excess power margins, the
helicopter can descend easily to a hover at
any desired height and then a landing can be
made from this point. This should be the
normal operating condition. As the excess
performance margin decreases, the hover capability is less and the descent rate is greater.
For some gross weight, altitude. and power
conditions, a vertical destent and hmding is
impossible dtw to the rot.-)r and aircraft
structural limitations. Thus, it is possible
the aircraft to tai;eoff at a low altitude site
and ferry a large cargo to a site where a
hovering capability does not exist, offload.
and then depart at a _.eatly reduced gross
weight. During thmes types of landings, full
power is applied during the approach, and the
aircraft b.comes committed to a landing
wl,?idle relatively high above the ground. The
proper technique must be used to manage

airspeed and rotor speed carefully in order to
prevent an excessive rate of descent from
developing. Though demanding, tihis maneuver can be accomplished safely when the
proper technique is used and. sufficient rotor
kinetic energy is available. The information
obtained during these tests is needed to
establish the emergency procedures in the
operator's manual for engineout landing of
multiengine aircraft. The data are also valuable for evaluating the aborted takeoff capability and techniques.
The powered descent tests are conducted
to determine the steady-state rate of descent
as a function of the diffrence between
descent power available and the level flight
power required. The rotor and aircraft dynamic response following power loss on one
engine is also of importance, and techniques
must be developed to cope with the particular
behavior of the vehicle, These tests will
provide the data needed to calculate the range
and time available for the pilot to sele.t the
most suitible landing area. The landing tests
provide the data necessar to determine the
horizontal distance required to land in a
confined area, the engine: power and rotor
energy required to arrest rate of descent, and
the minimum approach airspeed as a funcfion
of performance margin. During the approach
and landing, the engine response, dynamic
thrust characteristics, and flight control limitatlons are significant factors. The techniqlues
tstablished should be suitable for the diterer
ent types of landings and conditions, at.d
should be compatible with the anticipated
mission requirementR within the aircraft capabilities.
The steady-state descent performance tests
are similar in nature to the level flight
performance tests, while the landing tests are
iniost similar to the takeoff and autorotational
llI-l
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landing tests with marginal test conditions
and techniques for most cases. The scope of
the tests should include the maximum range
of speed, gross weight, and altitude conditions. Rotor speed and center of gravity
should encompass the most critical conditions
within the operational limits. In tht event

ar~d fli -ht requirementq to obtain the additional data will be minimized.

high altitude landing sites are unavailable, the
performance margin conditions sbould be
simulated at low altitude through control of
power or weight parameters. Maximum flight
safety during the tests requires a buildup of
experience based on related performance
values as they are obtained.

the descent tests with the exception of that
needed to record the landing information.
Linear longitudinal and vertical arccelerometers should be installed at the center of
gravity to recoird landing loads and decelera'
tons. Appropriate landing gear instrumentation also should be installed to record forces.
These data are recorded on the oscillograph
and displayed visually in the Lockpit 'so enable
the flight crew to monitor the test progress
and evaluate any variations occurring in the
critical landing piarameters. For the landings.
real time data presentation on a ground
static~n should be used wheun possible.

The planning for the descent performance
tests shouild be coordinated closely with the
level flight test planning since the two easily
can be conducted concurrently. The logistics
and equipment requirementis are identical to
the takeoff and landing or autorotational
landing performance tests. Corsideration
must be g.iven to the technical requirements
such as engineering support and data reduction. pa~rticularly when operating at remote
sites. In the test st-quence. the descent tests
should follow the level flight performiance
tests. while the landing tests are dependent
upor, data from the hover and vertical climb
results.

dtherecrding systrinst waluae forle
Ctowc)Itr~
arb
respect.e
tet lude
aft
iatgh
landingl~
ll
emand aircatei.
areynaii-.antiNktitir
rimaily
auitude.Fo

11-3 INSTRUMENTATION
The instrumentation discussed in t~e level
ffight and takeoff performance is suitable for

114 TEST METHODS
11-4.1 GENERAL
i'he partial power entry tests are tvondi ,ted
to evaluate a normal powerT reduction for all
configunations anti for an engine Cailute on
inultiongine helicopters. Thei smeific objclives of these p'ower reduction tests ao to

t inreals %vit
ds~ivflanytety v fariabl
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t rain.pe~
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c'lieb
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dtesen
the %

tests, white the landing test requirements afv
similar to those for lte takeoff tests, %lien'
these lts are properly integrated. :vrifficus

014: sal
fiweretIwill

ae thel aitiude
ea

poiwer condition. Vrom thu initial test condition. lte airspeo" .s varied imivrementally to
buit lte btight.. and lowe~r airspeed valtm-s.
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The performance and reaction normally will
vary with the rate and magnitude of the
power reduction. These parameters hould be
varied both individually and simultaneously
to detect any adverse characteristics and their
magnitude. This procedure is continued until
the most critical power r.duction condition is
established. The initial tests are conducted
best at the least critical rotor speed, which is
usually the maximum and then proceed to the
more critical conditions. The information
gained during these tests is evaluated for
inchon iLl the emergency procedures of the
operator'\ apanual. The stabilized data at the
specified entry conditions are recorded pior
to the power reduction. The necessary inflight data to be recorded are shown in Table
11-1.
TAbLE 11.1
MANUALLY RECORDED DATA FOR
PARTIAL POWER ENTRY TESTS
Airspe d

Ambkiot air temperature

Rotor spud

Airspmed (recovery)

Altitude
Cnqle power
Gro" w i ht

Rotor sped ot recoery
Attiude at reeovwV
Eiim powor at recowy

A countdown ,hould be used to start the
automatic rewording systhm which then records
during the inaver, The
power redtiout is a tompiehti and the
aircraft Is stabilized in a st ady-state pcittial
ipower descent. The control reqirements and
aircraft ithracteristics should 1e monitoret
closey during the l'u0d-up iests for any
lrpogres. tv changes that might indicate ha?ardous trends. It should be expected that th
most critical conditi,.n will be a rapid, total
power failure.
hle detailed test methods presented in par.
10-4. will suffice for the In-flight monitoring
and analysis of results. The test procedure is
repeated for increased gio, s weights and
eltitudes. The higher collectie settings at
these conditions usually will restlt in more
pr3nounced aircraft reactions and greater
clhanges in rotor spcd and altitude.

The test procedure used to evaluate an
inadvertent power failure on a multiengine
helicopter is basically the same as that jyeviously discussed for a normal entry. The
primary difference is that the power reduction is on a single engine and, for that engine,
is both sudden and complete. As might be
expected, the response will vary with the
flight condition and the aircraft characteristics. The pilot reactior time needed to
recognize the failure and to initiate correcti,"
action must be established. The delay time
will depend on the particular aircraft response
and should be less critical for a single engine
failure on a multiengine aircraft than a cornplete power failure on a single engine helicopter. A build-up procedure should be used
to evaluate the rate of power reductioa and
recognition time. The data recording and
in-flight procedures are similar t- those previously discussed for the single engine hell-

copter.

11-4.2 POWERED

DESCENT PERFORM-

ANCE

The difference between descent performance tests and level flight tests is that insufflcient power is availabe to sustain level flight
and a rate of desa , dev- lops. Two flight twst
techniques commonly are used to obtain the
data. In both cat, the aircraft is in a stable
dsontinuoucy
descent.
The tesi is i.*nducted at density
altitude and -*tight conditions which will
yield the desired thnrst iefficients. To preelude introducing any derdty altitude effects.
the test should be corducted through an
altitude increment of l00 ft. "lie airci-aft
should be stabilized at s! ch a height that the
data can be recorded frm 500 ft above the
ain; altitude to 500 ft lwow il. A minimum
of five points Ahould be obtained during !,-ach
descent. The flight and data recording p'ocedures w-e similar to those described in detail
for the sawtooth climbs, par 8-5.3. Severtl
gross weights, altitudes, and power settings
should be tested. This should include the
maximun gross weight, full power conditian,
which is normally th. niot critical. .inless
precluded by some aircraft peculiarity, bxoth
engines should remain operative during the
11-
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tests and power should be adjusted to simu-

H,ft
DENSITY ALTITUDE Hft

Since the test is steady-state, manually record-

ROTOR SPEED NR rpm

ed data will suffice although an automatic

POWER AVAILABLE SHP, HP

late the desired excess performance condition.

data recording device will provide higher
greater accuracy, and instantaneous
density,
.v.

values.

The first technique is to stabilize the
aircraft in level flight ai the best climb speed.
This constitutes the first data point and
establishes the maximum power that is to be
used during this test. On succeeding points,
power is held ronstant while speed is varied
incrementally from the initial value. Data are
recorded during each of these stabilized descents. Airspeed increments of 10 kt are
generally suitable and a minimum of six
points is needed to define the curve adequately. The high speed extreme is not as critical
nor as important as the low speed region. The
low speed data are indicative of the performance to be expected during the maximum
performance landing tests. These data are
much easier and safer to obtain at altitude
than near the ground and will aid greatl/ In
planning and conducting the landing tosl. As
the speed is decreased, the rate of descent
may build rapidly and power settlinji may
occur. Care should be taken to allow sufflclent altitude f ,r a power recovery, Stability
and control characteristics should be evaluated prior to conducting any tests in this area.
Dulng the descent, a change in mwer
available may result fronm altitnde or ambient
temperature changes. The pilot should not
attempt to correct for this since a correction
e
will be made during the data reduction.
lapsed time for the altitude Increment Is

AIRSPEED FOR
I

=u I

MINIMUM POWER
REQUIRED.

'r=0
L._ .ie
Figure 11. Rate of Descent Variation With
Airspeed

mentally reducing powcr while maintaining
airspeed constant. The power increments
should be selected so that six points will be
obtained and the minimum power point
should be a full autorotation. The data
recording procedures are similar to the first
technique, and an in-flight plot similar to Fig.
11-2 is constructed.
A third test often Is conducted to evaluate
rotor performance changes with rotor speed.
This may be accomplshed In two ways. Tie
aircraft is trimmed at best climb speed as in
te previous tests aud rotor speed varied
incremen tally. One technique i to maintain
power constant and measure tile rate of
descent. Another is to maintain altitude and
measure the power requird. In-flight plots
slnflar to Fig. II-I call 1% made of approbtor
test profress and
pri te variables to mo
validity.

res.orded and is a relative measure of the rate

of descent. These data should be used to
construct an in-flight plot as shown in Fig.
I1-1. A curve faired through tile jolnts will

itid In monitoring tile test and will tudicute

questionable points or trends that need further investigation,
The second technique is to stabilize at the
best clhib s1ed and record the trim colditions. Descoets then are obtained by inrem11-4

.1

0

€

A.#

. ..

0 . PSI
hidkotd 16t
Figure 11-2. Rate of Desent Variation With
Power
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11-4.3 POWERED
ANCE
114.3.1

LANDING PERFORM-

VERTICAL LANDING

The vertical landing tests often are conducted concurrently with the vertical climb
and takeoff performance tests as discussed in
par. 8-4. These normally do not cover an
extensive altitude range and may not reflect
the capability over the performance envelope,
by making
obtained used
bestat coverage
The
for the
the same isconditions
landings

iI

takeoff tests. Previous descent information
should be evaluated prior to entering any
critical landing conditions.
k

114.3.2

FORWARD SPEED LANDINGS

This technique is used when an insufficient
performance margin is available for a vertical
landing and sufficient space exists for a
forward speed approach and landing. The low
speed descent data previously obtained as a
function of power deficiencies will be an
indication of the descent rates that can be
expected. while hover and vertical landing
data may be used to estimate the rotor
capability and ground proximity effects. The
horizontal distance required to land over a
50-ft obstacle will be dictated by the approach angle. For reduced excess performance
margins, shallow approach angles usually will
result in low rates of descent and high
forward touchdown speeds. The terrain must
be suitable for these landings. Increasing the
approach angle will reduce horizontal distance, approach velocity, and touchdown
siped, but will increase the rate of descent.
When the approach airspeed is lIss than the
minimum autorotation flare airspeed, the
aircraft may be in an unsafe portion of the
height-velocity diagram for a relatively extended period of time. The exposure time it
genetrlly at a maximum during a vertical
w13,
descent. T'he basic tests generally ar, conducted at the maxinrum rotor speed with the
number of additional explorations at lower
values dependent upon the nature and nagni,
tude of the changes discovered during the test
progress. Most airspeed systems arte unreliable

~11-5

at the low speeds and there may be large
position errors. Altitude or rate of descent
systems are also inaccurate, and the unusual
flow conditions can cause significant lag
errors.

1he flight risk can be reduced by first
conducting the tests for conditions that are
less critical-i.e., large excess performance
margins-to determine the proper technique,
the nature of the ground effects, and effeccollective application. The pertiveness
formance ofmargin then is decreased to evaluate
qualitatively the aircraft characteristics ina
condition near those that will be encountered
during th. iasts. When the preparatory tests
have been completed, the actual tests are
initiated. This build-up technique easily is
accomplished during the takeoff tests since
they are conducted in a similar manner,
For the first test, the height above the
ground should be approximately 300 ft, at a
light gross weight, a low density altitude,
maximum rotor speed, and an approach speed
slightly above minimum autorotational flare
airspeed. Rate of descent should be approximately 300 ft/min, or that which can be
arrested easily. From this trim condition, the
airspeed is decreased incrementally oa each
successive landing while power is maintained
at the original value. T'lis value is less than the
power available that provides a margin of
safety should an excessive sink rate develop or
another contingency arise. The rate of descent
will increase on eac, successive landing when
using this technique. The speed increments
for these points will be dictated by the
previous performance results. The increased
steady state rate of descent will steepen the
flight path, decrease the horizontal distance,
and require more arresting energy. 'This will
necessitatt increased collective pitch just prior
to the landing. Thle light profiles obtained
during the test will appear as shown in Fig.

1lie aircraft is stabilized prior to entering
the canera range to allow time to establish
accurately the baselitte entry contiltions. At
entry, speed is decreased to the aisri valuc and
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the gear limit. This, of course, leaves no safety

Rotor SWd A, rpm :

Gross Weight 6W, lb=

ht ,it ft:margin

and should not be considered as a

Density
H.
Deot Altitude
Al

Power Available

SP

, HP .

Differential Power

4

*

Coetfii t c

START
DESCENT
HEIGHT

50-t O-STACE---

VI

V?

------

V3

-

practical limit. The value for a practical limit
must be determined on an individual basis.

Surprisingly, this limit is relatively easy for
the test crew to establish and, fortunately, is
generally much less than the landing gear
limits.

V4

When the minimum entry speed for one

Horizontal 0istace Traveled

O

*

ft

Figure 11-3. Maximum Performance Landing
Profies
held constant during the descent. The entry
airspeed is decreased on subsequent tests until
some limiting factor is reached. The most
common restriction will be gear limits although collective stops or stability and control characteristics may be limiting factors.
The real time instrumentation is monitored
closely during the buildup to the critical
points. Gross weight control during successive
runs is important since the effects on performance may not be linear and a small
change in weight can result in a significant
change in performance.

differential power coefficient condition has
been established, sufficient information
should be available to decrease the magnitude
of the build-up procedures; bearing in mind,
of course, that the first condition was least
critical and characteristics t~ay change significantly with changes in gos weight, altitude,
and rotor speed. The test procedure is repeated for each of the specified conditions. The
in-flight technique, with respect to flight
parameters, and the weight and environmental
control requirements are similar to the takeoff performance tests.
11-5 DATA REDUCTION
The powered descent data are recorded

In the tests where full power is needed, the
manually from visual instruments and may be
recorded automatically by airborne equipaircraft will be committed to a landing relament. The data are for stabilized conditions,
tively high above the ground and the rotor
thus time-averaged values will suffice for
and
be
must
effect
kinetic energy and ground
sufficient to arrest the rate of descent. Vareach point. The reduction is essentially the
same as that used for the sawtooth climb
ous techniques of timing and rate of collective
application should be evaluated to determine
data. A typical data reduction form is shown
in Table I -2.
the most effective way to utilize the kinetic
energy stored in the rotor. If the collective is
The data reduction for powered landing
applied too soon, the descent rate will be
pert(!ri mwice must treat the transient condislowed at some height above the ground
tions v,d pilot input much the same as for the
where insufficient .,nergy may remain to
cushion the touchdown
due
to
the
low
rotor
landing tests. A typical form is
cushon he tuchowndue
o de lo roorlustratedautorotational
in Table I1I-30.
speed. A rapid application of collective may
cause an accelirated stall on some portion of
the rotor disc, with attendant losses in lift at a
critical time, This technique is difficult and
very critical. The collective available should
peffor:n.-ce is usually tiine-averag"d values
be monitored carefully to insure that an
with little need for time history type of
inexpected liitl Is not encountered at an
graphs. Soint, typical presentations are shown
Oin
Figs. I114 through II -12.

The absoltte minimuhn descent entry speed
will result in a touchdown velocity equal to
11-6

M
.aa"Ch
cm.

(date
medswil
(tibes) ate

htcwed at the *ad of
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CHAPTER 12
AIRSPEED, ALTITUDE, AND TEMPERATURE SYSTEM CALIBRATIONS
12-1 GENERAL

?

'copter

This is an attempt to locate them in an area of
undisturbed flow that more truly represents
the ambient air conditions. When possible, a
swiveing head that automatically aligns with
the flow also is used to eliminate total
pressure errors. Although the static pressure
errors of such a system may be quite large,
the less turbulent air reduces the fluctuation
o the indicated values,

The altitude, airspeed, and nature of the air
through which the vehicle is passing must be
known in order to define adequately the
performance characteristics of an aircraft. The
data required for determination of these items
are obtained from airspeed, altitude, and
ambient air temperature systems. The accuracy of this determination becomes largely
The purpose of the calibrations is to
dependent upon tme accuracy with which
determine the pressure and temperature variathese conditions are sensed and the capability
tions caused by the passage of the aircraft
-ifthe recording equipment. The indicators
through the air. The system errors are deterars part of a sensing system, and thus the
mined by comparing known and indicated
accuracy of the system is also of concern,
These systems are subjected to the aircraft
values of airspeed, altitude, and temperature.
All installed systems including the test and
flignt environment which may cause their
standard systems are calibrated. The calibraperformance to vary accordingly. Therefore, a
tions tnen are used to correct the indicated
static ground calibration may not correct for
test values and standardize th performance
errors introduced by flight conditions. The
data.
primary flight calibration difficulties are
caused by the general inconsistency of air, the
The scope of the cal'brations must be
transient nature of the airflow, and the
sufficient to provide the information needed
magnitude of the values being recorded. Local
to correct data throughout the flight test
airflow around an aircraft cannot be predicted
envelope. The conditions should include flight
with any degree of accuracy or certainty and,
regime, altitude, gross weight, rotor speed,
as a result, most production systems are
center of gravity location, and ground proxdeveloped experimentally, Because of the
imi'y, The accuracy of the caitbrations must
complex nature of the airflow around a
be compatible with the data requirements as
helicopter and the wide range of flight
specified by the objectives and test plans.
regimes available, a compromise is usually
necessary relative to the magnitude of the
The flight calibrations can be accomplished
errors that can be tolerated for the different
by utilizing pacer, trailing bomb, tower flyby,
conditions. The end result usually will be a
and ground speed course methods. Some of
system ortimized for the level flight cruise
the inherent advantages and disadvantages of
condition. This can vary with mission requirethese methods must be weighed in terms of
ments, in that a crane helicopter may be
accuraLy, time, and equipment available. The
optimized for hover while an attack hellMfrhigh
speed,prid
dt hl
may be optimized for
hgspe.etouslmutrviesuitable
being compatible with the test vehicle.
For most test systems, the atmospheric
pressure and temperature sensors are mounted
on a boom extending forward of the aircraft.

~12-1

The planning effort that is required will be
determined largely by the test method to be
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used. The trailing bomb and pacer calibrations
are relatively easy to plan since personnel
requirements are limited to flight crews. The
tower flyby and ground speed courses require
the use of ground personnel and equipment.
In these cases, careful and complete planning
is required to produce an efficient, productive
test operation. Planning and scheduling must
be iccomplished in a manner conducive to
obtaining data with the necessary accuracy
within the time frame and testing sequence of
the program.

TABLE 121

FLIGHT DATA CARD FOR PACER
CALIBRATION METHOD
Aim altitude
Ambient air temperature
Aim airspeed
Test area
Engine start gross weight Aircraft serial number
Rotor speed
Configuration
Radio frequency

Center of gravity location

Test altitude
Test airspeed

Fuel used

The aircraft pace method requires the
utilization of oRcer aircraft and crew. The

The trailing bomb method can be accomplished during the performance tests or conducted as individual tests, In the former case,
the performance tests must be reviewed to
determine which tests can be combined best
to produce the necessary data in all the flight
regimes. Previous data should be examined to
determine the bomb capabilities relative to
limitations and stability characteristics. Provision must be made for attaching the trailing
bomb to the aircraft while cn the ground or
letting it out during flight. The calibrations
for the bomb must be current and accurate.
Contrary to popular opinion, when the test is
conducted solely for calibration purposes,

pacer performance must be compatible with

more formal planning is needed. Airspeed

the anticipated speed range for the test

increments

for other considerations, It may be desirable
to use different pacers for various segm ents of
the speed envelope. The calibrations of the
pacer aircraft must be checked carefully to be
sure they are current and acceptable. The
indicator; In the pacer should be of sufficient
sensitivity to provide the desired accuracy.
The communications equipment for the aircraft must be compatible and tht: frequency
to be used should be established and coordi-

gross weight, and center of gravity locationsmust be compatible with the test plan
requirements. When It is an Integrated
program, these are dictated by the performance requirements. For this test method a
flight card such as shown in Table 12-1 should
be modified to include the bomb parameters.

nated prior to the flights. To lose data from a

equ.pped recording tower. The ground sup-

flight because of communication problems is
most disturbing, The local area and traffic
pattern should be studied to determine the
most suitable time and method of operation,
Flight cards are needed for both the test and
pace aircraft, and a briefing should be held for
the flight personnel. A typical flight card is
shown in Table 12-1. Items should bm added
as required for individual tests or aircraft
peculiaritIes.

port equipment and personnel must be available when scheduled. The course schedule
should be checked for conflicting tests by
other aircraft and for general flight activity in
the area. The recording equipment in the
tower must be inspected and the effect of
drift from the course marker should be
determined. Calibrations of the recording
equipment should be validated, and accurate,
The test plan usually specifies the gross

12-2 PLANNING
As in all cases involving support groups, an
extra planning effort is needed to produce an
effective and safe test operation. The test plan
uqually will specify the calibration method to
be used. This should be evaluated in light of
the existing equipment and situation.

vehicle. For high speed helicopters or perhaps

12-2

must

be selected

and other

parameters-such as altitude, rotor speed,

The tower flyby method requires an established low-evel test course and a properly
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TABLE 12-2

wcight, altitude, rotor speed, center of gravity
location, configuration, and airspeed rang, . A
flight card such as shown in Table 12-1 should
be developed and discussed during the briefing for both tower and aircraft personnel.

VISUAL INSTRUMENTATION FOR AIRSPEED
CALIBRATION

Communication signals should be established

Boom airspeed

Rotor speed

and the flyby tower.

Fuel counter

Standard ambient

Standard system airspeed
Boom alttude

and a procedure developed so that data can be
recorded simultaneously in the test aircraft

I'

temperature
Aircraft pitch attitude

The planning for the ground speed course
method varies somewhat with the different
types t. f ground support used. The two primary variations in methods are that the flight
crews record all of the data or that a Fairchild
camera be used to record height, distance, and
time. In the first case, q.vailable courses should
be examined for suitability and, if necessary,
an appropriate course should be established
and measured. Test airspeed values must be
selected and wind tolerancks established. For
the Fairchild camera variation, the camera
station must be established, surveyed, and
measured. Special care must be used to insure
that the course markers are clearly visible
from altitude for climb and descent calibrations. Tests also stbould be planned to determine the minimum recovery altitude during
descent and the best method to establish the
climb in a minimum time and distance.
Correlation and communication procedures
should be established between the camera and
the test aircraft. Provisions should be made to
establish a weather station to record wind
direction, wind velocity, ambient altitude,
and air temperature.
12-3 INSTRUMENTATION

the manually recorded data. A photo panel
also will reduce the in-flight workload during
climb and descent, and is needed when
dynamic performance information will be
obtained.
Most installations are susceptible to volume
mismatches for the total and static parts of
the system. This usually is caused by the
difference in the numbers of instruments
involved and the plumbing needed. These
volume dillerences will cause lag errors in the
airspeed which can lead to erroneous data
unless the errors are recognized. Instantaneous pressures applied to the static and total
pressure inlets will cause a needle fluctuation
should the volumes be unequal. The volumes
then can be changed ai appropriate by adding
either canisters or tubing to one of the
systems. Altimeter lag results from unequal
pressure losses caused by air motion through
different lengths of tubing. Thus, an increase
in volume achdeved by adding tubing can
improve both the airspeed and altimeter
systems. Relerences should be consulted for
details on tag errors and system balancing.
12.4 TEST METHODS

The airspeed calibration data are taken
under stable conditions and can be recorded
manually from visual instrumentation. Sensitive Instruments are necessry to provide
accurate and reliable dta. The required visual
lnitrnunents are listed in Table 12-2.

i

Test ambient temperature

12.4.1 GENERAL

Although not rquired, a photo panel
Incorporating the paratneters i.hown in Table
12-2, plus engine parameters, may be used to

11e flight technique varies with the calibra.
tion method used. In all methods, the aircraft
must be in a stabilized condition in order to
determine the position error. Nonstabilized
conditions can introduce lag error of a magnitude which, of course, will be dependent on

provide a permanent, high density data record
and to resolve any dscrepncies fount within

the systemn characteristics and the pressure
rate of clunge, le aimoed and altitudv are

III iii
il
II l

lI III i
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of primary concern to the pilot. However,
gross weight, rotor speed, and altitude may
change the position error characteristics. Configuration changes such as external stores or
windows and doors open also may change the
pressure field around the stz tic port and
influence the position error. During the calibration, the aircraft should be tilmmed at
zevo sideslip unless otherwise specified. Sideslip angles can cause total presswe errors
through losses in the pitot sensor. If required,
the temperature probe calibration should be
accomplished at the same time the airspeed
and altitude systems are calibrated. A map or
chart of the test area should be in the cockpit
for reference purposes.

124.2 TRAILING BOMB

i

The trailing bomb method requires the
minimum ground and flight support, and
provides a cipability of calibrating for all
flight regimes and altitudes. With proper
planning, the calibration data can be obtained
during the performance testing. The level
flight, sawtooth climbs, and descent performance procedures provide the proper stabilized
conditions for a sufficient period of time to
insure a valid calibration. When the test is
conducted concurrently with the performance
tests, it is necessary only to record the
parameters from the trailing bomb since
complete aircraft parameters will be recorded
as performance items. For the case where the
test is ,olely a clibration effort, the values
indicated by the instruments listed in Table
12-2 should be recorded. The lines to the
bomb should be measured and the relative
distance from the bomb to the aircroft sensors
should be recorded for inclusion in the data
reduction procedures, The distance froi,, the
bomb to the aircraft will vary as speed is
changed and the bomb t,-ails in different
positions. An exact altimeter calibration rquires
this vertical
chasedeterairPhotoilraphs
takendistance
from a be
mined. that
craft can be used to obtain these data.
Generally, the bomb is not incorporated into
an automatic data gathering system and the
values are recorded manually. A typical air12.4

speed calibration bomb with associated tubing
and indicators is shown in Fig. 12-1.
The bomb must be launched carefully to
preclude damage from ground contact or
rotor wasn. A common technique is to attach
the bomb with the aircraft on the ground and
then extend out the lines as the helicopter
slowly ascends vertically. When launching the
bomb in flight, consideration must be given to
the additional aerodynamics due to velocity.
Level flight tests should be conducted prior
to climb or descent. On the initial flight the
bomb should be observed carefully to be sure
that it is not influenced by the rotor wash or
in close proximity to the aircraft. At low
speed, the bomb is below tht.aircraft and the
fuselage tends to shield It from t&. rotor
wash. The bomb usually tends to trail further
aft with increased airspeed. The vertical distance to the rotor decreases and the fuselage
protection may be removed. Since the rotor
wash also travels aft as the speed increases,
the bomb stability and data validity may be
affected.
The vuious relationships between the bomb
and aircraft with respect to flight regimes are
illustrated in Fig, 12-2,
Thus, the initial test condition should be At
a low or intermediate speed. Most bombs
become unstable at some high speed which is
evidenced by popoising and perhaps lonri-

Fiure 12.1 . A-soaed Callbyat/on Bomb
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Figure 122. Airspeed Calibration Bomb in
Flight

tudinal motion. This will cause fluctuations in
the indicated values and also will introduce a
safety hazard if the aerodynamic loads from
the bomb cause the restraint to fail, releasing
the bomb. Most hombs are very sensitive to
turbulence and only a slight am,.unt will
render the data unusab.e. Since the bomb
may be In a different flight condition during
climb or descent, the rates should be built up

while noting the relative position anc! motion

When the test aircraft is stabilized, an
approp -ate signal is given to the pacer. As a
rule, both aircraft are stabilizing simultaneously to place the pace aircraft in position
shortly after the signal is given. At this time,
the pacer will indicate a stabilized condition,
and the data from both aircraft are recorded.
a change occurs in the tesc conditions
during the recording interval, the test point
can be terminated at the end of the interval.
This procedure then is repeated for the
necessary airspeed ranges and increments. The
test sequence may begin at high speed with
subsequent tests at reduced ampecd values, or
the initial point may be at low speed with
subsequent test at increased airspeeds as a
matter of personal preference. In the interest
of productivity, the less critical test aircraft
parameters can be recorded while the pace
aircraft is completing the stabilization. When
the pacer signals to read data, previously
noted values should be checked for changes.
For data correlation purposes, pacer data ahio
should be recorded on tI'.a test aircraft datti

card.

of the bomb.
124.3 AIRCRAFT PACE
The aircraft pace method is perhaps the
quickest and easiest method to accomplish.
The method can be usad for all airspeeds or
altitudes and in all flight rgimes. The test
aircraft is aci,,leratod slowiy to the aim
airspeed and altitude otndltion. Power, rotor
speed, and collective are then adjusted to stop
the acceletation and allow t!ti aircraft to
stabilize. A more rapid acceleration to the aim

o

speed will require larger adjustments and
mote titne for the strbilizatiton to be accomplished, An extremely slow acceleration will
curtail unduly the test productivity. Usually
the pilot of the test aircraft atabilizes at the
test conditions while the actual pacing is done
by tht pace vehicle, This technique reduce
the workloa, for the pilot of the test vehicle
and Wllows him to devote more attention
Insidt the cockpit, However, this is ,%
matter
of personal preference to be resolved by the
pilot.

The aircraft pacer method must entail a
careful stabilization and pace technique. The
pacer should be as close as practical so that
small relative motions can be recognized.
However, downwash and close proximity e"
fects can cause pressure field changes and
introduce flight hazards. The relative positions of 'the test #rd pace vehicles are at the
discretion of the pilots, although this should
be established prior to flight. The predonil.
nant tendency during this test is for the pilot
to hurry the stabilizing process. The signals

exchanged between the aircraft mnt be
understood mutually to insure that the proper
data are recorded at the right troment.
1244 TOWER FLYBY
The test aircraft piot tsk for the tower
flyby method is very umlr to the pacer
method. The primary differences arm the
ground proximity and, omn'ldonally, the limited space for the approach. This cAlibrtion
method usually is limited to the level light
regime. The due generally consits of a
12-5
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marked path for the aircraft to follow and a
tower for recording the height above the
ground. A typical installation is illustrated in
Fig. 12-3.

:

The pilot must allow sufficient distance to
stabilize the aircraft prior to reaching the
tower. The distance needed will change with
speed and aircraft characteristics. The accurate tudgment of the distance required will
increase significantly the productivity, partic
ularly during the low speed tests. Any obstacles that may influence a low level flight
operation should be noted before any tests
The
and the flight pattern altered accordingly.
test parameters are monitored during the
ahhcourse
thee
it
the tower,
abes
e ircatabove
b directly
the tower,
it qhouldd be
designated ground station. Deviations from
--sg e gshould
the course ,enterline are recorded since these
will inOuenue
the accuracy of the calibration.
nsgahanged
shul berasntearrf
Data
Data should be read in the aircraft on signal
from the tower while theodolite readings are
being made in the tower. For data correlation
purposes, counter numbers and other Identifyig items should be recorded both in the
Accuray his
tet -aircraft.
rcraft,
In
d in he
towean and
tower
the test
Accuracy

Iproaht

tower communications be precise and responsive. When flying close to the ground at low
speeds where the aircraft is on the back side
of the power required curve, large control or
power changes which detract from lift should
be avoided to preclude undesirable loss of
altitude or increase in the rate of descent.
12-4.5 GROUND SPEED COURSE
Although the ground speed, course method
usual'y is employed to obtain only a level
flight c ibration, a Fairchild camera or
Askania tacilities may be used to obtain climb
and descent calibrations. The ground speed
generally is flown in close ground
proximity, therefore, obstacles are of constant concern. The course, with its markings,
be known and checked prior to starting the tests. Markings and obstacles may be
without the knowledge of the test

personnel, and a check should be made prior
to each Individual operation. A ground speed
course Isshown in Fig. 12-4. The acceptable

dpenJent upon instantimeous, sinmultaneou .
readings at both localtions. Wind effects
during the run should Immonitored and the
drift recorded,

turbulence level should be such that airspeed
tublneevlsodbeuctatirpd
test value. A
than I kt from
will vary less ilcuea
cswn
rf the
ngnrly
crosswind will cause a -irift and, generally, a
omponent of more than 3 kt will invalidate
the data. When manual timing is being used,
the pilot should fly the course in a inanne.
which will facilitate this effort. The height

The tower flyby courses often axe located
ore
desitytraficarea
nearhigtraffic
near high density
areas whre
where more

and
distah e from the timing markers should
beamnumtalomoecuretii.
be a minimum to allow more accurate timing.

than one aircraft may be using the course at
the amue time. This can divert pilot attention
from the test and demands that the aircraft/

For a given course length, the timingSunction
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becomes more critical as airspeed increases,
Several methods may be used to record
elapsed time, with electronic means being the
most accurate and least common. When the
timing is accon:lished manually from within
the a:%craft, extreme care must be taken that
the method remains consistent from point to
point, A most effective way to accomplish this
is to maintain the same body position and use
the same line of sight. A structural member of
the aricraft provides a good sighting device
and, in the absence of a suitable member, a
grease pencil mark on the canopy will serve
admirably. Any change in course length
shoula include a common airspeed at both
distances. An in-flight plot of time versus
indicated airspeed readily will show any
timing error that may have been made. By
comparing the times for reciprocal headings at
a given speed, the effects of wind may be
determined. The same procedure is used for
all speeds tested.
The aircraft is stabilized at the aim onditions during the approacai to the course and
held in this condition during the run. Each
airspeed should be flown on reciprocal headings to compensate for wind effects. In most
cases, it will be necessary to change course
lengths at the high and low speed extremes.
When this chawe s made, a given speed
should be flown on each course to provide
co,,tinuity and comparative data for the
cow- lengths. When a Fairchild camera Is
being used, its distance from the reference
ine is a measured value which is used in the
data reduction: deviations from the centerline
will introduce errors. The deviation or crov
wind drift tolerance limits can be det.rnind
from the calibration acturacy require ints.
Pilot correction for drift will Introduce sidesUp and may change the static pressure fietd
surrounding the aircraft,
J-/

For a Fairchild camera insallation (see Fig.
3-2), the usable camera coverage Is usually
very limited (approximately 2000 ft field
..tdth). The climb and descent tests therefore
will involve stabilizing the air-raft in a more

tasks. The ftent of the camera coverage
should be determined carefully prior to starting the tests. Extremely good course markings
are required. These must be clearly visible
from both near the ground and from altitude.
The climb should be initiated close to the
grouad and just prior to entering the camera
range. The climbing flight condition is maintained until beyond the camera coverage.
During descent, the aircraft can be stabilized
above camera coverage. However, the flight
path must be judged carefully to obtain the
rraximim coverage. Extreme c-e must be
used to allow sufficient recovery tIme and
altitude during the high descent rate tests. For
autorotational and low power descent tests,
the engine iesponse time and aircraft lag time
are critical factors. The pilot should insist on
a thorough engineering effort to obtain information defining the recovery capabilities of
the test aircraft (rotor and engLe). The pilot
also should conduct a sufficient number of
tests to be intimately familiar with the stability and control characteristics during maximum power recovery maneuvers.
125 DATA REDUCTION
ypica data reduction forms are pres ,ted
in 'tables 12.3 through 12-6' for the various
calibration methods. Reduction steps cormon to all methods" are presented only in
Table 12-30, Table 12-S' refers to proceising
of Fairchild camera data which was also
discuzsed extensively In par. 7-5.
The data from the trailing bomb calibration
nethod can be reduced by using Table 12-3.
The bLtnb is wnsidered in the same light as
rite
cer velucle and substituted into the
aprmprite stejls, An additional factor that
can v Ivcluded is the verticui distance frorn
the bomb to tho aircraft sensors.
12.C DATA PRESENTATION
The calibration data Are presented as shown
it Figs, 12-5 thoui, 12-9.

difficult flight regime in a much shorter

*11

W,=Wudca

time-which greatly compkicates the pilot
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CHAPTER 13
INLET PERFORMANCE
13-1 GENERAL

L
ktween

The term inlet performance in this chapter
pertains to only engine inlets. The inlet
generally is considered the entire ducting,
shaping, guiding, or holding apparatus bethe compressor face and the free
airstream. The design of this apparatus may
vary from simple to complex and will have a
bearing on the Inlet performance. The most
important aspect of inlet design with respect
to the airframe and po~wer plant Is the effect
of inlet performance on power available
which Is turn can directly influence or cornpromice the total vehicle capability. Often
this Is not understood clearly or appreciated,
The engine usually is desigr-ed with getwral
consideration for Ideal flow but without
intent for any particular inlet since the engine
manufacturer's knowledge of ft~kure applications of tile power plant is limited. Thius, one
can expect only. that inlat losses will be
present and will detract from the contractor
specified engine performance. A~ second Itent
is that inlets are very difficult to design for
other than optilnutn free streall conditions.
Thec actual airflow Ii a l'elicopter environinent varies greatly through the f'lighit regime
front hover to high speed and including climb
or descent. Also, tho engine lacation ustully is
dictated by otiv-.r than hIlet considerations
which tend to aggrvato thle situation. Ilic
ineasurement of these Inlet conditions Is most
difficult, The Plow idaually Is 4isturbed tuost
under the rotor. and thle lowss camiot he
considered Ito the clasical s.nse Ie. flow
sopmnat Ion and ingestioo of boundary layer
flow. The niagnltude of tile values Involved
Is normally simiall whicht renders ineasuremeont and atccuracy critical, Although oxivri*
Once has shownl that tile Inlet petrfimamtco
aceed not be ineasured precisely in most casws.
sonte Instances kWe occurred where ulgnifictint ertors were Introduced by inudequato
inlet co0dAtIons.411 111C I11let P01rfornuan1CO

usually becomes more critical with increased
rotor thrust which introduces higher downwash velocities, greater turbulence, and more
recirculation. The VIOL machines %,.
ill accent
these phenomena as well as add others,
including hot gas re-ingestion. Although not
specifically discussed here, engine cooling and
exhaust ducts may be treated with the same
procedures as those outlined for inlets.
The objective of the inlet tests is to
detrrmine the effect that the inlet performance has on the propulsion system characteristics, which is turn determines the aircraft
capability. The inlet performance normally is
defined in terms of the pressure and temperature conditions of the air delivered to the
engine. These are comparvd to the design
criteria and, if necessary, inlet or installation
modificetions. and Improvements are made to
provide the inlet a more suiable environment,
Tile tests should he 01' sufficient scope to
define adequattely the pressure and temperature conditions across the face of' thle cwm
pivssor throughout tile flight regime. The.
numbe and location of the pickups or probes
should be compatible with the engine mIailufacturers design pointts. Test data at, thewe
points then canl be Input to tile mann.facturer's omputer program andI used to
predict hIstallod perforioance amtd suggest
areas of Improvemnn. Ilk, -Jot also should
allow tvniptttion of distort factors Ii the
zvellt they cause efir1lne ov.cillationls that in
turn cause performanlco Variations.
11we tests should be plan~ned sufficntly int
advance that cngine perfornw~me ulat cei be
gathered during rte engite cat~brtlti heore
it is Iistlled Ini ite aitfranie. Usually, the
oilection of thewe dtlu during the lliht *t
is Impractical although It is needed to evAWlt~e
thle Installation losses. lormidable flight test
instrumentaiont requistionl gni Installation
13.1
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-tions

problems also may require long lead times.
'Adtional
time must be allowed for deveiop
ment and airworthiness qualification of the
inlet hardware. To avoid duplication of flight
tests, the inlet data usually are gathered
d iing the performance testing. Thus, the
inlet requirements must be integrated carefully with the other data requirements.

Necessary restraining devices must be designed and constructed for the static tests. These
special devices normally require a long lead
time and there may be financial implications.
Compatible restraining points for the aircraft
and the ground facility also may be a problem. When other than established points such
as cargo hooks are used, aircraft structural
problems should be anticipated. Appropriate
action must be taken to insure that the
ai'craft will not be endangered.

The dta redtction can be accomplished
easily with manual methods when the number
of probes are limited and when time averaged
installacomplex
data will
or suffice.
when itForIsmore
desired
to determin-

During the flight test portions of the
program, the inlet data requirements should

profiles and distortion characteristics, the
mass of data becomes unwieldy and automatic data processing is more appropriate,
iigh density
will asallow
method
This
processing
u.well
a statistical
analysisdata
of

be coordinated and integrated into the tota.
data recording effort. Arrangements must be
made to include the preflight checks necesany instrumentation peculiar to
to check
sary
the inlet
data. Planning must be accomplished

:,the results.
132 PLANNING
The schedule for engine calibration and
aircraft delivery should be obtained as caly as
possible. nudng the engine calibiation, which
Is usually conducted by the engine contractor,
the inlet characteristics should be determined.
The instrumentation to accomplish this is
usually a part of the engine test cell. When
possble, the calibration also should bo accontplited with the aircraft inlet installed, ineluding the probes that will be used in the
flight tests. In the event this cannot be done,
the test cell instrumentation should be poitioned in a manner similar to that anticipated
for the test equipment. This will assist greatly
in data cortelvtion and provide information
for comparison purposes.
'The fligtht test istrumettation
u
ments should be planned on the asis of the
particular aircraf't and the data ncossary to
achlev, the test objectives. The number of
p*.ramters must be minirnized due to the
impact on the total instrunmentation package.
During the static ground tests, It may be
ne".sury to use qecial ground wecording
equipment. This must be arranged with the
flight test group and the personnel responsible
for the vertical and horizontal thrust stands.
13-2

to insure that the recording process for the
other tests will be compatible wvith the re-

quirements for the inlet performanc,.
13.3 INSTRUMENTATION
The Instrumentatior consist of pressure
e'nd temperture sensois, and an appropriate
recording fystem. The preruure sensors must
ree:d both static and t.tal pressures. All
sensors must have a sen.tivity and response
tine compatible with 'be type of data requbed, One overridinw consideration is the
arwrthliness of the installation, Since the
ltet usually isassociated with a propulsion or
thrust device, dhastous consequences can
result from ingestion of a metal object. The
recording equipment must be compatible with
the sensors both in characteristics and in
recording capability. Any ground recoiding
equipment to be used during static tests ntust
be Loordinated with the flgltht recrding
installation. The historical background of
bilet pmbes shows much to be de.ired in all
aspect.i, and considerable efforti ned to be
made to improve the inlet instrumenttion.
Them kre techniques used In wind tunnts and
rewar0m laboratories that might be suitule
for flULht test applications.
The sentor probes usually are mounted on
a rake and instiled within the inlet A typical
istallition isshown in Fig. 13-1.
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beilmouth to show installation losses. A total
system calibration also can be determined.
As previously- discussed, when averaged
inlet performance will suffice, a minimum of
three probes is adequate if suitably located.
The inlet probes are usually total pressure
seniors referenced to the free stream static
pressure. When profile information is desired,
the minimum installation is a rake of four
with four immersion depths on each
arm. For these data to be most useful, the
rake should be located as close to the compressor as feasible or at some representative
position based on previously recorded data.
The common practice for obtaining aver.

The location of this rake should be a.-, near
the compressor as feasible. Prior to lnstalta
tiun, the take must be tested to insure that A

*

safely can wilthstand the dynamic pressure,
vvibrations, and temperatures that art anticipated. The numbeir of probes needed will vary
depending upon the data iequirements; three
j should be consider,-4 a minimum unless the
particular inlet and/or engine Installation his
been well defined by previous data. The fewer
the number of probes, the more critical are
the locations. Presure profiles are very unpredictable both with station and Immersion
depth, A poor location thus can yield a very
nonrepresentative value. The t'ntdne and aircraft manufacturer wii have a certain amount
of data on either the enilne or the inlet which
should be used witen possible. However, M5aa
on the total instalation may not tbe available
which dictates that in estimnation be nude as
to the best location,

k"

;Zged data isto averagi the data from the three
individual srnsor.i The data can be presented
on a visual indicator and vordcd mnanually

or by automatic means. In the former case,
taset antb eie;wieI h
lteahg

eodi

pe

sncsayt

produce statbtcail Nalid duta. An analog
recording will show tst the average asnd the
exact nature of the va!'iat ions. This recording
:nethod requires a clvaui'! for each~ sensor
-A1, when a great Imny probes are used, the
recording capability ,vay be incufficient. For
this ease, scani-valyes and temperature
steppeus may be a practical means to obtain a
lime dependont sampsling. The samplkig rate
for a given porameter will vary Inversely %ith
the number Jf xcordcd parameters. Sutfi
c~n analog~ chanhels should be urnd to allow
correlation of the transients and the time
dependent digital values. During the static
ground tests, the fllht instrum~entation mnay
be supplemented with engine ialayzer cquipDuriaig the engine caltbcarion, the test celnlrfueaeno~td~srsna
h
Inlet. This typc of Instruntltor 6, best
uasually Is equipped with an inlet behnir-uth
that has extensivi, insttrmevtation. This in,
o rudsair eodn qimn
it compatible with the sensons ad data
iplete and
stutentation is generally tnaom
requirenwnits.
mote accurate than that -tvailable during the
flight test. Thus, every opportunity should be
The calibration and pt.flight procedures
taken to gather the trmamun datA possible
ae critical. A total system cat!",ration is
during the calibration. This information serves
requirod since the individual sensot c~l ?a.
as a valuable guide in determining the besz
location for the flight test probe&. Any dato
tioti may not Include all systemt towis even
when a null balance or conlpcnsatiot, device is
(tom the tests with flight equipment installed
can to compared to theo data with the
used. The pvetflht chock must Include data
13-3
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from each sensor as well as an appropriate
ambient reading in order to provide correction or bias values. In particular, the ternperature must be recorded precisely. Avoid
the practice of taking preflight instrumentation readings and listing them as corresponding to an ambient reading at a remote
location. Such things as open hangar doors,
light sources, overhead hangar heaters, operating equipment, or wind can cause small local
temperature changes of sufficiert magnitude
to invalidate the data. In the case of engine
inlets, local conditions may dictate that the
ambient readings be taken in the immediate
vicinity of the sensors.

.

13-4 TFST PROCEDURES

:

The inlet performance tests should start
with the static test cell calibration of the
engine. The engine calibration specification
should have included provisions for the various inlet and exhaust configurations. To
achieve the full range of airflows withip the
inlet, the engine should be operated over the
speed range from flight idle to the maximum
during calibration. The airflow conditions
must be stabilized prior to recording data.
The baseline data usually are recorded during
steady-stste operation. Additional data should
be obtained for acceleration and deceleration
o,nditions. Of primary interest are operations
that might introduce compressor stall or
flameout conditions. Any unusual items conce.ning the inlet-suchi as inlet guide vanes,
variable geometry, interference, blockage or
distortion-will require additional tests. The
extent of these can be determined only on an
individual basis, All configurations should be
well docui nted with photographs to assist
in later correlation and interpretation cf flight
test resu:lts.
The installation losses of the particular
configuration must be defined precisely. The
engine calibration is the best opportunity to
obtain basic data under optimum operating
conditions with maximum instrumentation
facilities. Th,- Waibration configuration should
Sthe particular ilet to be used during the
flight tests. When compared to the optimum,

13.4

these data will show losses and nrovide
correction factors for later test resultj. The
final configuration then consists of ihe test
inlet with the test instrumentation. Comparison of these results will show the losses
introduced by the flight test instrumentation
and provide a total system calibration.
During the ground run, engine rigging,
thrist stand, and hovering tests, inlet data can
be recorded at no expense in flight or
operation time. These data will correlate with
the engine calibration data and will include
any contributions from the vehicle such as
downwash, recirculation, or fuselage interferei.ce. The test procedures detailed in Chapters
4 and 5 must be integrated with the operation
and inlet data requirements. Any ground
recording equipment or additional sensors
independent of the flight instrumentation
must be correlated with respect to data
recording and identification.
The flight test data should be representative of the ccmplete test envelope. Data
should be recorded for all the power required
performance tests previously discussed. The
conditions and procedures specified for the
performance tests will provide a suitable test
environment for collecting the inlet performdata have
tb. inlet
data.a Traditionally,
ance
assumed
secondary priority
in these tests
and the true importance must be emphasized
to the flight crew. Thc more critical data are
for conditions of unusual ah-flow around the
aircraft. Specifically, these conditions are inground effect hover, takeoff, and sideward
and rearward flight. For these tests, pressure
losses can be expected, distortion usually is
increased, temperature rises, and fluctuations
are common and may be aggravated by any
possible engine exhaust reingestion.
13-5 DATA REDUCTION
The data reduction may be accomplished
elther with automatic or manual methods,
When a great deal of data is recorded automatically, it Is advisable to use similar reduction methods. Some of the difficulties to be
encountered are nonuniform sampling times
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and rates, malfunctioning sensors, and e rontous recordings. These have a tendency to
cause computer difficulties unless minutely
detailed instructions are included to cope
* ith any contingency. Particular attention
!should
be given to include preflight and
postflight biases obtained from the instrument calibrations. Resistance calibrations or
other in-flight checks should be considered.

to include any number of probes or locations.
The form is for flight test data and can be
modified to accommodate data from engine
calibrations or other types of operations.

The data reduction form shown in Table
13-1 * for a singie parameter can be ex sanded

13-6 DATA PRESENTATION

The data duction fcma (tabl.) . t

The inlet performance data are presented as
shown in Figs. 13-2 through 13-15.
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CHAPTER 14
ENGINE PERFORMANCE
14-1 GENERAL
The tests discussed in previous chapters are
intended primarily to determine the power
required characteristics for the aircraft in
various flight regimes and operating conditions. The total performance evaluation also
requires determination of power available and
operating characteristics of the propulsion
system, Engine theory and power charts often
are used to determine the power that a given
engine will deliver under certain conditions.
These data are usually generalized by the
engine manufacturer with little regard for any
particular application or installation. Power
charts ususally are based on known tolerances
or deviations in a series of engines or power
indicating devices. For these charts, an accuracy of :5 percent is not uncommon-which
is inadequate for flight test applications.
Other moans are needed to obtain an acecurate
measure of engine power. Engine calibrations
are costly and time-consuming particularly
when various environmental wndtions are
Included.

.

Thus, flight data alone may be insufficient
to define engine pcrformance, and Importance
is lent to calibration and ground run data,
This information can increase confidence in
extrapolating the data to the appropriatz
limits. Hfilicopter performance is very sensitive to power; accordingly, the measurements
must be made with a high degree of accuracy.
Sufficient data must be obtained to define
clearly the operating characteristics, Seeming-

Propeller and torque shafts are often diffi-

ly small items such as inlet, accessory, or

cult to instrument because of weight 3nd
space limitations, as well as mechanical and
nstallation problems. However, this is the
best measure of the power being developed,
Since reciprocating engines are the exception
rather than the rule, this discussion will be
devoted to contemporary free turbine 4et
evgines.

installation losses are often quite significant in
the inal analysis.

14-2 PLANNING
Vi

be evaluated in terms of basic engine performance. Primary variables include flight regime,
atitude, fuel flow, and pressure. The flight
test data are used also to assess engine
specification compliance for comparison with
design criteria, and to cadculate total aircraft
performance. The ,ngine response characteristics are evaluated with respect to mission
demands and pilot suitability. The performance is defined over the total flight envelope
and the data are generalized for all altitudes,
engine speeds, and power levels. In many
cases, there is a mismatch between the engine
limits and those imposed by the aircraft
power drive system.

The purpose of the engine performance test
is to evaluate the ine
with respect to
operating conditions rid the particular installatlon or application. Engine pecularities
caused by the nstallation or accesories mut

Engine performance data are needed for all
flight regimes and can be obtained during the
standard aircraft performan, e tests, which
peatly reduces the flight requiremento. Most
of these data is for the purposes of determining power required and not the maximum
available, However, this is not of concern
since (1) all of the data are us*d In developing
the generalized engine operating curves, and
(2) a certain amount of data will be at full
power and should define tht upper limits
adequately. Careful planning Is needed to
incorporate the engine test requlonts into
the aircraft performance 1sts,

141
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1he instrumentation system must be designed to measure mechanical items such as
engine control positions, as well as pressures,
temperatures, and fuel flow. Many of these
values are small in magnitude and transient in
nature.
14-3 INSTRUMENTATION
*
-

The instrumentation needed to measure
engine performance consists of devices for
monitoring the mechanical, aerodynamic, and
thermodynamic parameters. The instruinentation requirements are prepared in the form of
an instrumentation specification, as discussed
in Chapter 2. The primary mechanical measurement is of compressor and power turbine
speeds, and should be quite accurate. These
data are displayed visually on the photo panel
and in the cockpit, and recorded by automatic devices. Inlet guide vanes, bleed valves,
anti-icing devices, or throttle positions are
recorded in the most suitable manner. The
measurement of the operation of fuel control
mechanisms normally is not required, but
may be recorded itneeded. If possible, the
fuel flow rate should be recorded on a
volumetric and time basis. Mass flow systems
are susceptible to temperature changes and
are not sufficiently accurite for flight test
work. "The fuel flow and temperature values
shouhd be sensed as near the fuel control as
possible to obtain the most accmate parameters for dotermination of f,;el mars flow. The
system should be examined carefully for any
fuel return or bypass features and, ,iuld
they exist, the proper measuring sgouors
should be installed. Consideration should be
given to Instrumenting the engine or mounts
for vihration-although tiot classified as a
performance Item, it can shed light on general
engine operation wad performance deterlora-

The free stream operational environment of
the engine exists only at the cAmpres¢wr face
and at the exhaust. This environment is
measurod in terns of total and static prossusts, and teniperaturos. The inlet instrumentation has been discussed previously In
par. 13-3, and the exhaust conditions are
14.2

-

K'

measured in the same manner. The magnitude
of the instrumentation required will vary with
the installation, however, long or complex
exhausts caii introduce sizable losses.
In addition to engine speed and fuel flow,
the primary measures of engine performance
are pressures, temperatures, and torques. Vaious methods are used to determine power; the
most conmon are based on some combination of torque, turbine inlet temperature,
compzessor discharge pressure, exhaust gas
temperature, and fu.l consumption. Torquemeters are an integral accessory supplied with
most contemporary free turbine engines and
are calibrated as a part of the engine calibration. The decision to install an additional test
system usually is based on historical dat - or
the evaluation of the performance of the
equipment during the calibration. Space permitting, the instrument should be Installed to
obtain the torque measurement on the engine
output shaft. If the engine calibration did not
include calibration of the total torquemeter
and indicator system, additional calibrations
probably will be -equired. Common practice
is to parallel the standard torque indicator
system with a more sensitive test system.
14.4 TEST MEITHODS
14-4.1

ENGINE CALIBRATION

The engine should be calibrated for the
varo-is configuratioas that will be used during
the test program. Tnese data will provide an
early estimple of the performance that will be
obtained dusing the flight test. The performanoe of an engine car, be described by a
function of speed, pressu , fuel flow, and
tempeuature, i.e..

These relationships will orm goeneralized
curves only If changes In the efficieniy or
characteristics of the. engine are negligible.
Otherwise. t0 actual engine performance
with altitude and temperature will not be the
sauto as the predicted values. To detersine
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ac,-urately this variance, it is necessary to
conduct calibrations at more than one set of
atmospheric conditions.
During the planning phase, the author ~;
the calibration specification should I'uv( con
sidered the facilities, scope of iest, an(! the
data range and accuracy -,quired. The first
calibration should be it sea level standard day
cunditions for a basic engine with optimuni
inlet and exi'aust configurations. 'The calibration should include all data that will aid in
comparing the engine performance with the
jbasic design points. In all the calibrations,
engine sreed is varied incrementally through
the full operating range and data are recorded
at each point. The time required to stabilize
wiLl vary with each engin-, and can be determined by monitoring the operating parameters. Recording data during nonstable conditions will introduce scutter in the data and
can jeopardize thle end resuit. At a given
engine speed-usually 100%-the effects of
engine trim, inlet guide vanes, and other
auxiliary ittmis should be evaluated. For this
configarati- i. thle requirement for an atmospheric calibration Miould be based on design
considerutions since thle data arv not directly
applicable to flight test.

5the

Repeal calibrations ihoitld tic madt with
thle engine configurations that will be flight
te-stwh as inlet instrumentation and exhaust hardware. Thei atniosphoeiv calibration
is more important here %ince4 will pro%ide anl
early indication of lte estintated flight test
performance. 11te auxiliary itemis should be
well aieflned during thtis colibration sice they
often will Iorin lte basis for correction
factors. Cotisidcrution also should bie directed
toward engine trimi features. fuel Lorntrol
operation. atnd I1ow they will itffience thle
resultant performance. Output torque is llmas5
tired bothl in absolute values and in termso
enIgitte torque indiculoi Wheti a $Jlll
torque sensor is twing ll~cd. it should lie
installed avid calibratedu hi no
14.4.2 GROUND TESTS
(4-a~td tests provide data On th'. total

power plant installation at a zero airspeed
condition. The downwash environment may
cause 0--idiaons from the engine catibration
,,esults. In addition, at this time the engir~e
performance may be related to the thrust
producing devices (rotors, propeller, fans,
etc.). The data requirements are incorporated
into the maintenance ground runs when possible to increase productivity. By taking into
account :nstallation losses, the data obtained
internally from the engine will compare with
those obtained during the calibrations and
-will give an indication of the engine condition. Extreme care must be taken to insure
correlation of the ground and onboard data
recording equipment.
14-4.3 FLIGHT TESTS
The engine performance parameters are
recorded during the previously discussed
power required tests for the different operating conditions. For these steady-state conditions, power is set for a given test point end
engine data are recoruled. The engine miust be
allowed to stabilize at cachi test point and
sufficient timec faust elapse to obtain a representative fuel flow rate. All parameters should
be monitored for any ususual changos during
thle recording interval. Pertient comments
for recording engine data during eachi tost and
at each condition are presented in lte approprate chapters.
Althtoughi omitted front lte previots discussion, lte ngine operating elaatrsiswith
respoct to ihsion requirements and/or pilot
compatibility are Wxremely important. Etisine control and response often are neglected
because of thre lack of weli defined srtifications or req~uirements and thre lack oif appreelation Of their overall importance. InI tile
early developinent stages of 4n airfraine/engle conivuration, considerable atter.tion is
#i
devoted to lte mnechanical ospects of the
potsCr tran-kfer systemn.I?., n~atural frequency
of components. dynantic loading cal-4bility,
and syitem rigiuity. Onl either cund of thesee
systems are the engine fuel conittnt and thre
-otor. 111 re o is coVntrolled through thle
Cyclic Andi collective 01tch wich in turn
14.3
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transmits power demands through the system
to the fuel control. The fuel control then
adjusts the engine to operate in a mannier that
will comply with the pilot's needs and demands. Thus, an evaluation should be made as
to the suitability of the total system while
performing maneuvers related to mission accomplishmernt.

pass the range of acceleration .lrd loading
conditions. Deceleration of the system is
evaluated by lowering the collective to reduce
the load and engine power requirements. This
is done fronax a stabilized condition at various
speeds and powtr settings. Both the rate and
amount of collective change are the input
varkables.

Characterisitically, helicopter operations
place many demands on the propulsion systemn. Power de~nands are often, rapid, and
vary greatly in magnitiude. The basic engine
has several operating conditions such as
steady-state, acceleratiou, and deceleration,
"here are fuel/engine speed areas where the
engine will attempt to accelerate so rapidly
that the engine will surge. Thus, an acceleration schedule must be incorporated In the fuel
conttol to prevent this over-fuel condition.
An alto mate method is to provide inlet guWi'le
vanes that' adjust the airflow "with engine
speed. Here over-fueling is considered to be
the differen~ce between the transient fuel flow
demand and the steady-state requirement at
that engine speed. Since rotor loading conditions will Influence power turbine speeds, this
sid
be a variable during the tests. tia
tests often ame conducted witf, the aircraft on
thcespound and the rotor unloaded. -From
ground idle, the engin cundilton lover is
placed rap~dly in the "fly"' position iand the
engine parameters are recorded. Ani automatic
* -aalog type datu recording device it dvsirablt,
however, transient speeds rttd times will give
an indhiation of the lag and a..tzeeratlon rates.
The res,ults will-'ar ' with altitude And tempirMtUrM; accordingly, tho tests dw~dd, covt te
widest range resswe.
an dii ~
th anbw wU
For n i-fliittcomltio.

The stab~Jity of the system can be evaluated by disturbing the rotor through pulse
type inputs from the cockpit controls. The
size, duration, and method of input will vary
with each aircraft. the only stipulation being
that they are of sufficient magnitude to cause
anegespdchgePrtcarmpsl
should be placod on types or combinations of
inputs the pilot will make during ission
performance.

.given

-

*or

*
*

The governig capability and speed control
authority provided the pilot is evaluated
through the range of the engine speed sect
device. The operation of tN~ device through
full range should be timd and a judgment
of its suitability.-During lxower chnges,
'the speed control should be uted te. determine
that the authority is sufficient to cope with
any deviations. Tho extremes are for a sudden
AUtorotabohal entry from a full powe.r Condi.
tion and (or a rapid rn XInsUD power climib
ftomn it - over. A chtaz "hul4 be made to
insure the power avaiilibl 4me not change a
the speed see position is v~aried through its
range. This Is i~cnpihdby v'arying rotor
speed while at a fNil power Conditioi. llmre
will be a torque linceease as rotor spced is
reductd, howevet, power available should not
J"MrMse For duit-entine ircart, the pro~*

be 4t somec given speed under some applid
loud from the rotkor. Thus, the engine will
accelenile to wpply the thanging poutr
demands rot the w~tor isawe' by collective
cylicpitch OUPe inputs. met tests Ue
condtcted for rcfistic or minsion nwituversuch as oclereliow during tkeoff, climb

ots tesN. am tecoijd

I"4 DATA.REOUCTION
A ganeral data reduction foirm for enine
performanc* is shown Wnable 16I. This
will need mo~dification for the %itious engin

iation-osd duting qulck stop or' 0o0"t______

~recovety. Both the rgte and. amount of vV11tc.
~Uve
input are varied lutlcem~entaily ia 6n.om-

1A_4

Jn VMWW Of relativ

vgine. performnce and lead carrying elm-

~l
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types and models currently in use, and as such

obtain engine speed Ne

should
4
be used primarily as a guide. Note that

N,

NR XKGR

(14-7)

a great many items are not included and must
be added for specific performance requirements. These, in addition to the information
from Chapter 13 and other preceding portions, then can be used to accomplish a
propilsion system evaluation.

l
C.
U

In a flight test application, it is very useful
to determine the power for any particular test
point rapidly and easily. This contributes to
the flight planning, test accomplishment, and
greater flight safety. Since test vehicles usu-

Indicoted Toque

ally have calibrated torquemeters, this can be
done best by using a torquemeter constant

0

psi

IND

Figure 14-1. Torquerneter Constant as a
Function of Power Setting

that is developed as follows.

P ridefird as the time rate of doing
Powersions
work.w

Substituting these values with their dimeninto the basic Eq. 14-4
\.

-,
P=dw/dt

(14-2)

/'in.b

Psr)-

Thus, for a rotating shaft with force F in
pounds, radius R in feet and N revolutions per

S(n

unit time, the power P developed is

/t
I2 Ot /x 33000 (

r \__,_

slp

(14-3)

(14-8)

Defining a shaft horseliower SHP as 33000
lb-ft/min and torque Q = F X R (lb-ft), then

The use of numerical values for the particular
installation then will yield a simple equation
for calculating SHP based on two indicated

P =2rFRN

.2ir QN

values

33000

(14-4)

SHP=KMX/X
X tAP

When Q is the engine torque, the engine
torquemeter calibration curve shown in F'
ure 14-1 can be entered to obtain the torque
conversion factor.

As discussed in Chaptr 9, currently available mass flowmeters are not of sufficient
accuracy, which necessitates the volum-tric
measurement of fuel flow. Converting this to
mass flow requites a fuel temperature measurement since specfic gravity is a function of
temperature. Since the fuel temperatue
changes during the flight, the fuel mass flow
must be calculated at each test point to
obtain accurate engine performance data.
Fuel normally is obtained from large tanks
that were filled with various production runs
of fuel, each with a slightly different specific
gravity. The preflight specific gravity of the

In terms of flight partmeters, the torque
AuP in psi is converted to torque Q in lb-ft by

Q = tAP X K

(14-5)

Since rotor speed NA is more precisely
measured and is better suited for calculations
than engine speed, it should be usei in
conjunction with the gear ratio, r, ,to

14-S

4'

•

(14-9)

I

"

'

:

l

-

-|

[

gl

%,

:

K
'- :~' S

¢' -.,Y-9

,

,L,,a,
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fuel is measured. Extensive tests have shown
that for a particular grade of fuel, such as
.JP-4, the variation in specific gravity is essentially the same regardless of the value for an
individual sample as shown in Fig. 14-2.

~00033
AT
vlmoflud=741gl/ft3

The preflight value is plotted as shown in
Fig. !4-2. The variation with temperature is
assumed to follow the average which allows
the anticipated variation curve to be drawn.
The test fuel temperature then is used to

1-2

VARIATION
W.~LNE
OFANTICIPATED

~

...

~

ULSML

enter this figure and obtain the specific
weight for the inidividual test condition. TheAVAGrO
curve is linear so that in Fig. 14-2,

tan 8

=(S

IAT
1

2

(Tf,

(113

RMPEIN

FUELOAAr

F*u~~Tm*~UtJ
14-2. Fuel Specific Weight
Variation With Temperature

-FW)(14-10)

TFgur

where subscripts 1 and 2 denote preflight and
test conditions, respectively.

Water specific weight

=62.4

lb/ft3 at 4*C
(14-14)

The

Water specific weight
FSW2 FSW + (Ts -T)

0

62.4

-j

=8.3411

(14-11)

lb/gal
(14-15)

Then
To illustrate the procedure, two high and low
avraesat two temperatures of 30 fuol
SPECIFIC

GRAVITY
SG at 00F
0.8265
0.7990
0.7865
0~7775

0,7260
0.695 5
0.68 10
0.6710

2

834XS

1

-4.3336 X 10"4(T 12 - fI

Tle engine data are most conveniently
defined by assigning subscripts which denote

SPECIFIC

GRAVITY
SG at 240OF

Jk

tASGItAT
0.000411878

0.00043128
0.00043962

engine stations. This is nonstandard throughout the industry however, in this document,
Fla. 14-3 is applicable.

144 DATA PRESENTATION
Ile engine performance data are present-

AVG

N
1446

0.00043336

ed as shown in Figs. 14-4 through 14-24.
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Figure 14-3. Engine Stations and Terminology
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A/C

A/C Model

A/C

A/C Model
Rotor Speed N,, rpm

S/N

S/N

Oesity Altitude H , ft
NOTES:
NO
S

NOTE:

I.
13Engine model
2. Engine serial number
3. Torque measuring system
(test, standard, et.)
(tet s
d e

I. Engine model
2. Engine serial number
Engine locationt right, left, etc
4. Inlet conflgwotlor. (test,
standard, modiflid. filter
Insalled, etc.)
5.Zero rauk airflow

p~

Corrected Engine Speed N

rpm

,

Figure 14.6 Inlet Airflow and Engine %xd
Indicotad Torque AP, psi

Figure 44 Torquenvter C/ibretlon

A/C Model
Rotor Speed NP, rpm

A/C

S/N

Oenslty Altitude H, ft
NOTE -,

Enine medel
2. Erlpie serial itumber
_- Engine locollant left, rhtM,
etc.
4,Inlet on fn tlon (test,
st nderd ,m dif ed , filter
installed,
ci
SIdEI- alow calculawe teem

A

NOTE

I 4
odel
. Krilae W tt fl m,tel , Ott
4 41tefiUulien (Itst
elendeed,
modified, filter inetii i

'A
Met~I
KIM#I P 7
P

Figuit 144 Alitow VarAtion With Inlet
Aw1w Ritlo
14.12

A/C 3/N

A/C Model
Rolar See A#, rpm 0
Dessity Alltude
Ita

ter11

Floe 147. Inlet Aoan &ld E OW Hd
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A/C Model
NOTESt

A/C S/N

A/C Model

A/C

S/N

Rotor Speed Af1 , rpm

1. Engine model
2. Egineseril
~Density
3. Engine location -left, right, etc.
4 Inlet configuration (test, standard,
mo6it led, filter
t.

Altitude /H,, ft
1. Engine model
2. Engine serial number
3.tled
mfist configuration (teststnad
modified, filter Installed, etc.)
4. Engine lacation, left, right, etc.

NOTES.

5. Exhaust configuration

Engine Speed

__________________________Corrected

d

~Corrected Engine SpeeilN
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C 'aFigur

Modial

~~~~~~Rotor
Des~y
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A/C
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SIN
rpm

AIC Model
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it 'Density

1, Engine model
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4

e
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U/N

atrSedArm
NOTES

NOTESt

A

14 la lnterstage Bleed Airflow and
Engine Spe
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Engim Speed
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%

Atitude No ft a
1, Engine model
2. Engine Wpal num~w
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A/C

Rotor Speed
Density

'7'

S/N

A/.C Model

rpl.

S/N

Rotor Speed AIR, rpm
Density Altitude

Altitude H,,ft

NOTES:

A/C

1. Engine model

2.
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3. Engine sloctin umlef
rig t et.&
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standrd
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modified, filter Installed, etc.
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Engine serial number
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NOTES:
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NOTES,
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